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II.

—

Natural lUstor}) Notes from II.M. Indian Marine

Survey Steamer 'Investigator^^ Commander R. F. Iloskyn,

It. N.J commanding.—Series II., No. 1. On the Results of
Deep-sea Dredging daring the Season 1890-91. By J,

Wood-Mason, SuperinteiKlcnt of the Indian Museum, and

Professor of Corn])arativc Anatomy in the Medical College

of Bengal, and A. AlcoCK, M.B., Surgeon I.M.S., Sur-

geon-Naturalist to the Survey.

[Platjs Vri. Sc VIII.]

On the 18th October, 1890, the ' Investigator ' left Bombay
for the Andaman Islands, and on the 9th December following

she crossed from the Andaman Islands to the ]\radras coast,

reaching Bimlipatam on the 26th December. During these

passages fifteen hauls of the trawl were taken in depths

ranging from 95 to 1997 fathoms, and numerous deep-sea

soundings were made.

Between Bombay and Colombo, in the Laccadive Sea,

numerous soundings were taken and four very successful

trawlings were carried out. In this sea the bottom appears

to be mainly green mud, with a small percentage of Forami-

nifera shells : in the immediate neighbourhood of the Lacca-

dive Islands there is, of course, a great deal of fine coral

detritus. The feature of these hauls were the starfishes,

which will be duly noticed in the sequel.

Between Colombo and the Andamans three successful

hauls of the trawl besides many soundings were taken. The
deep open part of the Bay of Bengal here worked over shows
a bottom of Glohigerina-ooze with numerous water-worn

fragments of pumice ; but as one proceeds north-eastwards

stiff blue mud is met with. The two deep hauls on this

course gave a fine lot of starfishes and liolothurians. The
third haul (Station 112), in 561 fathoms, must be particu-

larly noticed. The trawl-bag came up cranuued with mud of

a low temperature, in which the specimens were imbedded.

It may be surmised that compression under a great weight of

cold mud kept up an approximation to normal bathybial con-

ditions of temiicrature and ])ressure, in order to account for

the fact that many of the crustaceans taken were found to be

alive. Among these three species of ]\Iacrurous Decapods

—

Ai'ista'us, S]). n., Ileterocarpus Al/J/onsi, Sp. Bate, and Wille-

moesiaforccpSy A. JM.-Edw.—were discovered to be lumintnis.

In the case of Ilcterocarjvts Alplionsi clouds of a pale blue

hiu'hlv luminous substance, wliirh not o\\\\ illuminated the
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observer's liaiiJ.s and surrounding objects in the vessel in

wliicli tlie creature was confined, but also finally communi-
cated a luminosity to the water itself, were poured out ajopa-

rcntly from below the bases of the antenna?. The Arisfceus

was less, and less persistently luminous in the same region.

'J'he WiUemoesia was luminous at two circumscribed points

somewhere near the orifices of the genital glands.

In the Andaman Sea four good hauls were made. The
bottom to the north appears to be in general blue mud ; to

the south there is a good deal of green mud. From expe-

lience in this and previous seasons the moderate depths of

the Andaman Sea in its southern half appear to swarm with

life. Station 114 (922 fathoms) in the Andaman Sea must
liave a special word of notice. The trawl-bag here again

came on board choked with cold mud, out of which a gigantic

specimen of Colossendet's gigas, Hoek, was washed alive.

The ventral surface of the body and the ventral surfaces of

all the legs except the ovigcrous pair shone with a brilliant

blue-green metallic lustre, which died away quickly from the

body and part of the legs, but remained very persistently

along the fifth and sixth segments of all but the first pair of

legs.

Crossing the Bay of Bengal from the Andamans to Madras
and on the continuation of the passage northwards to Bimli-

patam four successful hauls were carried out ; and between
the parallels of 11° and 12° N. a continuous line of soundings

was taken across the Bay. This section of the Bay shows a

flat plain rising very abruptly to land on either side, the

bottom being impure Glohigerina-ooze (except, of course, near

the land), with large water-worn fragments of pumice. The
features of the deep hauls on this line were the magnificent

starfishes and Holothurians.

Considering now the results of our trawling from the bathy-

metric point of view, without any reference to locality, we
find that in the Indian seas the depths most favourable to

animal life are the moderate depths at 100 to 400 fathoms.

At this limit everywhere we find life to be varied and abun-

dant, the fishes and Crustaceans especially being taken in

swarms and in great variety.

The following is the list of the ' Investigator ' deep-sea

dredging stations during the season 1890-91 :

—

Ann. d) Mag. N. Hist. Ser. 6. Vol viii.
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Station

No.
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Subgradc B. C(ELOMATA.

Phylum VERTEBRATA.
Class PISCES.

By A. Alcock.

The deep-sea fishes collected during the season number
fifty species, of which twenty are new to science, while eight

more have not before been recorded from India.

Among genera not typically bathybial hitherto unrecorded
from Indian seas it is interesting to find Callorhynchusl^

Dibrnnchus^ PeristethuSj Physiculus^ Ateleopus, and Neosco-
pelus.

Among bathybial genera we have to record for the first

time Argyropelecus^ Alepocephalus, and Nettastoma.

The forms, five in number, which do not fall into any
hitherto described genera are sufficiently important to require

a separate notice.

1. Mahhopsis is a Pediculate from the Andaman Sea very
similar in general appearance and morphology to Malthe from
the American side of the Atlantic, but differing from it in

possessing only two pairs of gills.

2. Halicmetus is a still more remarkable Pediculate from
the Andaman Sea. It is closely allied to Dihranchus and
Malthopsis, but both dorsal fins are entirely wanting and the

anal fin is rudimentary.

3. Another most remarkable type is Lamprogrammus^ an
Ophidiid very closely approximate to the Brotuline type, but

separated off from it in having no ventral fins, and differing

from all other Ophidiids in the structure of the lateral line,

which resembles in appearance that of the Halosauridae.

That is to say, the scales of the lateral line are much enlarged,

and each one is excavated for the reception of a glandular

substance, which is probably luminous in function.

4. Bathyclupea is another extremely interesting form, which

I have placed among the Physostomi and in the family

Clupeidffi, though it differs from all the Physostomes in

having the ventral fins, which are rudimentary, subjugular in

position, and is unlike other Clupeoids in possessing few
pyloric appendages and in having the upper jaw but indis-

tinctly tripartite. I have carefully dissected this form, and
have little doubt about its afiinities, though I am not certain

whether it should be placed apart in a new subfamily of the
2*
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Clupcida3, or even in a new family next to the Clupeidge.

Admittino; its present position, it is the first Clupeoid yet

discovered in the depths.

5. Dysommopsis is a new Muraenid closely allied to Dy-
somma, with which singular form it may be included in anew
alliance. It differs most conspicuously from Dysomma in

wanting pectoral fins.

Upon the new species of known genera a few general

remarks may be made. Two species of Dihranchus—one

from the Andaman Sea, the other from the Bay of Bengal

—

represent here a type hitherto known only from the African

side of the Atlantic.

Callovhynclins^ PJiysiculus^ Ateleopus, and with them Neo-

scopelus and Dihranchus, may perhaps be looked upon as

additional links in the chain which appears to connect the

local bathybial fauna of the Bay of Bengal with the fauna on

the one hand of the west Atlantic and on the otlier hand of

the Japan seas.

In Sehastes hexanema, Lioscorjnus lonrjiceps^ Peristethus

Murrayi, and Scopelus engraulis we have further instances of

the existence at moderate depths in the Indian seas of types

discovered by the ' Challenger ' at similar depths in the seas

of the East-Indo-Australian Archipelago, such as our previous

experience would lead us to anticipate.

A new species of Ilarpodon deserves a word of remark.

It ap])ears to be very near to Ilarpodon microchir from Japan,

but difters from it and equally from Ilarpodon nehereus in its

more complete squamation, the whole body and the greater

])art of the head being covered with thin rather deciduous

scales.

Lastly, the discovery that the small Brotuline Ophidiid,

Saccogaster macidata, the male of which is furnished with a

bilobed external genital organ, is viviparous, though not par-

ticularly appertaining to bathybiology, is interesting enough
to call for notice, for it confirms the opinions which have
been formed of the function of similar a])pcndages in the males

of other Brotuline Ophidiids—c. g. Dincmatichthys ihioca'te-

oides, Blkr., and Bythites fuscus, Beinhardt.

The following is the list of the deep-sea fishes obtained

during the season :

—
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Order C HON DUO PT E R Y G 1 1.

Suborder PLAGIOSTOMATA.

Family Scylliidae.

SCYLLIUM, M. & H.

1. ScylHum Mspidum^ sp. n.

Head broad and depressed. Snout flat and semicircular in

outline, the length of its preoral portion is less than half its

breadth, not much more than half the distance between the

angles of the mouth and twice the interval between the non-

confluent nasal valves, each of which bears a small cirru.s.

Eyes large, with the small spiracles situated behind and
below them. A labial fold exists only at each angle of the

crescentic mouth. Acutely tricuspid or quincuspid teeth in

broadish bands in both jaws. The walls of the buccal cavity

and the surface of the tongue are covered with small papillie.

The entire skin, including that which covers the flns, is

closely felted with spines, which are acutely tricuspid, with

the middle cusp the longest—exactly resembling, but on a

slightly smaller scale, the teeth.

The first dorsal fin, which begins just in advance of the

vertical through the posterior limit of the base of the ventrals,

is higher than the second, but about equal to it in extent of

base. The anal, which terminates exactly opposite to the

posterior limit of the second dorsal and very near to the origin

of the caudal, is twice the length of either dorsal in extent of

base. The pectorals are wide and are much longer and
broader than the ventrals, which have a very oblique poste-

rior margin.

Colour in life :—Uniform dull stone-grey.

One young male specimen, 9'5 inches long.

From Station 115, 188 to 220 fathoms.

Suborder HOLOCEPHALA?
2. Callorhi/nchus?, sp.

At Station 112, in a depth of 561 fathoms, an empty egg-
capsule was dredged which we suppose to be that of either

C/iimcera or CallorhynchuSj most probably the latter.

It is quite fresh, but has one end broken off. It is of a
bottle-green colour and a parchment-like consistence, and
measures as it is 5| inches in length.

It consists of an anterior ovate portion furnished anteriorly
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with a bunch of very fine crimped silky hairs, and of a poste-

rior tapering styliform portion, and the whole is surrounded
by a broad radially striated or plicated fringe.

Fi?. 1.

W
It IS juudly to bo supposed tliat this ogg-capsulo ha:

drilted from any great distance.
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Order AC ANTHOPTER YGI I.

Family Scorpaenidae.

Sebastes, Gthr.

3. Sebastes hexanema, Gtlir.

Sebastes hcxanema, Giinther, ' Cliallenger' Shore-fishes, p. 40, pi. xvii.

fig. B ; and ' Challenger ' Deep-sea Fishes, p. 18.

Two specimens of this species, which was originally

described from the Arafura Sea, 140 fathoms, were taken by
the ' Investigator ' at Station 115, 188 to 220 fathoms.

LlOSCORPlUS, Gthr.

4. Lioscorpius longiceps^ Gthr.

Lioscorpius hngiceps, Gthr., * Challenger ' Shore-fishes, p. 40, pi. xvii.

fig.c.

This also is a hemibathybial species from the Ai-afura Sea,

where it was taken along with the pi-eceding species by the
' Challenger.'

One specimen was taken at Station 115, 188 to 220
fathoms. It has four large pyloric cseca.

Family Berycidae.

Melamphaes, Gthr.

5. Melamphaes, sp.

Some small specimens mutilated beyond identification were

taken at Station 111, in 1644 fathoms, and Station 118, in

1803 fathoms.

POLTMIXIA, Lowe.

6. Polyimxia nohih's, Lowe,

Two specimens of this well-known deep-sea Berycoid were

taken at Station 115, 188 to 220 fathoms.

Family Carangidae.

Bathyseriola, Alcock.

7. Bathyseriola cyanea, Alcock.

Bathyseriola cyanea, Alcock, Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. ser. 6, vol. vi.

(1890), p. 202.

A single specimen was taken at Station 120, in 240 to 276
fathoms.
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Family Pediculati.

Halieut^a, C. & V.

8. Halieutcea nigra j sp. n.

D. 5. A. 4. C. 9. P. 13. V. 1/5.

Cephalic disk circular, convex anteriorly. Kostral teutacle

trilobcd. Interorbital space concave j supraorbital margin
•witli long aculeate s])incs.

Cleft of moutli horizontal, its width being considerably less

than half the diameter of the disk
;
jaws with villiform teeth.

Gills 2\. The dorsal surface of the disk and tail bears scat-

tered spines with stellate bases, bifid, trifid, or multifid along
the edge of tlie disk and side of the tail, but elsewhere aci-

cular ; the abdominal surface is covered with minute granules
only. A few small papilla? along the under surface of the

lower jaw ; but no otlier cutaneous aj^pendages. Fins in

form and disposition as in H. stellata
; the length of the pec-

torals is nearly twice that of the ventrals and about equal to

that of the caudal, which is one fourth of the total.

Intestine wide
;
no pyloric cgeca ; no air-bladder.

Colour in life :—Uniform blue-black, with jet-black ver-

micular lines.

One specimen 2*7 inches long, from Station 115, 188 to

220 fathoms.

It is possible, though hardly probable, that tiiis may be an
immature form of Halieuima cocci'nea, mihi. The differ-

ence in colour appears not to be an objection, because in

a species of Feristeihus to be described the young are dusky
violet in colour, while a large specimen is bright red.

DiBRAXCHUS, Peters.

9. Dihranchus mtsutua, sp. n. (PI. VII. tig. 1.)

B. 5? D. 6. A. 4. C. 9. P. 12-1.5. V. 1/5.

Head and anterior part of body forming a huge Hat semi-

circular disk as broad as long; tail cylindrical. The broadly

expanded snout-bones project far beyond the deep semicircular

cavity which lies beneatli them, and this lodges a tlesliy

tentacle, which ends in a };air of spherical lobes surmounted
by a median bifid filament. A pair of almost coiiHuent nos-

trils on each side of the subrostral cavity, Fyes small.

Mouth-cleft horizontal, its width is about one third the

greatest breadth of tl»e cephalic disk ; tongue large, blotched
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with dusky pigment; villitbrm teeth in the jaws only. Gill-

cleft a small foramen situated superiorly in the axilla ; two
gills ; no pseudobranchite.

Dorsal surface of the cephalic disk and entire surface of the

tail covered with stout spines, which are marked with nume-
rous trenchant radiating costa3 ; those on the tail and in three

series along the margin of the disk are widely bifid, those

elsewhere are acicular. Under surface of the cephalic disk

without spines, but with distant granular tubercles. Fins in

form and disposition as in D ibranch us atlanticus ] the pec-

torals and caudal are coequal in length, being contained 4^
times in the total, and are slightly longer tiian the vcutrals.

A wide coiled intestine ; no pyloric creca ; no air-bladder.

Colours in life :—Blue-black, edge of disk and anterior

part of abdomen jet-black.

One specimen 3*2 inches long, from Station 115, 188 to

220 fathoms.

10. Dihranclms micropiis, sp. n.

(PL VII. figs. 2, 2«, 2b.)

D. 5. A. 4. C. 9. P. 15. V. 5?

Head and anterior part of body depressed, forming a disk

which is nearly as broad as long and is truncated in front

;

there are strong, sharp, simple and bifid spines along its

margin, and at the subopercular angle a large trifid one.

The broad front, which is so abruptly truncated as to leave

no appearance of a snout, is widely but not deeply excavated

below for the lodgment of a large fleshy supra-oral tentacle
;

this is trilobed, the lateral lobes being smoothly hemi-

spherical and the middle (superior) lobe being foliaceous, witli

a fringed margin. On each side of the subroslral cavity are

the large exsert subtubular nostrils. Eyes small.

Mouth-cleft horizontal ; its width is contained about 2^
times in that of the disk

;
jaws with a row or very narrow

band of minute teeth. Gill-cleft a small foramen situated

superiorly in the axilla and barely wider than the nostril

;

two gills only.

Entire surface of body closely covered with fine, short,

bristle-like spines, which have stellate bases and either simple

or bifid points.

Fins in form and position as in Dibranchus atlanticus ; the

pectorals are large, being as long as the caudal, which in the

specimens under examination is nearly as long as the rest of

the tail ; the ventrals are minute.
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No pyloric appendages ; no air-bladder.

Colour in life uniform blue-black.

Two specimens, the larger of wliicli is 2*6 inches long,

from Station 120, 240 to 276 fathoms.

Malthopsis, gen. nov.

As Malthe, but with only two gills on each side.

11. Malthopsis luteus, sp. n. (PI. VIII. figs. 2, 2 a.)

B. 5. D. 5. A. 4. C. 9. P. 11. V. 1/5.

Head and anterior part of body much depressed, forming a

triangular wedge, the base of which is surmounted by a stout,

fluted and crenulated, projecting, spinous prolongation of the

snout, somewhat as in Malthe.

Beneath this nasal prolongation is a deep narrow vault,

flanked on each side by a pair of large, almost confluent

nostrils, and containing a short, fleshy, clavate tentacle.

Eyes large, lateral, nearly circular; their diameter is about

one seventh of the total length, caudal not included ;
they are

strongly convergent and anteriorly are barely half a diameter

apart ; the anterior limit of the orbit is in the same vertical

line with the anterior limit of the mouth.

The mouth-cleft, which is horizontal, is about two thirds of

an eye-diameter in width. Teeth villiform, in bands in the

jaws and in broad patches on the vomer and anterior ends of

the palatines.

Gill-cleft a small foramen, in width about one fifth of an
eye-diameter, situated superiorly in the axilla ; two gills

;

no pseudobranchiai. Suboperculum prolonged and ending in

a stout trifid or multifid spine.

Body covered with hard granular adherent plates, each

with a large radially-striated conical tubercle in its centre.

On the dorsal surface of the cephalic disk they are of mode-
rate size, in contact along the middle line, but distant and
slightly sunken laterally ; on the ventral surface of the

cej)halic disk they arc small, distant, and sunken ; on the

rest of the trunk and tail they are large and in close contact

throughout.

The form and disposition of the fins is as in Malthe ; the
vcntrals are very long, nearly equal to the pectorals, which
are equal to the caudal, which is two ninths of the total.

A large siphonal stomach is found, and a wide coiled intes-

tine, opening widely in the middle line between the axillai.

No j)yloric ca^ca ; no air-bladder.
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Colours in life :—Pinkish yellow ; some specimens with a

few irregular rings of dark chocolate on the dorsum of the

cephalic disk.

There are five abdominal and thirteen caudal vertebra3, the

neural spines of the former being coalescent into a trenchant

ridge as in Malthe and IlaUeuttea.

Ten specimens were taken at Station 115, in 188 to 220
fathoms. They vary in length from 1*4 to 2*9 inclies

; and
in the younger s])ecimens the subopercular spine is relatively

much larger and the pectoral fins are of greater relative length

—being contained 'd\ times in the total length, caudal

included.

Halicmetus, gen. nov.

Head and anterior part of body very broad and depressed.

Front with a transverse bony bridge and a subrostral cavity

lodging a flesliy tentacle. Cleft of mouth horizontal. Villi-

form teeth in jaws and palatines. Gill-openings small fora-

mina situated superiorly in the axillte ; two gills ; no pseudo-

branchia3. Head and body with close- set graniform asperities

and large granular tubercles. No dorsal fin whatever. Anal
fin very short. Pyloric appendages and air-bladder absent.

12. Halicmetus ruher, sp. n. (PI. VIII. figs. 1, 1 a, 1 h.)

B. 5? D. 0. A. 3. C. 9. P. 11. V. 1/5.

Head and anterior part of trunk depressed, forming a semi-

circular disk rather broader than long, with a slight con-

vexity in the cranial region. The truncated snout is occupied,

as in Ilalieutcca, by a bony rugose orbital bridge, beneath
which is a cavity lodging a fleshy tentacle which ends in

three lobes, the middle (superior) lobe being crested by a

small bifid filament. The eyes are small and convergent.

The nostrils are minute papillae situated on each side of the

rostral tentacle, within the subrostral cavity.

Mouth horizontal, with the lower jaw slightly projecting;

its cleft is a little wider than the eye. Villiform teeth in

bands in the jaws and on the palatines.

Gill-cleft a small foramen, less than half an eye-diameter

in width, situated superiorly in the axilla ; two gills ; no
pseudobranchise. The suboperculum ends in a stout multifid

spine.

Surface of the body uniformly invested with minute close-

set graniform spines, which also cover the eyes up to the
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corneal margin. The edge of the cephalic disk bears in

addition large finely granular multifid spines in three longi-

tudinal series, and the tail is clad with large granular conical

tubercles—of which there are five longitudinal series on each
side—in close contact.

Fins in form and position as in Ilalieutcea, Maltke, <^c.,

but the soft dorsal, as well as the spinous, is entirely wanting,
and the anal is almost rudimentary. The pectorals, which
are about a third longer than the ventrals and a little longer
than tlie caudal, are nearly one fiftli the total length.

Stomach large, siphonal, much constricted at the pylorus.

Intestine coiled and very wide. No pyloric ca3ca. No air-

bladder.

Colour in life uniform light pink.

Two specimens, measuring 2*75 inches in length, from
Station 115, 18« to 220 fathoms.

Family Cataphracti.

13. Peristethus, Kaup.

Peristetkus Murrayi^ Gthr.

Peristethus Murrayi, Giinther, 'Challenger ' Shore-fishes, p. -52, pi. xxxii.

fig. A.

A single adult specimen from Station llo, 188 to 220
fathoms, and two young ones. Tiie young ones in life were
of a uniform dusky violet colour, the colour of the adult being
red. The young also differ from the adult in having three

small upstanding points, disposed in a triangle, on the forehead.

Order A N A C A N T H I N I.

Family Gadidae.

Physiculus, Kaup.

14. Physiculus roseuSj sp. n.

B. 7. D. 7/57. A. bo. V. 7.

Head and trunk broad ; tail compressed, higher than the
trunk anteriorly. Length of the head very nearly one fourth

of the total, including the caudal ; its breadth, which exceeds
its height, is a good deal more than half its length. Greatest
height of the body, just behind the origin ofthe dorsal fin,

about one sixth of the total.

Snout depressed, broader than long, obtusely rounded ; its
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length, wliicli is equal to the major diameter of the eye and
slightly exceeds the width of tlie flat interorbital space, is one
fourth that of the head. Nostrils superior, situated imme-
diately in front of the orbit,

]\Iouth wide, oblique, with the upper jaw overlapping the

lower ; the maxilla reaches beyond tlie vertical tlirough tiie

middle of the orbit. Teeth villiform, in broadish bands in

tlie jaws only.

liarbel stout, about as long as the eye.

Gill-openings very wide.

Body and head covered with a thick mucilaginous skin,

which is invested everywhere with small deciduous scales, of

which there appear to be six rows between the first dorsal fin

and the lateral line. Tiie dorsal and anal fins, which are

invested with a fold of tliick scaleless skin, extend to within

an eye-length of the caudal. The first dorsal, which is sepa-

rated from the second only by a notch, begins in the vertical

through the base of the pectoral ; its first ray is prolonged

and nearly equals the postrostral portion of the head in length.

The ventrals arise on flattened bases ; their outer ray is pro-

longed beyond the origin of the anal. The pointed pectorals

arise on oblique bases ; their length is not quite equal to that

of the prolonged ventral ray.

The vent is situated well in advance of the origin of the

anal fin, and there is a small postanal papilla. A large air-

bladder exists,

Colours in life uniform rose-red.

One specimen, 7 inches long, from Station 115, 188 to 220
fathoms.

Bregmaceros, Thompson.

15. Bregmaceros^ sp.

Numerous young specimens were obtained at Station 119,
In 95 fathoms.

Family Ophidiidae.

MONOMITOPUS, Alcock.

16. Monomitopus nigripinnis^ Alcock.

Sirembo nigripinnis, Alcock, Anu. & Mag. Nat. Hist., Nov. 1889, p. 384.
Monomitopus nigripinnis, id. ibid. Oct. 1890, p. 297.

One well-preserved specimen, 6^ inches long, from Station

112, 561 fathoms.
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Neobythites, Goode & Bean.

17. Neohythites macrops, Gthr.

Neobythites macrops, Giinther, * Challenger ' Deep-sea Fishes, p. 10:2,

pi. XX. fig. A.
Neobythites macrops, Alcock, Auu. & ^Ing- N^at. Hist., Nov. 1889,

p. 385.

Twenty specimens, varying in length from 4 to 8^ inches,

were taken at Station 115, 188 to 220 fathoms.

18. Neohythites pterotus, Alcock.

Neobythites ptej-otus, Alcock, Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. Sept. 1890,

p. 210, and Oct. 1890, p. 297.

A very fine male specimen, 1 foot long, from Station 117,
1748 fathoms. It differs from the large female captured last

year in the Laccadive Sea in having the pectoral fin-rays very
much more prolonged—reaching to tiie tenth anal ray—and
spatulate at the ends. In the female the pectoral fin-rays

reach only to the first anal ray.

Saccogaster, Alcock.

19. Saccogaster maculata, Alcock. (PI. VII. fig. 3.)

Saccogaster maculatus, Alcock, Ann. ^t Mag. Nat. Hist., Nov. 1S89,
p. 389.

An adult male specimen, just over 3i inches long, from
Station 120, 240 to 276 fathoms. The male has a large
bilobed postanal papilla, and into the sulcus between the
lobes the seminal duct opens. The female, it now appears
from a reexamination of the type described in 1889, has the
distended ovaries full of developing embryos, so that we now
know Saccogaster maculata to be a viviparous fish ; and we
may conclude that the postanal papilla is an iutromittent
organ of copulation.

Paradicrolene, Alcock.

20. Paradicrolene nigricaudis^ sp. n.

B. 8. D. circ. 90. A. circ. 75. C. 8 ?

P. 19-20/6-7. V. 2.

Head conoid ; its length about 4^ in the total, with tlie

caudal; its height ^, its breadth ^ its length; all its bones
strong.
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Body and tail compressed ; the lieight of the former is

nearly one fifth the total, with the caudal. Operculum with

a sharp spine above, preoperculum with three flat spines

radiating from its angle.

Snout broad and rounded, not overhanging the jaw ; its

length, which is equal to the major diameter of the eye or to

the width of the convex interorbital space, is contained about

4^ times in that of the head. The anterior nostril is a small

foramen near the tip of the snout, the posterior is a moderate-

sized elliptical opening in front of the angle of the eye.

Cleft of mouth wide, oblique ; the dilated scaly extremity

of the maxilla reaches half an eye-length behind the vertical

through the posterior border of the orbit ; the lower jaw is

included within the upper in repose, and has a large pore on
either side of the sympliysis. Villiform teeth in bands in the

jaws, palatines, and vomer.

Gill-opening wide
; pharyngo-branchial membrane partially

pigmented ; eleven long gill-rakers on the outer side of the

first branchial arch, besides small ones above and below
;

pseudobranchice reduced to two small pinnules.

Body and entire head, including even part of the branchio-

stegal membranes, covered with small adherent scales, of

which there are fo^r rows between the base of the dorsal tin

and the lateral line, which is a distinct poriferous groove

ending in the posterior fourth of the tail.

Dorsal and anal fins invested in a thick fold of integument,

which is scaly in its basal half. The caudal, which is nearly

half the length of the head^ is adherent to the other vertical

fins at its base only. Pectorals very troad^ with fleshy scaly

bases, pointed, slightly longer than the postrostral portion of

the head ; the lowermost six or seven rays are incompletely

detached from the rest of the fin and from each other at their

bases, and are produced each into a long free filament, of

which the longest (uppermost) in large specimens is twice the

length of the fin, Yentrals separated by a considerable

interval ; each consists of two separate stout filaments, the

outer of which is the longer and exceeds in length the post-

orbital portion of the head.

Parietal peritoneum black ; stomach siphonal ; intestine

long and coiled in several wide loops ; no pyloric cseca ; an
air-bladder.

Colours in life :—Chocolate, posterior third of tail, including

the vertical fins in that space, black ; caudal fin and pectoral

filaments milk-white.

Five specimens, the largest nearly 8 inches long, from
Station 115, 188 to 220 fathoms.
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21. Paradicrohne multifiUs, Alcock.

Paradicrolene rmdtifilis, Alcock, Ann. <& Mag. Nat. Hist., Nov. 1889,

p. 387.

Several small specimens, slightly differing in unimportant
characters

—

e. g. in the colour of the body, which is mucli

darker—from the type, were taken at Station 120, 240 to 276
fathoms.

Dermatoiius, Alcock.

22. Dermatorus melanocephalus , sp. n.

This species is very closely allied to Dermatorus trichiurus

from the Laccadive Sea (Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist., Oct. 1890,

p. 298), from which it differs in the following points :
—

All the spines of the head-bones are weak and flexible ; the

opercular spine is broad, flat, and weak ; the preopercular

border is double, but smooth and unarmed ; the humeral
spine is almost obsolete ; the length of the snout is one third

that of the head, twice the major diameter of the eye, and
greater than the width of the intcrorbital space ; the maxilla

is not quite two thirds of the head in length ; tliere are only

fifteen elongated gill-rakers on the outer side of the first

branchial arch ; there are no pseudobranchise whatever.

Colours in the fresh state transparent grey ; head and belly

black.

The intestine is long and much coiled, and there are a few
rudimentary pyloric ca3ca in a ring round the pylorus.

Length nearly 8 inches.

One specimen from Station 111, 1644 fathoms, and one
from Station 117, 1748 fathoms, both being mature females.

Lamprogrammus, gen. nov.

Head large, body compressed, both entirely covered with
thin, smooth, deciduous scales of moderate size. Head-bones
with prominent crests and wide muciparous cavities, unarmed
except for a weak opercular spine. Snout not overhangiu'^
the jaws. Eye of moderate size. Mouth large ; teeth in

villiform bands in the jaws, palatines, and vomer. No barbel
or hyoid filaments. Gill-opening wide; gill-membranes
separate ;

four gills, eight branchiostegals, no pseudobranchii^.
Lateral line vert/ consj)icuous, icit/i muc/t enlarged scales, each

of vJn'ch hears a glandular {luminous) organ. Vertical fins

confluent
j
pectoral fins entire

; no rentral jins.
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2."}. Lainprogrammus niger^ sp. n.

B. 8. D. circ. 110. A. ciic 90. C. 10? P. 17. \^ 0.

Tissues fragile. Head Iar<

pressed and tapering. Tlie

head, the length of which
is abont one fifth of the

total, or slightly over half

the length of the entire

head and trunk in the

adult, or a little more than

the greatest body-height,

has the bones weak and

furnished with prominent

flexible crests, the inter-

vals between which form

wide and capacious muci-

parous cavities ;
its only

armature is a flat inconspi-

cuous spine on the up[>er

part of the operculum.

The snout, which is

broad and rounded, does -

not overhang the jaws ; its

length is slightly less than

the width of the convex

interocular space and 2\
times the diameter of the

circular eye, which last is

about one ninth the length '

of the head.

Mouth cavernous, with

oblique cleft and jaws
nearly conterminous in

front ; the maxilla, which
is much dilated poste-

riorly, is half the length

of the head. Villiform

teeth in broad bands in

the premaxillai and in very

narrow bands in the man-
dibles, palatines, and V-
shaped head of the vomer.

Gill-openings very wide,

the gill-membranes not at-

Ann. & Mag. N. Hist. jSer.

body compressed, tail com-

(3. Vol. viii.
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tached to the istlimus ; four gills with narrow laminfe and

scabrous clavate gill-rakers, which, to the number of about ten,

are a little elongated on the outer side of the first arch
;
no

pseudobranchige.

Body and head, including the glosso-hyal region and the

branchiostegal membranes, covered with deciduous membra-
nous cycloid scales of moderate size.

The scales of the very conspicuous lateral line are adherent

and greatly enlarged ; they lie beneath a continuous sheath of

black skill, which is loopholed over a long narrow groove

with raised margins situated along the vertical diameter of

each scale. These grooves are filled with an opaque white

substance, which probably has a luminous function. The
lateral line, in fact, is exactly similar to that of several species

of Halosaurus.

The dorsal fin, which begins just in advance of the gill-

opening, and the anal, which begins almost a head-length

behind the same level in the adult, are confluent with the

pointed caudal. The narrow, pointed pectorals are as long as

the rostrorbital portion of the head. There are no ventral

fins whatever.

The stomach is siphonal, with a bulbous pyloric end ; the

intestine, which is very long, is looped and coiled, the loo])s

being held by a stout mesentery
;
there are six small c^eca in

a semicircle round the pylorus ; no air-bladder can be detected.

Colours in the fresh state uniform jet-black.

Two females, 15'5and 11'75 inches long respectively, from
Station 112, 561 fathoms ; a third specimen from Station 110,
405 fathoms.

This extraordinary form seems almost entitled to rank by
itself in a separate subfamily of the Ophidiidaj. In general

appearance and in most of its structural details it has the

closest resemblance to the typical Brotulina ; but it differs

from them all in its remarkable Halosaurus-W^a lateral line

and in the entire absence of ventral fins.

[To be continued.]

III.

—

Notes concerning the Anatomy of certain Rotifers.

By Rupert Vallentin.

[PlntesIV. & v.]

It was originally my intention to prepare for publication a
series of papers concerning the anatomy of some of our larger
species of common Rotifers whoso structure I had been able
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Dimeiisioiis of the type, an adult female in alcohol, some-

what elongated by compression in the stomach of its original

collector :

—

Head and body 120 millim., tail G8, hind foot 21, ear

(above crown) 12 ; heel to front of last foot-pad 9'3
;
length

of last foot-pad 2'2
;
hairy part of sole 7.

Skull : basal length 2G"5, tip of nasals to back of inter-

parietal 27; greatest breadth 16; nasals, length 9*1, breadth

3"7
; interorbital breadth 4; inter^>arietal, length 4, breadth

8'3 ; diastemas; length of u])per molar series 6*9
; anterior

palatine foramina G.

Ilab. Kia-ting-fu, West Sze-chucn {A. E. Pratt^ Esq.).

XV.

—

Natural History Notes from H.M. Indian Marine

Survey Steamer * Investigator^^ Commander R. F. Hoskyn,

B.N, commanding.—Series II., No. 1. On the Results of

Deep-sea Dredging during the Season 1890-91. By J.

Wood-Mason, Superintendent of the Indian Museum, and

Professor of Comparative Anatomy in the Medical College

of Bengal, and A. Alcock, M.B., Surgeon I.M.S., Sur-

geon-Naturalist to the Survey.

[Coutimieel from p. 34.

J

Family Macrnridae.

Macrurus, B1.

Subgenus Ccelorhynchus, Giorna.

24. Macrurus quadricristatus, sp. n.

B. 6. D. 11. A. circ. 90. P. 16. V. 7.

Head like that of Trachyrhynchus and much exceeding the

rest of the trunk in all three dimensions ; tail very low, com-

pressed, and tapering.

The head is more than three times the rest of the trunk in

length, and nearly one third the total. The depressed snout

is exceedingly long and acutely triangular ; its length, which

is nearly half that of the head, is more than twice the major

diameter of the large oval eye and twice the width of the

interorbital space across the middle ;
six sevenths of its total
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extent is ]n-eoral. The suborbital crest is strongly salient

and serrated and terminates acutely at the preopcrcular angle.

The posterior half of the head is longitudinally traversed on

each side by two strongly serrated ridges, which are either

bony crests or the modified spines of scales that are indetach-

ably adherent to the bones beneath ; one extends from the

interorbital space to the occiput, the other from the supra-

orbital ridge to the shoulder.

Nostrils situated immediately in front of the eye ; the pos-

terior is very large.

The mouth is a small, completely inferior, crescentic orifice
;

its front limit is in the vertical through the anterior nostril,

and the maxilla reaches a little behind the vertical through

the middle of the eye. Villiform teeth in bands in the jaws,

the outer row in the upper jaw slightly enlarged. Barbel

slender, less than half the eye in length.

Gill-opening rather wide, the membranes united quite

anteriorly ; first gill-cleft very narrow ; the gill-rakers are

small tubercles
;
pharyngo-branchial membrane quite black.

Body and head except the glosso-hyal region covered with

acutely spinigerous scales ; those on the body are of one

uniform size throughout, measuring rather over 2 millim. in

either diameter in the specimen examined.

A scale from the head bears about tliree longitudinal serrate

or spinate carinas ; one from the side of the body bears five

slightly divergent antero-posterior ridges, which are armed
with long imbricating aculeate spines, the last in each ridge

projecting far beyond the edge of the scale. There are 6 or

6^ scales in a row between the posterior limit of the first

dorsal fin and tlie lateral line. No scaleless fossa on the nape.

The first spine of the first dorsal fin is very small, the second

is smooth throughout. The interval between the first and

the very inconspicuous second dorsal is hardly half the extent

of the base of the first. Pectorals narrow and pointed, their

length slightly exceeds that of the postorbital portion of the

head. Yentrals with the outer ray prolonged.

Stomach large, siphonal ; many long slender ca-ca in a

thick cluster round the pylorus ; apparently no air-bladder.

Colours in life :—Chocolate ; body and tail with numerous
broad black cross bands, which do not rcnch the mid-abdo-

minal line.

Two s])ccimcns, measuring one 7, the other 4*
") inches, horn

Station 115, 188 to 220 fathoms, and a third small specimen

from Station 1 IG, 405 fathoms.
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Subgenus MAcnuRus, Bl.

25. Macrurus nasutus, Gtlii".

Macnirus nmutus, Giinther, 'Challenger' Deep-sea Fishes, p. \'-V2,

pi. XXX. fig. ]}.

A specimen of this Japanese form was taken in the Laceu-

dive ISea, Station 107, at 738 fathoms.

26. Macrurus Wood-Masonic Alcock.

Macrurus WooiUMasoni, Alcock, Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist., Oct. 1890,

p. 301.

A male nearly 18 inches long from Station 109, 738

fathoms.

27. Macrurus investigatoris, Alcock.

Macrurus invcstiyaturis, Alcock, Ann. & Mag. Nat. Ilist., Nov. 18S9,

p. 391.

Numerous specimens from Station 115, 188 to 220 fathoms,

and from Station 120, 240 to 276 fathoms.

28. Macrurus semiquincunciatus^ Alcock.

Macrurus semiquincunciatus, Alcock, Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist., Nov.

1889, p. 392.

One specimen from Station 120, 240 to 276 fathoms.

29. Macrurus macrolop/ius, Alcock.

Macrurus macrolnphus, Alcock, Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist., Nov. 1889,

p. 394.

Two fine specimens from Station 120, 240 to 276 fathoms.

The type appears to have sustained an injury to the tail,

as the relative length of the head to the body in these speci-

mens is about 1 ; 4|.

30. Macrurus Petersonii, sp. n.

B. 7. D. 10-11. A. circ. 135. P. 18-20. V. 8.

Length of head about one fifth total and about seven ninths

of the entire head and trunk. The length of the subtrihedral

snout is equal to the major diameter of the eye, slightly in

excess of the width of the interorbital space, and slightly over

one fourth the length of the head.

Mouth inferior, large, the maxilla reaching behind the
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vertical through the middle of the orbit. Villiform teeth in a

broad band in the upper and a i^.arrow band in the lower jaw,

tiie outer row in the upper jaw considerably enlarged. Barbel

a little longer than the eye.

Gill-openings wide, the gill-membranes separate; pha-

ryngo-branchial membrane partially ])igmented.

Body and head, except the glosso-hyal region, covered with

thin, imbricating, deciduous scales of uniform size, which are

spinigcrous except in a small area situated immediately behind

the base of the first dorsal fin, where they are enlarged,

circular, and quite smooth. A scale from the side of the

body bears from 15 to DO equal, distant, semierect spinelets

in a shallow quincuncial arrangement. There are six rows

of scales between the posterior border of the first dorsal fin

and the lateral line.

The dorsal fins are separated by an interval equal to at

least twice the basal extent of tlie first; the first spine of

the first dorsal is rudimentary, the second, which is hardly

prolonged, is closely and finely serrated. I'he anal tin begins

immediately behind the vertical through the last ray of the

first dorsal. Pectorals narrow, pointed ; their length equals

that of the postorbital portion of the head. Ventrals short,

only a little longer than the barbel.

The vent is situated between the ventrals innnediately

behind their base, the intestine forming a wide loop behind it.

Colours in the fresh state :—Head and iris silvery ; body
chocolate, with an underlying silvery lustre ; throat and belly

black ; first dorsal fin black, with white base and tip.

Two specimens (one an adult ovigerous female), O'O inches

long, from Station 115, 188 to 220 fathoms,

1 have named this species after Mr. Peterson, the gunner
of the ' Investigator/ whose unabating zeal on behalf of our

zoological collections led on one occasion to his getting his

fingers almost am})utated by the dredging-wire, and on another

occasion to his falling overboard almost into the mouth of a

shark.

Subgenus Mystaconuhvs, Gthr.

31. Macruriis heterolepisj Alcock.

Macrunis heterulejnx, Alcock, Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist., Nov. 1S89,

p. 300.

Very numerous specimens of all sizes were taken at Station

115, 188 to 220 fathoms.

There arc seven branchiojtegal rays; the moutli-clett
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reaches nearly to the vertical througli tlie posterior border of

the orbit; the pectorals reach to the sixth anal ray.

Colours in life :—Head and iris silvery ; body pinkish

brown, with a silvery sheen ; tliroat and abdomen black, tirst

dorsal, vcntrals, and pectorals with black base and white tips,

second dorsal and anal white.

Subgenus Malacocephalus, Gthr,

32. Macrurus hevisy Lowe.

One specimen of this widely ranging deep-sea form was
taken at Station 115, in 188 to 220 fatlioms.

It measures a little more than a foot in length.

BaTHYGADUS, Gthr.

33. liatliygadus lonjijiUs^ Goode & Bean.

Bathyyadus lonyifilis, G. & B., Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. viii. p. 599 ; and
Giiuther, 'Challenger' Deep-sea Fishes, p. 157.

Hymeiwcephahis lonyifilis, Vaillaiit, Exp, 8ci. Trav. et Talisiu., Poiss.,

pp. i>18-22],pl. xxiii. fig. 1.

Bathi/qadus lonyifilis, Alcock, Ann. & Mag. Xat. Ilist., Oct. 1890,

p. bb2.

A very fine and perfect male specimen, 13*25 inches long,

was taken at Station 113, in 683 fathoms. It has the

formula

B. 7. D. 12/130. P. 14. V. 8. L. lat. 150.

L. tr. 25 through vent.

The barbel is nearly two thirds the length of the head and
much longer than the barbel of the large female specimen
caught last year in the Laccadive Sea.

Family Ateleopodidae.

Ateleopus, Schleg.

34. Ateleopus indicusj sp. n.

B. 8. D. 8. A. + C. 76. P. 12. V. 2.

Soft tissues almost gelatinous, skeleton cartilaginous.

Head broad and acutely conical, body and tail much com-
pressed and tapering.

The length of the head is equal to that of the rest of the

trunk and is contained about 5f times in the total ; the
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greatest height of tlic body, at the shoulder, is three fourths
the length of the liead.

_
The broad, dejjressed, projecting, marginally inflated snout

is one third of the head
in length and twice the
major diameter of the
oval eye

; at least half

its extent is preoral.

The mouth is a small,

quite inferior, crescen-

tic orifice, in width
equal to the diameter
of the eye, its angle
barely reaching tlie

vertical through the
anterior border of the
orbit, though the max-
illa reaches nearly to

the vertical through
the middle of the orbit;

it is strongly protrac- X
tile downwards, and |^

looks as if adapted for "f

suction. There appears ^_

to be a narrow band of I,

very minute teeth in |
the inner aspect of the ^
upper jaw ; but tiie .^im

lowerjaw is quite tooth-

less.

The nostrils, vvhicii

are very large, are situ-

ated superiorly imme-
diately in front of tiie

eye.

The gill-openings are

narrow, the mem-
branes being united to

the isthmus anteriorly

;

gill-rakers short,
coarse, cartilaginous.

Head, body, and tins

uniformly invested

with a soft, thick,

gelatinous, scaleless skin.

A single dorsal Hn, the base o( wjilch is about I luce fourths
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of a snout-length in extent, beginning almost in the vertical

through the base of the pectoral ; its height, which about

equals the length of the latter, is six sevenths of the length

of the head. 'J'he anterior rays of the anal fin are barely

two thirds the body-height at their origin, the succeeding

rays slightly increase in length to the conHuence with the

caudal ; the latter is a little more than half a head-length in

extent. The ventrals are jugular; each is in the form of a

stiff, slightly flexible, cartilaginous rod, which is formed of

two stout rays coherent throughout their whole extent, and

not reaching lialfway to the vent ; a small detached tubercle

posterior to this represents a rudimentary third ray.

Stomach long, simple ; intestine short and wide ;
no pyloric

caeca ; no air-bladder.

Colours in the fresh state :—]Mottled dark brown to purple-

black ;
fins black, except the ventral.

One specimen, a foot long, from Station 115, 188 to 220

fathoms.

It will be remembered that the family Ateleopodidaa has

hitherto been represented by a single species, Ateleopus

Japomcus, Schleg., from Japan. It is therefore highly inter-

esting to find another and very closely allied species in tlie

Bay of Bengal.

Family PleuronectidaB.

Aphoristia, Kaup.

35. Aphoristia septenistriata, sp. n.

D. 97. A. 80. C. 12. V. 4. L. lat. 92-94.

L. tr. 40.

The length of the head is not quite one fifth, the height of

the body a little more than one fourth, of the total length,

without caudal. The length of the snout is about | that of

the head. Eyes situated almost in contact and almost

between the same verticals in the anterior third of the head,

their diameter being about one eiglith the length of the head.

On the left side is a conspicuous tubular nostril on the upper

lip, and a small circular nostril in front of the interorbital

space ; on the right side no nostrils are visible.

Cleft of mouth slightly oblique, its angle hardly reaches

behind the vertical through the anterior border of the lower

orbit ; small teeth on the blind side only.

Gill-openings very narrow ;
branchiostegal rays and mem-

brane prolonged beyond the opercular edge.
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Entire body and head, including the snout, jaws, and eyes

up to the corneal margin, covered with small, adiierent, ctenoid

scales
; no lateral line.

The dorsal fin begins above the middle of the upper eye ;

its longest I'ays, which are just in advance of the mid He of

tiie fin, are a little more than two fifths of the bjdy-height in

length and not quite so long as the corresjjonding anal rays.

The distance from tlie tip of the snout to the origin of the

anal fin is about equal to the body-height. The length of

the caudal is contained about 7^ times in the total. The
ventrals are separated from the anal by an interval equal to

the length of the snout.

Colours in the fresli state :—Let^t side warm brown, with

seven complete rather broad cross bands.

Two specimens, nearly 4 inches long, from Station 115,

188 to 220 fathoms.

Order PITY SOS TO Ml.

Family Sternoptychidae.

Argyropelecus, Cocco,

36. Argyropelecus^ sp. prox. hemigymnas^ Cocco.

A small specimen was taken at Station 118, in 180'J

fathoms ; it agrees very closely with Aryi/ropelecus hemi-

(jymnus^ Cocco, from which it differs most conspicuously in

having the luminous spots in a continuous unbroken series

from tlie head almost to the base of the caudal ; the tail also

is not so abruptly constricted off from the abdomen.
This, so tar as I know, is the first record of ArgyropeJecufi

from the Indo-Pacific.

Poly IPX us, Gthr.

'61 . Polyipnus spincsns^ Gthr.

Poh/ipnus .'pinosiis, Gthr., * Cliallonjrer ' Deep-sea Fishes, p. 170, i>l li.

Polyipnus spiuusus, Alcock, Ann. it Mag. Xat. Hist., Nov. ISSO, p. .'li^S.

Eight fine specimens were taken at Station 115, in 188 to

220 fathoms. They have the formula

B. 6. 1). 12-1;}. A. 15-16,

and their length ranges from 2 to 2'5 inches. The scales are

quite membranous: one from the side of the trunk measures
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7'5 nilllim. in its vertical and about 2*5 millim. in its antero-

jjosterior diameter ; one from the middle of the tail measiue.s

about G'2o millim. in its vertical aiul not quite 2 millim. in its

antcro-postcrior diameter.

GONOSTOMAj Kafinesque.

.'58. Oonostoma elo7ifjatum, Gtlir.

Gotiosforna elonr/afiim, Giinther, 'Challongoi- ' Deep-sea Fishes, p. 17'*,

pi. xlv. fig. B.

One fine mature male was taken at Station 107, in 738
fathoms. It measures 7' 75 inches in length. It has the

formula

D. 13. A. 30. P. 12. V. 8.

There are no scales, and the fish in tlie fresh state is uniformly

enveloped in thick tenacious mucus. In addition to the

luminous organs described by Dr. Giinther there is an

elliptical organ of moderate size in the middle of the posterior

border of the preoperculum on each side, and one of similar

shape and size on each side of the mandibular symphysis.

There are six large pyloric cajca.

Colours in the fresh state :—Jet-black
;
luminous org.ius

bright rose-pink, with silvery margins.

Chauliodus, B1. Schn.

39. Chauliodus Sloanii, Bl. Schn.

Fine specimens of this well-known bathybial, or nocturnal

pelagic, type were taken in the Laccadive Sea, the Andaman
Sea, and the Bay of Bengal, One specimen taken at Station

109, 738 fathoms, was a mature female with the enlarged

ovaries extending on each side along the entire length of the

abdominal cavity, the ova being smallish (a little over half a

millimetre in diameter) and very numerous.

The stomach of this specimen was deeply siphonal, the

csecal prolongation extending more than one third the length

of the body-cavity. There were three moderate-sized pyloric

caeca.

Family ScopelidsB.

HARrODON, Le Suer.

40. Harpodon squamosus, sp. n.

B. 17. D. 12-U. A. 13-15. P. 10. V. 9.

Tissues extremely delicate; the paired fins long, feathery,

fragile.
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The lengtli of the liead, measured to tlie edge of the oper-

culum and not to the end of the produced branchlostegal rays

and membrane, is about one fifth, the height of tlie body

between one sixth and one seventh of the total, without the

caudal. The vertex of the head with numerous mucous pores.

Snout broad, depressed ; its tip is formed by the projecting

lower jaw, and its length, including the mandibular element,

slightly exceeds the major diameter of the eye, whicli is about

one eighth the length of the head as above limited. The
width of the flat interorbital space is twice the vertical dia-

meter of the eye.

Mouth-cleft oblique, wide ; the maxilla is nearly t^'o thirds

the length of the head as above limited. Introrsely-depres-

sible cardiform teeth in bands in both jaws; one series in the

lower jaw enlarged, with barbed hastate tips, and one series in

the upper jaw less enlarged ; in each palatine an outer irregu-

larly-double row of teeth, of which the anterior and external

are enlarged, and a very short inner irregularly-double row

;

hyoid bone and all the branchial arches toothed.

Gill-openings extremely wide ; the branchlostegal rays and

membrane much produced beyond the operculum.

Body, posterior part of head, and cheeks covered with

deciduous cycloid scales, which are less deciduous on the

posterior half of the tail.

The dorsal fin arises within the anterior half of the body

(measured with the caudal) just posterior to the vertical

through the base of the ventrals. The anal arises about an

eye-length behind the vent, which is nearly twice as far from

the gill-opening as from the base of the caudal. The fimbri-

ated adipose dorsal is situated far back, above the posterior

lialf of the anal. Caudal deeply forked, with an inconspicuous

median lobe. Ventrals long, delicate, and feathery, the

longest (middle) rays almost reach to the vent in the adult.

Pectorals very narrow and fragile ; they arise almost on the

same plane with the eyes, and their longest (middle) rays do

not quite reach to the dorsal fin.

Stomach with a very long ctecal sac ; eighteen large pyloric

Cfeca in a pectinate arrangement.

Colours in life:—Hyaline grey; paired Hns and caudal

black, visceral pcritontum black, buccal and branchial cavities

partially and slightly pigmented.

Numerous specimens, of which several are mature females

with gravid ovaries and two appear to be sexually mature

males, from Station 120, 240 to 27G fathoms.

The mature females are from 9 to 10*5 inches long, the

males from 7'5 to 8*5 inches long.
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BaTIIYPTEROIS, Crthr.

41. lialhtfpterins Guentheri^ Alcock.

liathipteroi^ Gumthcri, Alcock, Ann. & Mag. Nat. Ilist., Dec. l^'i!*,

p. 4.50.

One wcll-prcsevved specimen from Station 112, 5GI fathoms.

ScOPELUS, Gthr.

42. Scopelns engraulis, Gtliv.

Scnpelus engraulis, Giinther, ' Challenge!- ' Deep-sea Fishes, p. VM,
pi. li. fig. (1

Two specimens (one youn^^, the other a mature female

nearly 5"5 inches long) from Station 115, 188 to 220 fathoms.

There are seven large pyloric cffica, and an air-bladder is

ap])arently absent.

In tlie young specimen, which is not quite 2*5 inches long,

the diameter of the eye is still contained 4i times in the

length of the head, and is greater than the width of the inter-

orbital space.

Neoscopelus, Johnson.

43. Neoscopelus macrolepidotus^ Johnson.

Neoscopelus macrolepidotus, Johnson, P. Z. S. 1803, p. 44, pi. vii.

Scopelus jyuicrolepidotus, Gunthei; Cut. Fish. v. p. 414, and 'Challen-

ger ' Deep-sea Fishes, p. 196.

Four fine specimens from Station 115, 188 to 220 fathoms,

all sexually mature.

Colours in the fresh state :—Head, iris, sides of tongue,

and belly burnished silver, dorsum of body plum-purple,

Hanks golden.

Family Stomiatidae.

StOMIAS, Cuvier,

44. Stomias elon,gatus^ sp. n.

D. 19. A. 21. P. 6. V. 6.

Body compressed, low, its height being one fifteenth of the

total without the caudal ; the length of the head measured
from the tip of the mandible is about one tenth of the same.

Eye circular^ its diameter not quite one fourth of the head-

length, and equal to the width of the interorbital space.

Ann. & Mag. N\ Ilisf. Ser. 6. Vol, viii. 9
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The widely-distensible mandible projects much beyond the

iip])er jaw. Five large, distant, fixed fangs in eacli premaxilla,

as well as a freely movable one near the symphysis ; a few

minute, inconspicuous, distant denticulations in the maxillos
;

eight or nine moderate-sized laterally-projecting fangs on each

limb of the mandible, decreasing in size from before back-

wards; a fang on each side of the vomer, and two small,

distant, incurved teeth on each palatine.

The barbel, which is as long as the caudal fin, is trifi 1 at

its extremity. Opercular bones membranaceous.

No scales ; the body, which is coated with tenacious mucus,

is mapped out into silvery hexagonal areolaj. There are on

each side along the ventral surface of the body two rows of

small luminous organs ; the internal extends from the man-
dibular symphysis to the base of the caudal, but, owing to the

denudation of the integuments of the tail, tlie number of its

constituents cannot be determined beyond the origin of the

anal fin, up to which point there are 57, namely, to the base

of the ])ectorals 9, to the base of the ventrals 51, to the origin

of the anal 57 ; the external extends from the base of the

pectoral to the origin of the anal, and numbers 45. There
is a single luminous organ on the barbel and a row along the

base of the branchiostegal rays. The dorsal fin arises at the

level of the third anal ray. Caudal pointed, its length is

about one tweltth of the total. The pectorals, which arise

near the ventral profile, are equal in length to the caudal.

The ventrals are very long, reaching to the sixth anal ray.

Colours in the i'resh state :—Jet-black, with silvery hexa-

gonal markings.

One specimen, a little over 5 inches long, from Station 107,

738 fathoms.

Family Clupeidae.

Batiiyclupea, gen. nov.

Head and body compressed, the former with the mucous
cavities highly developed. Abdomen neitiier serrated nor

keeled. Mouth with the lower jaw strongly prominent.

Small teeth in the jaws, palatines, and vomer. Gill-openings

very wide, the membranes entirely separate ; 7 branchio-

stegals
;

pseudobranchia^ large. Body coveied with large

deciduous scales ; lateral line dijstinct. Dorsal \\n situated in

the posterior half of the body, arising behind the origin of

the elongate anal. Pectorals very large, entire. Ventrals
small or rudimentary, auhjugnhir in jiotiifi'on. Caudal forked.

I'yiurie aiti)endages in moderate number.
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45. Bathyclupea IIoskynii\ sp. n.

B. 7. D. 1(1 A. '^'^. P. 29. V. (). L. hit. circ. 38.

Soft tissues fragile, bones thin.

Head and body compressed ; the height of the latter abnost

exactly equals the length of the former, which is one third the

total without the caudal. Tiie median abdominal line vi

neither keeled nor serrated. The mucous cavities of the skull

are large.

Snout rectangular, formed in front by the lower jaw, which
in repose is almost vertical ; its length, including the man-
dibular clement, is not quite equal to the diameter of the

large lateral circular eye, which is one third the length of the

bead ; the width of the flat interorbital space is half the

diameter of the eye. Nostrils small, almost superior.

Mouth wide, its cleft antcro-lateral and nearly vertical.

The upper jaw, the length of which is two thirds that of the

bead, has tive sixths of its margin formed by the ])remaxillai

and one sixth by the maxilla3 on each side. Tlie last are

formed of three parallel longitudinal plates, of which the

posterior is slightly movable. Lower jaw excavated beneatli

by a deep wide mucous chaimel. Villiform teeth in narrow

bands in the premaxilla3, mandible, and palatine, and in an

inconspicuous V-shaped patch on the vomer. Tongue large,

bilobed.

Gill-cleft very wide, the membranes entirely ununited
;

all the opercular bones well-developed, and the horizontal

border of the preoperculum sharply serrated ; four gills
;
the

middle gill-rakers on the outer side of the first arch consider-

ably elongated
;
pseudobranchiee large.

Head naked.

Body and nape covered with large cycloid scales, decidu-

ous everywhere except on the lateral line. In the largest

specimen a scale from the flank measures 10 millim. in the

vertical and 7'0 millim. in the autero-posterior diameter.

Each scale of the lateral line has a deep pocket on its inner

side which opens externally by numerous fine pores.

The dorsal fin commences almost exactly midway between

the tip of the snout and the tip of the upper lobe of the caudal

fin ; the length of its base is equal to tliat of the snout ; it is

roughly triangular and its height is a filth greater than the

diameter of the eye. No adipose dorsal. The anal com-
mences about an eye-diameter in advance of the dorsal and

extends to within a very short distance (equal to three

fourths of an eye-diameter) of the base of the caudal. Caudal
9*
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forked, its length about one sixth of the totah Pectorals

3
o5

very h\rge and long (wing-like), extending to the twelt'th
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anal raj. Ventrals small or rudimentary, in close contact

with one another ; the short pubic bones, which are in close

apposition throughout, are attached to the under surface of

the clavicle above tlie coracoid articulation and pass down-
wards with such very slight obliquity that the ventral fins

come to have a subjugular position.

Stomach large, with a cajcal sac and a bunch of large

pyloric appendages. A large air-bladder, from which poste-

riorly a comparatively long pneumatic duct passes forwards

and downwards to the fundus of the (distended) stomach.

Nine abdominal and twenty-two caudal vertebree.

Colours silvery grey, becoming black on dorsum.

Four specimens (one male and three females), all sexually

mature and with the reproductive glands distended, from
Station 115, 188 to 220 fathoms. The male is 6"5 inches,

the largest female 8 inches in length.

The stomachs of all four distended with small Penaeids.

The abnormal position of the ventral fins caused me long

to hesitate before bringing this fish within the Physostomous
relationship, notwithstanding its unmistakable external and
internal Clupeoid characters. It is to be borne in mind, how-
ever, that the ventral fins are, if not exactly rudimentary, at

any rate very much degenerated organs—the degeneration of

the ventrals, the shortening of the abdomen, and tiie conspic-

uous hypertrophy of the pectorals being perhaps directly

interconnected changes. In this case there is nothing more

remarkable in the fact of a degenerated organ having under-

gone a slight change in position than there is in such an

organ finally disappearing, as it has in another Clupeoid,

namely Fristigasier.

Bathyclupea is further remarkable as being the first

Clupeoid reported from the deep-sea ; its structural modifica-

tions are typically bathybial.

The position of Bathycliqyea in the family Clupeidas appears

to be between the Clupeina and the Dussumieriina.

Family AlepocephalidaB.

Alepocephalus, Risso.

46. Alepocephalus hicolor, sp. u.

B. 6. D. 21. A. 28. P. 10. V. 8. L. lat. 62.

L. tr.«
'.

y

The length of the low head is a little over one fourth, the

* At level of vent.
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lieii^lit of the compressed body nearly one fifth the total

without the caudal. The length of the obtusely-pointed

depressed snout is contained about 3^ times in tlmt of the

head. The eyes, which converge anteriorly, are between

one fifth and one sixth of the head-length in diameter, and

are more than their own diameter apart. The large nostrils

are situated close together immediately in front of the eye.

Mouth-cleft slightly oblique; the maxilla reaches just

behind the vertical through the anterior border of the orbit.

A row of small teeth in each jaw and on the palatines.

Gill-openings very wide, the membranes entirely separate

and overlapping broadly ; a great part of the gill-cover is

formed by the broad flat branchiostegal rays, which are

uncovered by the opercle from their very bases ; the oper-

cular bones, which are extremely thin, are invested by the

same tough black skin that, covers the head ; the gill-laminaj

are coarse and the gill-rakers on all the arches long and

lamellar
;
pseudobranehia^ small.

Head naked, body covered with large cycloid scales, which

are deciduous everywhere but on the lateral line ; small scales

also invest the bases of all the fins. A scale from the flank

measures about 7*5 millim. in the horizontal and about bo
niillim. in the vertical diameter.

The dorsal and anal fins arise just in advance of the poste-

rior third of the body (measured without the caudal), and the

base of the former, which begins a little in advance of the

latter, is two thirds that of the latter in extent. Caudal

deeply forked, with very numerous rudimentary rays at its

base. Pectorals broad, in length a little more than the post-

orbital portion of the head. The ventrals arise just abaft of

midway between the pectorals and anal ; they are broad and
reach more than halfway to the anal.

IStomacli small, siphonal. The intestine, which, when
lun-avclled, is about 2^ times the entire length of the tish,

consists of two portions, which both in structure and arrange-

ment arc quite diflerent from one another : the anterior tive

sixths is thin-walled and of small calibre, and is intricately

coiled in a globular mass situated in the anterior fourth of the

abdomen, the coils being held by a long mesentery ; the pos-

terior sixth is wide, but with walls so thick as to almost

block the lumen (in the contracted state), the mucosa in this

condition being thrown into nunu'rous wide longitudinal folds
;

it ])asses straight down the middle of the abdominal cavity

unsupported by mesentery. There are nine large long pyloric

cteca in a pectinate arrangement.

In a female with nnich-enlargod ovaries containing ova
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nearly 4 !nillim. in diunictor the ovaries extend baek to the

wide genital pore, through whieh tJiey open to the exterior.

Colours in lite :—Head, including selerotic and iris, black

;

body uniform dull slate-blue; pharyngo-branchial mucous
membrane and parietal peritoneum black.

Note on the /nstologi/ of the hind-gut.—In transverse section

the appearance somewhat resembles that of the human vas

deferens. Externally there is a tliin tibrous coat containing

blood-vessels, and internal to this and intimately adherent to

it is a thin layer of longitudinally-arranged muscular fibres.

Inside this is a layer, averaging about half a millimetre in

thickness, of dense, circularly-arranged, muscular fibres.

Internal to this is a submucous layer thrown into numerous
wide longitudinal folds, and invested by a single row of long

culunniar epithelium, with numerous large goblet-cells. The
submucous coat in all the sections made is everywhere infil-

trated with round or oval, deeply-pigmented, highly granular

corpuscles, which measure from ttVo to yt/otj of an inch in

diameter; in shape they resemble large leucocytes, but they

are so granular tliat no nucleus can in any instance be

detected.

The thick muscular coat, the dense infiltration of the sub-

mucosa with these pigmented granular corpuscles, and the

large and numerous goblet-cells of the mucosa characterize

this part of the intestine.

Several mature males and females were taken at Station

120, 240 to 276 fathoms. The males are a good deal smaller

than the females, of which the largest specimen measures

ir75 inches.

Family Mursenidae.

CONGROMUR^NA, Kaup.

47. Congromurcena longicauda^ Alcock.

Congroimtrccna lonyiccmda, Alcock, Aun. & Mag. Nat. Hist., Dec. 1889,

p. 455.

A large specimen from Station 120, 240 to 276 fathoms.

Nettastoma, Rafinesque.

48. Nettastoma tceniola, Alcock.

Ciavialiceps tceniola, Wood-Masou, MS., Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist., Dec.

1889, p. 460.

This species was described from immature individuals and
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was included with Gavialiceps microps in a new j:^enus. The
examination of full-grown individuals in good preservation

shows that this species has no place in the genus Gavialiceps^

which is a true Nemichthyine form without pectoral fins,

])ut that it ought to be ranked with Nettastoma. The
following description applies to the adult :

—

Head and snout depressed, body cylindrical, tail long and

tapering. The length of the head is contained about 1§ times

in that of the rest of the trunk, the length of the tail is nearly

twice that of the combined head and trunk. The snout forms

a long, depressed, tapering beak, from 4^ to 4| times the

length of the eye and a little more than one third the length

of the head ;
and, owing to the projection of the suddenly-

expanded head of the elongated vomer beyond the abru|)tly

ending raaxillie, it appears bilaterally notched near the tip.

There is an oval nostril situated laterally nearly midway
between the eye and the tip of the snout, and in front of it a

subtubular one. Mucous cavities of the head much deve-

loped and opening by large pores on the vertex, snout, and

cheek.

Mouth with a wide cleft extending behind the level of the

posterior border of the orbit. The upper jaw projects beyond
the lower, which latter, after tapering gradually, becomes

suddenly expanded near the symphysis, in the same way as

docs the head of the vomer. Small, sharp, close-set teeth in

both jaws in several fairly regular longitudinal scries, those

at the mandibular symphysis enlarged and recurved ; three

rows of more distant teeth on the elongate limb of the vomer,

those of the outer rows being inconspicuous and those of the

middle row much enlarged ; and a patch of small close-set

teeth on the spathulatc head of this bone. Tongue fleshy,

fixed.

Gill-openings of moderate size, almost meeting in the mid-

abdominal line ; 3^ gills.

Head and body covered with a thick, velvety, scaleless,

deciduous, jet-black skin. Lateral line a row of large pores.

The dorsal fin commences a little in advance of the level of

the gill-opening.

Stomach with a very long cacal sac.

Numerous sexually mature males and females nearly 2 feet

in length and several young ones, from Station 120, 240 to

270 fathoms.

The young ones are silvery, with pigment only in scattered

gpccks.

All the specimens were alive and very active on reaching

ilie surface.
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Dysomma, Alcock.

49. Dysomma bucephnlusj Alcock.

Di/sumnia buccphalits, Alcocic, Ann. it ^lay. Nat. Hist., Dec. 1881),

p. 4o<).

A siiiiilc specimen from Station 120, 240 to 276 fathoms.

It was alive on reachinii- the surface.

Fisf. 5.

Dysomma bucephalus, X h

Dysommopsis, gen. nov.

Allied to Dysomma.
Tail of great relative length, the vent being close to the

gill-opening. Eyes small, deeply subcutaneous. Snout

studded with pores. Nostrils large, lateral. Mouth wide.

Small sharp teeth in a single row in the lower and a double

row in the upper jaw ; a short row of enlarged teeth in the

vomer. Four gills
;

gill-clefts wide
;

gill-openings small,

situated close together near mid-abdominal line. Heart

between the gills. Skin scaleless. Vertical fins confluent,

the dorsal beginning a short distance behind the gill-opening.

No pectorals.

50. Dysommojysis ?nuciparus, sp. n.

Head a little inflated in the branchial region, tapering

anteriorly ; its length a little more than one eighth of the

total. Body compressed and narrow, its greatest height,

im.mediately behind the gill-opening, about two fifths the

length of the head. The vent lies with the genital pore in

an unpigmented circular depression, which is situated at a

distance from the gill-opening equal to the length of the

postiostral portion of the head; the tail, which tapers very

slightly, is therefore more than four times the combined head

and trunk in length.

Snout acutely pointed, overhanging the upper jaw ; its

length is one fifth that of the head and 2^ times that of the

small deeply subcutaneous eye; its surface is densely

crowded, like the lips, with minute pores. Nostrils large ; the
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anterior, which is tubular, is situated near the tip of the

snout, the posterior is a valved foramen lying immediately
before the ang-le of the eye.

Mouth wide, its cleft being nearly half the head in length
;

small, sharp, close-set teeth in a single row in the mandible
and a double row in the maxilla ; vomer with tliree large

teeth in a longitudinal row.

Gill-openings small, close together near raid-abdominal

line
; the gill-covers are formed of tough skin, in which

brancliiostegal rays are faintly apparent ; branchial arches

weak, gill-laminai broad.

Skin scaleless, enveloped in thick, very tenacious mucus.
Lateral line a row of indistinct pores. Vertical fins confluent,

the dorsal beginning halfway between the gill-o])eiiing and
the vent, the anal immediately behind the vent. No pectoral

fins.

The abdominal cavity extends almost to the tip of the

tail, its posterior part being occupied solely by the genital

glands and air-bladder.

Stomach with a long tapering ca3cal sac reaching some
distance behind the vent, and with the oesophageal and pyloric

openings almost on the same level ; intestine forming a single

loop, the convexity of which embraces the gastric caecum.

Air-bladder a long nacreous tube extending from the occiput

almost to the tip of the tail ; much inflated anteriorly and
tapering posteriorly to a fine thread.

Colours in life deep purple-black.

Two specimens, 9 and 10 inches long, from Station 120,
240 to 276 fathoms.

They were alive on reaching the surface.

EXPLANATION OF THE PLATES.

Plate VII.

Fif/. L Dihranchus nasidus.

Fii/. '2. Dihranchus macropiis, dorsal view.
Fii). 2 a. Ditto, ventral view.
JvV/. 2 h. Ditto, end-on view.

Fi(j. 3. Sacco(/aster maculata, $

.

Plate \1II.

Fi(/. 1. iralicmctus ruber, dorsal view.
Fi;/. 1 a. ])itto, ventral view.

Fif/. 1 I). Ditto, lateral view of tail.

Fit/. 2. Mdltliapsis /iifcii/>, dorsal view.
Fii/. '2 It. Ditto, ventral view.

[To be continued.]
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ColeUci) and the Clavelinidas (s. str.). Hitherto no true"^

Distoraid has been known to possess free zooids—that is,

zooids not completely imbedded in a common test. This new
Ascidian, however, combines the structural characters of the

Distomidje with a social form of colony which is only slightly

removed from that of the Clavelinida?.

Further, Archidistoma aggregatum is of especial interest

because it exhibits the first stage in the evolution of the

coenobitic type of colony from the social Ascidian type, in

which the zooids are entirely free and irregularly placed : in

Archidistoma aggregatum, the clumps of zooids (primitive

ccenobia) have no common cloaca, but the cloacas of the indi-

viduals are usually situated towards the centres of the groups.

The second stage is exhibited in such a Compound Ascidian

as Synoicum turgens or Circinalium concrescens, in which
each of the isolated clumps of zooids possesses a common
central cloaca.

XXXII.

—

Katural History Notes from H.M. Indian Marine
Survey Steamer ' Investigator,^ Commander R. F. Hoskyn,
B.N.y commanding.—Series II., No. 1. On the Residts of
Deep-sea Dredging during the Season 1890-91. By J.

Wood-JMason, Superintendent of the Indian Museum, and
Professor of Comparative Anatomy in the Medical College

of Bengal, and A. Alcock, M.B., Surgeon I.M.S., Sur-

geon-Naturalist to the Survey.

[Continued from p. 138.]

Class ASCIDIACEA.
Family Cynthiidae.

CuLEOLUS, Herdman.

1. Culeolus sp. prox. recumhens, Ilerdman.

Eight specimens of varying sizes from Station HO, 1997
fathoms, come very close to this species from the higher lati-

tudes of the Southern Ocean, if they are not identical with it.

These are the only specimens of Tunicata that we have as
yet obtained from the deep sea.

• The position of Chondrostachys is uncertain, but its nearest affinity

seems to be with Stereoclavella rather than witli O.iycort/nia. Diazona is

separated from the Distomidne by the pn>sence of iutemal longitudinal
bars in its branchial sac.
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riiylum APPENDICULATA.

Branch A K T H R P D A.

Class CRUSTACEA.

By J. Wood-Mason.

Grade MA LACOSTRACA.
Order SCHIZOPODA.

Family Lophogastridae.

Gnathophausia, Willem.-Suhm.

1. Gnathophausia bengalensis, sp. n.

? . Closely allied to G. calcarata^ Sars, from which it

differs in the following points :—The carapace covers the

whole of the first and a part of the second abdominal somite

;

the antennal, branchiostegal, and postero-inferior spines

appear quite smooth to the naked eye, being only obsoletely

or microscopically serrated, the supraorbital spine is readily

distinguishable by its shape from the rostral denticles; the

upper lateral keels are strongly roof-shaped, and the oblique

subdorsal keels more pronounced ; the antennal scale is more
broadly emarginate at the apex ; the pleural lappets of the

last abdominal somite are terminated hy two very unequal
spines (of which the outer is long and sharp and the inner

short and blunt), and are separated from one another poste-

riorly in the mid-ventral line by a long and narrow incision.

Length, from end of rostrum (extreme tip wanting) to apex
of telson, 91 millim. ; of carapace, from supraorbital to end
of dorsal spine, 37 millim. ; of abdomen 46*5 millim. ; of

telson 17'5 millim.

Colour in life deep purple-lake.

A single female, with just-commencing brood-pouch, was
taken at Station 117, 17'48 fathoms.

2. Gnathophausia brevispinis, sp. n.

Gnathophausia gracilis, var. brevispinis, W.-M., Anu. & Mag. Nat. Hist.

(6) Tii, 1891, p. 188, d-

(^ ? . Differs from the Atlantic G. gracilis, Suhm, in the

rostrum being recurved and shorter than the carapace ; in the

dorsal crest of the carapace being distinctly foliaceous through-
out, and at the base of the rostrum expanded into a siibtrian-
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gular plate, terminating apically in a strongish forwardly-

inclined spine ; in the dorsal spine being shorter and more
recurved ; in the lower of the two postero-lateral spines being

reduced to a minute point ; in the dorsal spines of the first

abdominal somite being subequal, those of the second sepa-

rated by a distinct transverse groove and tlie hinder of them
more detlexed, and those of the third, fourth, and fifth larger

and more distinctly arched anteriorly ; in tiie form of the

pleura of the five basal somites, which are expanded at their

posterior margin into a thin and rounded foliaceous lobe,

having their marginal s})ines as a consequence closer together.

A single immature female (the last pair of incubatory

lamelliB only 3 millim. long), measuring 92 millim. from end

of rostrum (extreme tip wanting) to apex of telson, and
coloured in life deep purple-lake, was taken at Station 117,

1748 fathoms.

Family Eucopiidse.

EUCOPIA, Dana, G. O. Sars.

3. Eucopia australisj Dana, Sars.

Eucojna australis, Dana, U. S. Explor. Exped., Crustacea, pt. i. p. GOO,

Atlas, pi. xi. tig. 11, a-m; G. O. Sai-3, 'Challenger' iSchizopoda,

1885, p. oS, pis. ix. and x.

C'halaruspis vn(juicidata, Willemoes-Sulim, Trans. Linn. Soc. Lond.,

Zool. ser. 2, vol. i. 1875, p. 37, pi. viii.

A soft and somewhat distorted young female with very

incompletely developed brood-pouch, non-pigraented eyes, and
eye-pcduncles, through the walls of which the subjacent

ophthalmic tract is plainly visible by transparence, as in

Sars's figure, was obtained at Station 112, 561 fathoms; and
a mature, or all but mature, female with integuments of

firmer consistence, red-pigmented eyes, and opaque eye-

peduncles, at Station 109, 738 fathoms. But whether we
have here to do with two distinct species, or only with two
different conditions of one and the same species, the material

at our disj)osal is insufficient to enable me to determine.

Family Euphausiidae.

Thysanopoda, II. M.-Edw.

4. 'Thysanopoda microphthaJma^ G. 0. Sars.

Thysanopoda microphthalma, G. O. Sars, ' Challenger ' Schizopoda,
1885, p. 1 16, woodcut, tig. 3, $ .

An adult male, without legs, from Station 111, 1(344

fathoms, '\* probably referable to this species.
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Order DECAPODA.
Suborder NATANTIA.

PEN.EIDEA.

Family Penaeidas.

Subfamily Pen^ina.

No representatives of this group have as yet been found
amongst cither the infra-littoral or the bathybial fauna.

Subfamily Parapenjeina.

Obs. Spence Bate^s Artemisia longinaris belongs licrc j it

is not in the remotest degree related to the Aristajina.

MetapenJ'^us, gen. nov.

Allied to Parapenmus^ S. I. Smith, diflfering therefrom in

having neither tergo-pleural nor cephalothoracico-pleural

suture to its carapace, and in the branchial system, which is

invariably furnished with an epipodite in the twelfth somite

and with a filamentous vestige of an anterior arthrobranchia

in tlie thirteenth.

Type Penoius ajfinis, H. Milne-Edw.
The first two of the three following species are referred

with some confidence to this genus as little-modified deep-sea

representatives of it, the third with some doubt, as it lacks

the branchial rudiment.

5. [Metapenceus philippine7isis, var. andamanensis, nov.

Penceus philippinensis, Sp. Bate, 'Challenger' Macrura, 1888, p. 261,

pi. XXXV. tigs. 2, $ , 3, d

.

Differs from the specimens described and figured by Spence
Bate in its much smaller size and in the median part of the

annulus ventralis being shorter and devoid of lateral notches.

The rostrum is in both sexes almost straight and scarcely

ascendant ; in the largest female it extends somewhat beyond,
in the other females and in a male barely to, the end of the

penultimate joint of the antennulary peduncle. The legs of

the first pair are furnished with a spine at the ventral apex
of their second and third joints. In the female there is a

pair of sternal spines between the second pair of legs similar

to, but very much smaller than, those present in M. velutinus
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(Dana). The inner flagellura of tlie antennules is short and
but little longer than the outer, and is unmodified at base in

the male. The dorsal carina of the abdomen commences in

the second somite as a faint and blunt elevation of the ante-

rior half of the tergiim, and is continuous and distinct from

the base of the third to the extremity of the last tergum, at

which it ends in a single minute point, being cleft so as to

terminate in two points in each of the three penultimate terga.

In addition to the median carina the three terminal somites

present on eacli side of the middle line a tolerably distinct

blunt subdorsal angulation, hence appearing to be tricarinate.

The caudal swinimerets when laid back extend much
beyond the apex of the telson, and the outer margin of their

exopodites runs out into a spine a good way from the apex of

the joint—primitive features which are not noticed in Spence
Bate's description, though the former of them is brought out

in the accompanying drawings of the typical form.

The largest female measures about G3 milliin., the only

male about 51 millim., in a straight line from the apex of the

rostrum to that of the telson.

One nearly mature male with four females from north of

Port Blair, Andaman Sea, in 112 to 2-44 fathoms, on 29th

Nov., 1888.]

6. Metapenceus coniger^ sp. n.

Differs from the preceding in the following points :—The
inner llagellum of its longer antennules is fully twice as long

as the outer, and in the male bears at its inner and ujiper

margin near the base a short, stout, and highly indurated

spine of a peculiar form, the part from which tiie spine

springs being conically thickened and elevated, with its con-

stituent joints firmly ankylosed together. The three terminal

abdominal terga are much more strongly angulated sub-

dorsally. The annulus ventralis of the female is built pre-

cisely upon the same plan as in M. phiJippinensis^ and
re])resents, there is little doubt, a primitive jdiase in tlie

evolution of the organ, though at first sight it appeal s to be

so strikingly difterent ; its posterior moiety is a roughly

semicircular concave plate with prominent raised anterior

and lateral margins, and it abuts by its deeply bifid anterior

margin against the anterior moiety, which has the form of a

short and broad band ; its raised aiiterior border has an outline

intermediate between that of a capital T and a capital T, the

ends of the cross stroke of which are in the same curved line

with the raised lateral juargins, and do not nip the sides of
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the grooved downstrokc, as in 31. 2}fii^ippinensis. It is easy

to be seen that the eondition of j)arts manifested by tlic pre-

ceding species has been brought about by the expansion, leaf-

like, of the T-shaped ridge in all its parts, whereby the

anterior ends of the lateral margins have been thrust inwards

and backwards against the expanded anterior margin, so that

the latter appears to be " held in position by clamp-like

lateral processes." The legs of the first pair have a sjjine on
the second and third joints below. There is a very minute
]5air of sternal spines between the second pair of legs in tiie

female ; they are, however, much smaller than in the preceding

species, and it is hence possible that they may be really

absent or so small as to be readily overlooked in the specimens
described by tSpence Bate, who expressly states that none
are present.

The branchial formula is :—

Somites and Artbrobranchia3.

tbeir

a])pendages.
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Both the preceding arc remarkable for tlie membranous
condition of the lower part of the branchiostegite in apparent

correlation with the voluminous and feathery character of the

branchiae.

7. Metapenceus rectacutus (Sp. Bate).

Penceus rectacutus, Sp. Bate, ' Challenger ' Macrura, 1838, p. 2GG,

pi. xxvi. fi<r. 2 (excl. 2 s), $

.

I'wo fine females from Station llo, 188 to 229 fathoms.

Colour in life red.

The carapace and abdomen are perfectly glabrous through-

out. The former is armed with three spines, an antennal, an
hepatic, and a branchiostegal. From the last-named of these

a sharp crest curves boldly upwards and backwards, forming
the lower boundary of the anterior end of the cervical groove

as far as the level of the hepatic spine, whence it is continued

nearly to the ])Osterior end of the carapace as a blunt ridge

—

the cardio-branchial—which, with the branchiostegal crest,

marks out the upper boundary of the subjacent branchial

chamber ;
similarly, a sharp crest continued straight upwards

and backwards from the hepatic spine accentuates the gastro-

he])atic groove.

The 13- to 14-toothed rostrum is neither quite so stout nor

quite so straight as represented by Spence Bate. The exo-

podites of the thoracic legs are rudimentary. The all but

equal antennulary Hagella are about as much shorter than

the cara])ace, measured from tiie frontal to the middle of the

posterior margin in a straight line, as they are longer than

the rostrum measured from the same point in the same
manner.
The telson is strongly trifurcate and armed at the sides, in

front of the lateral prongs, with three pairs of small movably-
articulated spines, which are separated from one another and
from the lateral prongs by intervals equal to about twice their

own length.

The branciiial formula is :

—

Somites and
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The last eplpodite (xii.) is sinij)lc and unbranclied, and
tliere is no vestige ot" an anterior artlirobranchia in tlie thir-

teenth somite.

Length, from rip of rostrum to tip of telson, 113 to 129
millim.

;
length of carapace 25*5 to 29*5 millim. ; of rostrum

21*5 to 24 millim. ; of antennulary flagella 23 to 26 millim.

The three preceding species, in common with other infra-

littoral allies of littoral forms, seem to be in many respects in

a more primitive phase of evolution than their littoral allies.

Their primitive characters are (1) that the last abdominal
segment is elongate, (2) that the caudal swimmeret is more
natatory, as evidenced by its being prolonged far beyond
the level of the marginal spine of the exopodite, and (3) that

the telson is trifurcate and spinulose at the sides.

In the first two of these characters they recall many of the

true deep-sea Penteida^, many of the Schizopoda (e. g. Gnatho-
phausia), and the final larval stages of their own kind ; while

the lateral prongs and spines of their telson are to be inter-

preted as the modified vestiges of the larval caudal fork,

which, it may be remarked, persists throughout life almost

unchanged in at least one Peujeid, viz. ^icyonia furcata.

Subfamily Solenocebina.

SOLENOCERA, Lucas.

8. Solenocera Hextii, W.-M.

Sulenocera Hextii, Wood-Mason, Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. (6) vii. 1891,

p. 188, d2-

Nine males and six females from Station 119, 95 fathoms,

including a full-grown pair, which prove that the rostrum of

the fully adult female is shorter, broader, and more ascendant

than in'the juvenile stages, and that that of the male, while

retaining the length and breadth it has in youth, is deflexed

with the line of the teeth decidedly convex
;
length of the

large female about 75 millim., of the male about 67 millim.

Also a mutilated male from Station 120, 240 to 276 fathoms.

This species has a distinct supra-orbital angle, which is

not, however, spinose, a post-orbital spine, a small hepatic

spine, and a third spine smaller than this on the edge of the

gastro-hepatic crest, but no branchiostegal spine.

The telson is trifurcate.

The common Indian littoral form (? P. crassicornis, M.-
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Edw.) also is without branchiostegal spines, and, moreover,
has the telson simple and unarmed.
The branchial formula is the same in both species,

namely :

—

Somites and Arthrobranchiae.

their

appendap-es.
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longation of the anterior end of the inflated outer wall of the

efferent branchial channel, or—what conies to the same thing

—of the branchiostegal crest, which is not continued to the

anterior margin of the carapace.

Tiie eyes are hirge and reniform.

A single female from Station IIG, 405 fathoms.

Colour in life red.

Length, from apex of rostrum to apex of tclson Q>Q millim.

;

of abdomen 40 millim.
; of carapace, from supra-orbital to

posterior margin, 16 millim.; of rostrum, from same point, 8
millim.

J of outer antennularj flagellum 19 millim., of inner

21 millim.

HYMENOPENJi:us, S. I. Smith.

10. Ilymenojyenceus microjySj S. I. Smith.

IIymenopen(Pus microps, S. I. Smith, Ann. Rep. Comm, Fish. 1884,

p. 413 (G9), pi. X. fig. 1 ; Wood-Mason, Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. (6)

vii. p. 188.

A female from Station 112, 561 fathoms.

Haliporus, Sp. Bate.

This genus is probably identical with Hymenopenceus,

Smith.

11. Haliporus cequah's, Sp. Bate.

Halipoi-us (squalts, Sp. Bate, ' Challenger ' INIacriira, 1888, p. 285, pi. xli.

fig. 1.

Wc do not verify the sexual difference between the male
and female in the direction of the rostrum, which is armed
with from seven to nine teeth, of which those on the gastric

region are constantly two.

The propodite of the last pair of legs in the male at all

events is more than four times the length of the dactylo-

podite, while in the penultimate pair it is only twice as long.

The almost level crest of the last abdominal somite ends in a

small spine. The trifurcate telson is much shorter than the

swimmerets.

The outer flagellum of the antennules is at least three

times as long as the inner, which are equal in length to the

carapace measured from the tip of the rostrum to the middle

of the hinder margin.

Four males and a female from Station 115, 188 to 220
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fathoms; and one male and a young one from Station 116,

405 fatlioms.

Colour in life pink.

12. Ilaliporus neptnnus^ Sp. Bate.

Ilaliponis neptunus, Sp. Bate, 'Challenger' Macrura, 1888, p. 201,

pi. xlii. fig. 3.

In our specimens the rostrum is sharper and more ascen-

dant, and the crests of the last three abdominal terga are

spinosc at the extremity, the spine in the first two springing

from the bottom of the median cleft.

The telson, which is trifurcate, reaches about midway
between the outer and inner lamella of the swimraerets when
these are laid back.

In addition to an extra-ocular plate and antennal, post-

antennal, hepatic, and post-branchiostegal spines, there is a

true branch iostegal spine.

There is a still greater disproportion between the propodite

and dactylopodite of the last pair of legs than in the last

species.

One female from Station 111, 1644 fathoms, and two from

Station 117, 1748 fathoms.

Colour in life lurid orange.

Subfamily Arist^ina.

Artst^US, Duvernoy.

A7'isteus, Duvernoy, Ann. des Sc. Nat., Zool. 1841 (ii.), xv. pp. 101

et seq.

Hemipencetts, Sp. Bate, 'Challenger' Macrura, 1888, p. 290 (ex parte).

Rostrum three-toothed ;
carapace without hepatic spine

;

antennal scale large ; mandibular palp thin and foliaceous,

with terminal joint triangular ; dorsal carina of last three

abdominal terga terminating posteriorly in a spine
;
postero-

lateral angles of abdominal pleura simple and unarmed ; legs

without exopodites ; dactylopodites of the last two pairs of

legs setaceous.

The branchial formula of An'stams virilism Spence Bate,

is as follows :

—
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Somites and
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females and in the young of both sexes ends in a long styli-

form process extending far beyond the peduncles of the

antennules, in the adult male is so shortened as to scarcely

pass beyond the end of the first joint of these appendages.

The only absolute difference which I have been able to detect

between our specimens and Duvernoy's figures and descrip-

tions is in the arrangement of the branchial plumes above
described.

Very many specimens of both sexes from Station 115, 188
to 220 fathoms. Several specimens had been previously

obtained in the same part of the Andaman Sea in 271 fathoms.

Colour in life red.

14. Aristceus semidentatus (Sp. Bate).

Hemipencsus semidcntatus, Sp. Bate, ' Challenger ' Macrura, p. 80o,

pi. xlix. fig. 1, 2

.

Very many specimens of both sexes from Station 120, 240

to 276 fathoms. Prcviou.sly obtained in lat. 20° 17' 30" N.,

long. 80° 50' E., in 193 fathoms, and from the Swatch-of-

No-ground in 405 to 285 fathoms.

This species presents precisely the same sexual characters

as the preceding, from which, so far as we have been at

present able to make out, it only differs in being quite

glabrous and as a rule smaller.

15. Aristceus coruscans, sp. n.

Body elongate, slender, glabrous. Rostrum long, extend-

ing by nearly one half of its length beyond the peduncles of

An'sffTiis rr>rii<ca>is, 2, i "a^- ^iz'
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the antennules, its basal toothed portion almost horizontal, its

apical portion lon^r, slender, styliform, straight, and ascen-

dant : the first tooth arises just at the Icv^cl of tlie supraorbital

margin, its ridge extending as a shar|)ish and diminishing

dorsal crest nearly to tiie hinder edge of the carapace ; the

second arises about the length of an eye-peduncle from the

first, and the tliird about half that distance from the second.

A long postorbital crest commences close behind the orbital

margin, and extends without interruption to the gastro-

hepatic groove, where it ends, to reappear again in the interval

between the gastro-he))atic and cervical grooves ; the crest of

the antennal spine is short, extending only to the antennal

groove ; the long crest of the branchiostegal spine runs hori-

zontally backwards as far as the curved cardio-branchial

ridge and groove, which with it demarcates the upper boun-
dary of the subjacent branchial chamber ; below the branchio-

stegal crest a ridge of nearly the same strength delimits the

indurated superior from the membranous inferior part of the

sides of the carapace and anteriorly runs to the anterior

margin, while posteriorly it is continuous with the raised rim

of the posterior margin on each side.

The legs are slender and weak.

A tine female from Station 112, 5G1 fathoms.

Colour in life bright orange.

The specimen was strongly luminous when first brought on

board.

16. Aristceus ci'assipes, sp. n.

Body pubescent. Rostrum long, extending by fully one
half of its length beyond the peduncles of the antennules;

its basal toothed portion slightly descendant, its apical portion,

which is excessively slender and styliforra, ascends in a faint

curve to its excessively fine and sharp point ; the first tooth

arises well to the rear of the orbital margin, the second about
the length of an eye-peduncle from the first, and the third

about two- thirds of that distance from the second
; the crest

of the first extends backwards as a blunt dorsal ridge to about
midway between the cervical groove and the hinder margin
of the carapace

; a blunt postorbital crest defines the antennal
groove superiorly, and an almost equally blunt short crest to

the antennal spine limits it below
; the crest of the branchio-

stegal spine is somewhat stronger and sharper than in the

preceding species, but presents similar relations to the cardio-

branchial groove, at its junction with which a groove passes

off obliquely downwards and backwards towards but not up

Ann, & Mag. N. Hist. Ser. 6. Vol. viii. 19
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to the ridge separating the hard and the soft parts of the

sides of the carapace from one another i both gastro-hepatic

and cervical grooves are rather more strongly marked than in

the preceding species, especially the latter of them, which is

Fig. 7.

Aristceus crassipes, $ , natural size.

accentuated by a slight thickening of the integument imme-
diately behind it on each side of the middle line ; neither,

Iiowcver, actually indents the dorsal ridge, though both

appear to do so from the lateral aspect, as is seen in the

accompanying figure.

The thick and robust first three pairs of chelate limbs

present the most marked contrast to the thin and filiform last

two ])airs.

A fine female specimen from Station 116, 405 fathoms.

Colour in life crimson.

An equally fine example of the same sex had jnoviouslv

been obtained in lat. 6* 29' N., long. 79° 34' E., in 597
fathoms.

ARiST.i:oi'Sis, gen. nov.

Aristem, Sp. Bate, ' Challenger ' Macrura, 1888, p. 309 (^non Duvemoy ).

Kostrum three-toothed ; carapace without liepntic spine

;
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antennal scale large ; mandibular palp robust, with terminal

joint bifurcate ; dorsal carina of the last four abdominal terga

terminating postciiorly in a spine
;

postero-lateral angles of

second or third to (iftli abdominal pleura minutely mucro-

nate ; legs with or without minute exopodites
;
dactylopodites

of the last two pairs of legs lanceolate, smooth and convex
below, flat or concave and fringed with hairs on both edges

above.

Branchial formula of Arista^opsis Edwardsiana (Johnson) :

—

Somites and
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Aristevs coralinus, A. M.-Edw. in ' Challenger ' Macrura, 1888, pi. xxxii.

fig. 10, J , antennal scale.

An adult male and an adolescent male with commencing
process of the antennal scale, and an adult female, from
Station 115, 188 to 220 fathoms.

Colour in life deep crimson.

Two males and a very iine full-grown female had been
taken off Port Blair in 271 fathoms, and a young specimen in

the Gulf of JManaar in 597 fathoms.

Our specimens of the female agree absolutely with Johnson's
admirable description.

Adult males present some remarkable sexual differences

;

not only is their rostrum short and porrect, not extending
beyond the apex of the antennulary peduncles, but their

antennal scale is prolonged at the apex into a slender cylin-

drical fleshy process as long as the scale itself. This process,

Ficr. 8.

Aristaopsis Edtcardsiaiia, S , x i.

which is an extension of the thickening of the tissues seen in
Aristcrus virilis and others, is longitudinally grooved dor-
sally and is of uniform width from near the base to the blunt
apex.

With growth the rostrum of the female also undergoes
considerable reduction in length

; but it always exceeds the
antennulary peduncle.
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The dorsal ridge of the abdomen commences on the second

tergum. The second (Athmtic) or third (Indian) to fifth

pleura are minutely mucronate ; in one of our specimens a

very minute nuicru can be made out on one of the jileura of

the second terbium.

A ristceopsls Edwnrdsiuna, $ , X

18. Aristieopsis armata (Sp. Bate).

Aristeus annatifs, Sp. Bate, Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. (5) viii. 18^1,

p. 188 ; id. ' Challenger ' Macrura, 1888, p. 312, pis. xlv., xlvi., (5" $ .

Aristeus? trideus, S. 1. Smith, Ann. Rep. U. S. Comm. Fish. 1884,

p. 404, J 5 ,
((iO), pi. X. %. 1, c?.

A magnificent example of an apparently adult male from

Station 117, 1748 fathoms.

Colour in life deep crimson.

It measures no less than 270 millim. in length from the

tip of the rostrum to the tip of the telson.

It exhibits a thickening of the tissues of the apex of the

antennal scale, but shows no sign of reduction in the length

of the rostrum met with in other species.

The dorsal ridge of the abdomen commences in the third

tergum. The abdominal pleura from the third or fourth to

the fifth are minutely mucronate.

Mandibles as in S. I. Smith's figures.

The inner branches of the caudal swimrneret when laid

back reach to the end of the telson.
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AmSTJiOMORPHA, gen. nov.

Rostrum many- toothed ; an hepatic spine is present ; man-

dibular palp robust, with terminal joint subbifurcate ; antennal

scale small
;

postero-lateral angles of abdominal pleura

second to fifth simple and unarmed ; dorsal carina of the last

four abdominal terga ending in a spine; legs -without exopo-

dites ; dactylopodites of the last two pairs setaceous ; bran-

chial formula as in Arista^opsis, according to Spence Bate.

Type Arlsteus rostridentatus, Sp. Bate.

[19. AristcBomorpha rostridentata (Sp. Bate).

Arisfeu-8 rostridentatus, Sp. Bate, ' Challenger' Macrura, 1888, p. 317,

pLlL, ?.

A fine female was taken in a previous season off Port Blair

in the Andaman Sea, 271 fathoms.]

HEMIPENiEUS, Sp. Bate (p.).

20. UemipeneBUS Carpenteri^ W.-M.
Hemipenam Carpenteri, W.-M., Ann. & Mag. Xat. Hist. (6) vii. Is91,

p. ItO, ?.

A female from Station 106, 1091 fathoms.

Colour in life transparent orange.

It has four spines to the rostrum, the additional spine being

developed in front of the normal three.

A young specimen from Station 111, 1644 fathoms, colour

in lite orange, has the normal number of spines to the rostrum.

A female i'rom the Bay of Bengal, 1300 fathoms, has only

two teeth to the rostrum, the apical one being apparently

absent.

Having only four females, and those differing, we are not

in a position to attempt the determination of the relation of

this species to other iornis, and so leave it for the present in

Sjience Bate's genus.

Subfamily? Besthesictmina.

Gennadas, Sp. Bate.

21. Ginnados parvusy Sp. Bate.

Gennadas parvus, Sp, Bate, Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. (5) viii. 1881,

p. 191 ; id. * Clialleuger" Macrura, 1888, p. 340, pi. lix.

Gennadas parvus, "NVood-Mason, Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. (6) vii. p. 180,

? Amalojtencsus eh-yans, ^^ .-M., los. ctt.

One male from Station 108, 1043 fathoms
; another from

Station 109, 738 fathoms; and a third from Station HI,
16-4-1 fathoms; all of a uniform deep iakc-cohnir.

[To bo continiu'd.]
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A very fine male from Station 106, 1091 fathoms.

Tlic spine at the distal end of the outer margin of tlie

antennal scale is quite distinct, thougli small ; the upper sur-

face of the ocular pieduncle is as if smeared with black

pigment ; and the subdorsal ridges of the telson bear near

their distal end two pairs of very minute spinules.

Colour in life lurid red.

The specimen is very soft and delicate, and its carapace is

hence much crumpled.

Total length from tip of rostrum to tip of telson 89 millim.

24. Sergestes riibroguttatus^ sp. n.

Seri/estes ? arcticus, W.-M. Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. (6) vii. 1891 , p. 190,

jjuv. (nee Kroyer).

c? ? . Closely allied to Sergeste.s orcficus, Kroyer (as

figured by S. I. Smith in Bull. ]\Ius. Comp. Zool. x. p. 96,
pi. xvi. fig. 4, and Rep. U. S. Fish. Comm. 1884, p. 71,

pi. viii. fig. 2, 1886, p. 92, pi. xx. figs. 1,2), differing there-

from in the hepatic spine being so small as to be scarcely

visible and sometimes obsolescent, in its longer and slenderer

caudal appendages, and in the exopodites of these being
without a trace of a spine o)i the outer margin.

Colour in life hyaline, with blood-red spots.

Total length of a male 48 millim., of carapace from apex
of rostruni to middle of hinder margin 15*5 millim., of external

maxillipedcs 32 millim,, of the first pair of legs 25"5 millim.,

of the second pair 28'5 millim., of the third pair 31 millim.,

of the fourth pair 19 milliin., of the fifth ]):ur 9 millim.

The antennules of the male closely resemble those of S.

Frisit, Kr. (Vid. Selsk. Skr. 5 Kaekke, Naturvidens. og
Mathem. Afd. 4 Bd. tab. i. fig. I c), the only difference being
that the hook of the prehensile Hagellum is roughened inter-

nally by fine, regularly parallel, transverse grooves or ridges

instead of granules.

One female from Station 107, 738 fathoms ; two males
from Station 109, 738 fathoms; one female from Station 110,
1997 fathoms

; and one male from Station 1 17, 1748 fathoms.
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Fi-. 10.

/'

Scrffexfes n/hraffiiifaf.i/s,

A, a portion of the left autenaule of a male, from below, x 16 o. p, apex
of peduncle ; f.e., basal or olfactiry portion of external fla^ellum.

with traces of the priDiitive segmentation indicated on the left and
the lines of insertion of the olfactory setse visible by transparence on
the right of the drawing

;
/.i., inner or prehensile flagelliim.

B, left antenual scale, X 5.

C, caudal swimmeret, X o.

24^
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EUKYPHOTES.

Family Glyphocrangonidae.

Glyphocrangox, a. M.-Edw.

Section 1.

2.J. Glyphocrungon investujntoris, W.-M., var. nov.

andamancnsis.

Ghjphocranqon inventig<itoris, Wood-Mason, Ann. A: Mag. Nat. Ilist.

(01 vii. p! 191, $.

? . Differs from the typical Irnm in the following points :

—

It is much larger ; the antennal, branchiostegal, and lateral

spines of the carapace, especially the last-named, are more
strongly developed, and the cervical groove is broader and

deeper ; the carapace with rostrum is, in proportion to the

total length, somewhat shorter; the lateral and subdorsal

ridges of the telson are much less distinctly and sharply

granulated, being in fact little more than roughly waved
;

and, linally, the colour in life is uniform pink.

Variety. Typical form,

niilliiu. niillim.

Total length from tip of rostrum to tip

of telson 115 01

Length of carapace from middle of pos-

terior margin to tip of rostrum . . 51 39
Length of carapace from front of the

posterior rostral spines to middle
of hinder margin 32 2o"5

Length of rostrum from front of postt;-

rior spine to tip 20 15

Breadth between lateral spines of

carapace 28"2.5 20'5

Length of abdomen 63 51

A young female differs from the above and from young of

the same size and age of the t\ pical form in its much longer

rostrum, less tuberculate integument, longer and more diver-

gent lateral carapacial spines, in all of which respects it recalls

G. aruleata, A. M.-Edw.
The total length from tip of rostrum to tip of telson 55

millim., length of caiapace from ti[) of rostrum to middle of

posterior margin 2G niillim., length of carapaco from one of

the posterior rostral spines to middle of himler margin 13"5

millim., breadth between tips of lateral spines of carapace

148 millim., length of rostrum from front of one of the poste-

rior spines 12 5 millim., length of abdomen 28o millim.
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A very fine ovigeroiis female, with one young f( male, was
taken at Station llo, 188 to 22(J fatlionis.

Colour in lite in both pink; the eggs of the female pea-

green. Colour of eyes in spirit dark purple.

26. Glyphocrangon Smithiij sp. n.

A^ery closely allied to G.aculeatn, A. M.-Edw., from which

it is distinguishable at a glance by the much less developed

lateral spines of the carapace, the anterior of these being less

expanded laterally and the posterior reduced to a minute

though excessively acute point.

A comparison of our specimens with Milne-Edwards's type

would probably reveal further differences.

Total length from tip of rostrum to tip of telson 77 millim.,

length of caraj>ace from tip of rostrum to middle of posterior

margin 35"5 millim,, length of carapace from the front of

one of the posterior rostral spines to hinder margin 205
millim., breadth between tips of lateral spines of carapace

18"2 millim., length of rostrum from the front of one of its

posterior spines 16 millim., length of abdomen 41 millim.

Colour in life bright crimson. Eyes in spirit dark ))urple.

'I'wo males from Station 112, 5(U fathoms.

1 have much pleasure in naming this species after Lieut.

C. V. Smith, R.N., of the Survey.

Section 2.

27. G^uphocrangon caccscens^ sp. n.

Closely allied to G. sculpta, S. I. Suiith, difl^erlng therefrom

in the degeneration of its organs of vision, which, though

perhaps not much if at all reduced in size, yet have their corneaj

opaque yellow in every part except near the antero-lateral

margins, where a faint touch of the original purple colour may
still be traced ; in having three pairs of rostral spines ; in

the rostrum being lanceolate Avhen viewed from above (thus

resembling that of G. hngirostrisy 'i juv., S. 1. Smith, Rcj).

U. S. Fish. Conim. 1886, ])1. ix. fig. 5), and reaching nearly

to the end of the olfactory flagellum of the antennules ; in the

dactylopodite of the legs of the last two pairs being minutely

mucronate at the outer apex ; in the posterior moiety ot the

subdorsal carapacial crest not being spinosej in the subdorsal

ridges of the telson being minutely and acutely jagged.

'iotal length from tip of rostrum to tip of telson 65'5

millim., length of carapace from tip of rostrum to middle of
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posterior margin 28-5 millim., length of carapace from front

of second rostral spine to hinder margin 16 millim., length of

rostrum froni front of second spine to tip 12-75 millim., length

of abdomen 87*5 millim.

Colour in life pale pink, with the corneae dull yellow.

One male from Station 117, 1748 fathoms.

Section 3.

28. \Glyjphocrangon Giltsii^ W.-M.

Glyphocrangon Gilesii, Wood-Mason, Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hi^-t. (6) vii.

p. 193, 5

.

We here record a second female, somewhat smaller than

the type, which has come to light in the sorting of past

seasons' collections. It was taken on April 12th, 1888, 7-^

miles east of North Cinque Island, Andaman Sea, in 490

fathoms.]

29. Glyphocrangon cceca, sp. n,

(J ? . This species differs from all the members of its own
section in the enormous development of the spines of the

anterior moiety of its lateral carapacial ridges, which are

extended beyond the level of the frontal margin as in the

species of Section 1, and from all the species of its genus in

its greatly degenerate organs of vision, wiiich, besides being

somewhat reduced in size, have the cornece yellow and densely

opaque throughout. Both moieties of the lateral and the

posterior moiety of the sublateral ridges are thick, blunt, and
entire, but all the other ridges are broken up into tubercles

;

the subdorsal ridge is represented by six spiniform tubercles

—three on each division of the carapace—the dorsal by six,

of which two are behind the cervical groove and four in front

of it ; the latter have two closely-parallel rows of much
smaller tubercles between them and their fellows of the oppo-

site side ; a minute median spinule projects from the anterior

end of the gastric region over the gastro-rostral groove

;

between the anterior ends of the ])osterior moieties of the

dorsal and subdorsal ridges an oblique row of four rather

large granules bounds that portion of the cervical groove
posteriorly.

With these exceptions the carapace is smooth and bears

between its anterior lateral ridge and the gastric region on
each side an unusually distinct low oval swelling. The
antennal spine is unusually small—scarcely half the size of
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the branchiostegal aiul only about one and a halt' times as

larg-e as the anterii^r rostral 3i)iiies. The rostrum, which
extends beyond the aiitcnnuhuy [)e(Uincle by about the lengtli

of the hiteral spine of the cara[)ace, is somewhat recurved

and is marked on the dorsal surface by two rows of elongate

fovea?, which are much more distinct in the female than in

file male; its spines are small, especially the posterior, which
are rather short and stout. The broadly oval antennal scale

all but reaches the level of the end of the antennulary

peduncle; the spine of its outer margin is rather well deve-

loped and is placet! about one third ot the way from the base

to the apex.

The eyes are in both sexes somewhat reduced, in our only

female very unequally so—the right being scarcely half the

size of the left, wiiile in our two males they would appear to

be quite equal on both sides. From the opaqueness of the

cornt ai and other marks of degeneration it may with confidence

be inferred that this species is quite blind.

The olfactory flagellum of the antennules is much thicker

in the male than in the female. The dactylopodites of the

last two pairs of legs are of the ordinary form—lanceolate,

with the dorsal surface concave and the ventral subcarinate.

Abdomen much as in the preceding and probably other

members of the same section ; the dorsal ridge of its last

tergum is in the female entire, in both males obsoletely

notched ; the dorsal ridge of the telson seems unusually long.

Colour in life bright pink.
Male. Female,

niiliiiii. uiillim.

Total length fioni tip of rostrum to tip

of telson o3o 64
Length of carapace from tip of rostrum

to aiiddle of posterior margin .... 22 25
Length of carapace from front of poste-

rior rostral spine to hinder nuirgin 12"o 15

Length of rostrum from front of poste-

rior rostral spine to tip 10 12

Length of abdomen 31'5 38
Breadth between points of lateral spines 12-3 13-(3

Two males and one ovigerous female were taken at Station

112, oGl tathoms.

Family Crangonidae

kSubtaniily Geaxgoxin^.

CkanGON, Fabr.

The two following species belong to the same section of

the genus as Cranjon Sarsii, Lilljeborg.
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30. Crutiyoa heiKjalensis^ sp. n.

$ . Rostrum acuminate triangular, tlie unarmed tip ex-

tending by about lialf its length beyond the level of the eyes,

aimed at tlie sides with three j)airs of sharp spines, of which

the basal pair is only slightly more distant from the second

jiair than this is from the third pair. Eyes very short, owing

to the reduction in length of the basal joint.

Median dorsal carina of the carapace divided into five

forwardly- directed sharp spines; subdorsal cariiife continuous

with tlie sides of the rostrum, also 5-s|)inose, witli a consider-

able unarmed interval between its foremost spine and the

basal rostral spine with which it is continuous ;
sublateral

carina? 3-spinose in their anterior half, ending abruptly some

distance from the extra-orbital spines with which they are in

line ; lateral carinjs continuous with the antennal spines,

unispinose near the anterior end ; marginal carina? entire,

unarmed, continuous with the branchiostegal sj)ine3. Tiie

first abdominal tergum is furnished with six anteriorly spinose

carina?—two dorsal, two subdorsal, and two sublateral—as

well as with unarnied rudiments of two lateral carinie; the

second tergum with three similar carime, of which one is

. dorsal and two aie subdorsal, as well as with two unarmed

Bublaterals ; the third and fourth terga have only an obtuse

median dorsal carina, wjiich in the latter is produced in the

middle line jostcriorly into a small point, as well as indistinct

remains of sublaterals ; the fifth and sixth have two poste-

riorly somewhat divergent sharp dorsal carina, which in the

latter are minutely unispinose rather behind the second third

of their length ; the tilth has also two lateral carina? and the

sixth one.

Kyes in S[»irit dark chocolate-brown.

Total length from tip of rostrum to tip of telson 44 millim.

;

hnigth of carapace from tij) of rostrum to middle of posterior

nuu-gin 13*5 millim., of abdomen to end of telson 30"5 miUim.

(jne ovigerous female from Station ll^O, 240 to 276 tathoms,

31. Crangon andamanennis, S[). n.

Closely allied to the preceding, from which it differs in the

fuUowing points:— (1) J'he two apical pairs of rostral spines

are equidistant between the tip of the rostrum and the basal

pair; (2) tlie rostrum is not so acumlm^te, its terminal por-

tion being more broadly triangular; (3) the subdorsal cariniB

( f the carajiace are only 4-spinose, the sublaterals are 5-spinose,

and the laterals are usually bispinose
; (4) the dorsal carina
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of llic second alnluiniiial tcrguui i.s bis]jiii(j.s('^ aiiil tlic di^i.sal

farir)a; of the sixth are 3- or 4-spiri03e
; (5) it is a hiulIi

lari^er and altogether Hner speeies.

.Male. Female,
niilliin. niillim.

Totid length fioin tip of rostrum to tip

of tel.?ou 62 72
Length of carapat-e from tip of rostrum

to middle of posterior margin .... 18 20
I^ength of abdomen to end of telson .. 4."i'5 50

Colour ill lite elialky yellow. Kyes in spirit dark choco-
late-brown.

Four males and two ovigerous teinales from Station 11-5,

188 to 220 f;'.tlioms.

PoNTOPiiiLUS, Leach.

Ci"!. Fontophilus gracilis^ S. I. Smith.

Pontophilus gracilis, S. I. Smith, Bull. Mus. Comp. Zool. 1882, x. p. 36,
pi. vii. Mgs. 2-3 a ; Eep. U. 8. Fish. Comm. 1686, pi. xi. tigs. 1,2
(nee Sp. Bate, ' Challenger ' Macrura, 1888, p. 487, pi. Ixxxvii.).

One fine ovigerous female from Station 112, 561 fathoms,

and a small and somewhat mutilated specimen from Station

113, 683 fathoms.

Colours in life transparent cloudy pur[)le, cornese milky
orange. (In spirit rich orange-coloured and opaque.)

33. PuntujjJnlus ahyssi, S. I. Smith.

Pontophilus abyssi, S. I. Smith, Rep. U. S. Fish. Comm. 1884, p. 19,

S 2 .
l^^'^. P- -i'-*' pl- xi- tigs. 3-5, S 2 •

A tine female from Station 110, 1997 fathoms.

Colour in life translucent cloudy purple (dark orange in

spirit), with the corneas milky or chalky orange (in spirit

Indian yellow and opaque).

Also a mutilated ovigerous female from Station 117, 1748
fathoms. Colour in the fresh state purplish, corneai dull

yellow. (In spirit as in the preceding specimen.)

The eyes in this .species are decidedly shorter and less pro-

duced at the inner apex than in the preceding.

Pkionocrangon, gen. nov.

Integument smooth and polished. Carapace compressed,

armed with a .'^hoit, sharji, ascendant, narrow, triangular
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ostrum, with antenrial spines and with an arched median,

dorsal, spinj crest on the gastric region. There is no trace

eitlier of eyes or even of eye-peduncles. First and third

pairs of legs of the usual Crangonine form ; second pair non-

chelate, rather robust, with fringes of long plumose setae,

their dactylopodites minute, setulose ; third and fourth pairs

rather more robust than, but similar to, the second, with

successively move minute and less gressorial dactylojiodites,

also furnished with long fringes of plumose setae. Abdomen
compressed, smooth, transversely convex, without spines or

carina;. Telson thin and depressed.

34. Prionocrangon ommaiostereSj sp. n.

The serrated gastric crest is seven-toothed.

The animal measures in length, from tip of rostrum to tip

of telson, alx)nt .^0 millim., of which the carapace from tip of

rostrum to middle of hinder margin is about 10 millim.

A single somewhat mutilated specimen from Station 110,

405 fathoms.

[To be coutiuiud.]

XLVIII.— The Biological Import of Amitotic (Direct) Xuclear

Division in the Animal Kin(/dom. By H. E. ZiEr.LKR,

Ph.D., Extra-ordinarv Professor of Zoology, Freiburg

i. B. ^

In W. Flemming's most recent paper t we find the following

passage :
—" As regards the fragmentation of the nuclei of

leucocytes— and amitotic nuclear division in general—it

appears to me not impossible that the following view could

also be held. The leucocytes, like the cells of other tissues,

perform their normal physiological reproduction b}' means of

mitosis ; those cells only which have come into existence by
this process preserve tlie faculty of continuing to live and of

producing similar cells in the same manner. Fragmentation

oj the vucleus, tvith and icithout subsequent division of the cell,

is universally a process in the tissues of Vertebrates^ ichich

* Translated from tlie ' I^iolopisclies Centralblutt," Bd. xi. nos. ]'2 and

13, pp. 072 .".80, .July 1.'). IsiH.

t >V. Flemining', " Leber Teilung mid Kernfonnen bei lienkocvten mid
iiber doren Atlraktionssphiiren," Arelii% 1". iiiikr. Aiialuiiiif, 37 Bd., 1>01.
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hump is not yet exliausted. Mouth and fore-gut also have now
become move spacious tlian before, and the mucous membrane
of the latter exhibits distinct longitudinal folds. Moreover,

the fore-gut by this time (eighteenth day) possesses a layer

of distinct circular muscle-tibres, which appear to me to be

in no way derived froin cells of the mesenchyma, but from

the enterocoele-cells which lie closely upon the fore-gut.

From the mid-gut an anterior portion is constricted otf, which
becomes the stomach of tlie adult, but as yet possesses

muscular fibres in its wall just as little as does the remainder

of the mid-gut. In the later stages also wliich were examined

by me I failed to trace muscle-fibres in stomach and mid-gut,

while in the end- gut from the forty-fifth day onwards longi-

tudinal muscle- fibres were distinctly recognizable.

LTI.

—

Natural History Notes from II.M. Indian Marine

Survey Steamer ^Investigator^'' Commander R. F. Hoskyn^

Ii.A'., commanding.—Series IT., No. 1. On the Results of
Deep-sea Dredging during the Season 1890-91. By J.

Wood-Mason, Superintendent of the Indian Museum, and

Professor of Comparative Anatomy in the Medical College

of Bengal, and A. Alcock, M.B., Surgeon I.M.S., Sur-

geon-Naturalist to the Survey.

[Continued from p. 362.]

[riate XVII.J

Phylum ECHINODERMA.

Class ASTEEOIDEA.

The Asteroidea form a good collection, which we have

arranged under twenty-three species, sixteen genera, and eight

families. Of these twenty-three forms nine appear to corre-

spond with species described in the ' Challenger ' Report,

while fourteen seem to be new to science.

Except as regards life-coloration and distribution we have

not been able to learn anything very new concerning tlie

Asteroidea of the deep sea. Most of them appear to live, like

their shallow-water relatives, upon Mollusca. In the stomachs

of some of our specimens the carapaces of Crustacea have been

found. The Porcellanasterida3, so far as our rather limited
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obscrvcatlon goes, seem to live, like many Holothurians, on

the organic matter to be found in ocean mud.

Several ilustrations of tlie vvideness of ocean-range of deep-

sea species are furnished by our collection of Asteroidea.

We must here express our indebtedness to ^Ir. Percy

Sladcn's very valuable Report on the ' Challenger ' Aste-

roidea, without which indeed we should hardly have ventured

upon the examination of our collection.

Order P H A N E ROZ N I A.

Family Archasteridse.

Pararchastek, Sladcn.

1. Pararcliaster semisquamatuSj Sladen.

Famrchader semisquamatus, Sladen, 'Challenger' Asteroidea, p. 7,

pi. ii. figs. 1 and 2, pi. iv. figs. 7 and 8.

One specimen from Station 111, 1664 fathoms.

Colour in the fresh state uniform salmon-red.

PONTASTER, Sladen.

2. Pontaster hisjnduSy sp. n.

Near Pontaster mimicus, Sladen.

Rays 5. R= nearly 7 r.

Rays elongate, tapering ; abactinal surface plane ; inter-

braehial arcs acute.

Abactinal surface of disk and rays covered with close-set

paxillai of two forms ; the majority are small and are sur-

mounted by a few small granules, but a large number on the

disk and along the central axis of the ray are larger and are

surmounted by numerous small granules surrounding a long

central si)ine.

lilarginal plates closely covered with capillary spinelots
;

the supero-marginals, about 44 in number, are almost con-

fined to the lateral aspect of the ray, are tumid above the

general abactinal plane, and are armed each with a long stout

spine ;
the infero-marginals, which are larger than the supero-

marginals, alternate with these, and are armed each with a

long stout spine, and sometimes with a smaller liner spine

below this.

Adanibulacral plates with a prominent semicircular furrow,

nuirgin bearing about ten widely radiating spinclets, and
with a strong actinal boss bearing a long stout spine. !ilouth-
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plates sliort, broarl, tumid, cacli plate edged with about seven
Sj)iiiclctSj wliicli increase in length from periphery to centre,

and armed actinally with about six unequal irregular spinelets.

Actinal intcrradial areas small, the plates covered with

ca])illary spinelets ; there are one or two inconspicuous multi-

valve pedicellaria} in each area. (Similar pediceUaria^, but

smaller, occur in the interbrachial arcs between the supero-

and infero-marginal ))lates.

Anal aperture subcentral, surrounded by paxilla3 with long
central spinelets, which form a close palisade.

Papularia compact, well-defined, tumid, each with from
12 to 16 very close-set papula3.

Madreporiform body small, round, convex, situated close to

the margin of the disk, with a single large paxilla to its

central side.

Colour in the fresh state uniform pale orange-pink.

Station 106, 1091 fathoms, and Station 108, 1043 fathoms;
numerous specimens, of all stages of growth.

Dytaster, Sladen.

3. Dytaster e.viUs, Sladen.

Dytaster cdliSy Sladen, * Challenger ' Asteroidea, p. 65, pi. ii. figs. 3
and 4.

Several specimens from Station 117, 1748 fathoms, and
Station 118, 1803 fathoms. This species was also dredged
in the year 1888 in the Bay of Bengal in 1924 fathoms.

Colour in the fresh state salmon-pink.

4. Dytaster anacanthuSj sp. n.

Rays 5. E,= 6'25 r.

Disk small, in-egularly inflated ; rays long and tapering
;

interbrachial arcs rather acute.

Abactinal surface densely crowded with paxillaj formed of

narrow tabulte surmounted by close-set granules ; those in the

centre of the disk and in a narrow band along the middle of

each ray are smaller than elsewhere.

The supero-marginal plates, about 45 in number, are

entirely vertical and lateral, and are uniformly covered with

papilliform granules without any large spines or tubercles.

The infero-marginal plates correspond in number and arrange-

ment with the supero-marginals, which are exactly super-

posed ; they are uniformly covered with papilliform granules

Ann. & ^fog. N. Hist. Ser. 6. Vol. viii. 30
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and bear medially, except in the peripheral third of the ray,

each a long adpresscd styllform spine.

Adambulacral plates ralher long, each with a furrow-series

of six obtuse spinelets, and with a mass of small spinelets,

which form often three longitudinal series, actinally. Mouth-
plates large, prominent, the suture between each pair widely

ojjen ;
the innermost mouth-spine of each plate much enlarged

;

actinally each plate is covered with numerous small spinelets

in about three longitudinal series.

Actinal interradial areas small, the plates covered witii

small papilliform spinelets,

Madreporiform body situated near the margin of the disk

and almost entirely concealed by paxillse.

Anal aperture small, central.

Colour in the fresh state uniform light rose-madder.
Station 117, 1748 fathoms.

Peksephonastek, gen. nov.

Allied to PlutonasteVy Sladen.

Disk rather large, flat ; rays rigid.

Marginal plates more or less covered with papilliform

spinelets, and bearing each one or more strong rigid sj)ines
;

the supero-marginals, which form a broad massive border on
the abactinal surface of the ray, directly superposed on the

infero-marginals, plate to plate.

Abactinal area with close-set paxillte, which on the rays

are arranged in transverse rows without any definite median
series

;
papulae distributed everywhere between the paxillte.

Actinal interradial areas large, with intermediate plates

extending far along the ray.

The adambulacral plates bear a furrow-series of obtuse,

compressed, slightly radiating spinelets, and actinally two or

more longitudinal series of papilliform spinelets.

]\Iadreporiform body small, rather concealed, situated

distant from the margin of the disk.

Anal ajjerture subcentral.

No pedicellarife.

5. Persepho7iaster crocciis, sp. n.

PMo7iaster, ep., Wood-Mason nud Alcock, Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist.
180], vi). p. 13.

Eays 5. K = 4-5 r.

Eays moderately long, rigid.
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Abactiiial surface of disk and rajs with close-set spinoso

paxilia^, which become small and crowded towards the sub-
central anal aperture ; those of the rays are somewhat
obscurely arranged in transverse series.

The whole abactinal surface is perforated with close-set

papulffi. The supero-niarginal plates are 31 in number and
are directly su])erposed on the infero-marginals, plate to

plate ; each })late is coarsely granular in the middle and
covered near the margin with capillary spinules, and bears
two rigid s])ines, one at the abactinal, the other near the
actinal end, the former being the smaller and often bifid. Tiie

infero-marginals correspond, plate to plate, with the supero-
marginals ; they are uniformly covered with papillitbrm

granules, which are largest in the middle of the plat^*, and
each bears near its abactinal end a stout rigid spine, beneath
whicii is an obliquely vertical row of three or four slender

movable spines.

Adambulacral plates with a slightly convex furrow-margin,
armed with a comb of six or seven longish compressed spines

;

actinally there are two longitudinal series of small, inHated,

longitudinally-grooved (barleycorn-shaped) spines, four in

each series. i\Jouth-plates small, tumid, with close suture;

each plate with a furrow-series of about seven spines, the

most adcentral of which is of enormous relative size, and with
two longitudinal series of close-set papilliform spiuelets on
the actinal surface.

Actinal interradial areas large, the intermediate plates

extending halfway along the rays ; each plate closely covered
with " barleycorn " spines.

Madreporiform body small and inconspicuous, situated

about two diameters from the margin of the disk.

Ambulacral groove extremely broad and open ; tube-feet

large, conical.

Colour in the fresh state olive-yellow, marginal plates

pink, tube-feet red.

Station 109, 738 fathoms.

6. Persephonaster rhodopeplus, sp. n.

Rays 5. R= 3-5 r.

Eays rather short, rigid.

Abactinal surface of disk and rays covered with very close-

set tabulate paxillfe surmounted by numerous flat-topped

granules ; the paxill^e are very small and crowded towards

the subcentral anal aperture ; those of the rays are arranged
30*
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in transverse curved rows. The whole abactinal surface per-

forated with close- set papula.

The supero- marginal plates number about 28, and are

directly superposed on the infero-marginals, plate to plate
;

tliey are covered with granules, which are largest in the

middle of the plate, and are armed with rigid spines—those

in the interradia with one, those along the rajs with one, two,

or three in a vertical series. The infero-marginals corre-

s])ond, plate to plate, with the supero-marginals
;
they are

almost smooth in the middle and covered with papilliform

granules round the edge, and are armed with from two to

four stout adpressed spines, situated in a median vertical series,

of which the most abactinal is the largest.

Adambulacral plates with a strongly convex furrow-margin

which is armed witli six or seven short, truncated, longitu-

dinally-grooved spinelets ; the actinal surface with two longi-

tudinal series of similar spinelets—about tive in each series

;

these spinelets are almost clavate sometimes. Mouth-plates

small, very narrow, with widely open suture ; each phite with

a furrow-series of about ten small spinelets, the most adcentral

of which is much enlarged; the actinal surface with- eight or

nine truncated, longitudinally-grooved spinelets in a single

longitudinal series.

Actinal interradial areas large, the intermediate plates

extending much more than halfway along the ray ; in the

interradial areas each plate has a clump of from six to eight

truncated or clavate grooved spinelets ; along the rays the

intercalated plates have usually two longitudinal series of

similar spinelets— about four in each series.

Madreporiform body small and inconspicuous or concealed,

situated about midway between the centre and the margin of

the disk.

Ambulacral groove very broad and open ; tube-feet large,

conical.

Colour in the fresh state "crushed- strawberry," sometimes
with a golden suffusion ; marginal plates pink, tube-feet

blood-red.

Stations 107 and 109, 738 fathoms.

PSEUDARCHASTEii, Sladen.

7. Pseudarc/iaster mosatcus, sp. n.

Near P. tesseUafus, Sladen.

Kays 5. 11= 4 r.

Disk large; rays tapering; intcrbrachial arcs wide, rounded.
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AbactiiKil area covered with hexagonal tabulate paxill e,

which in the centre and in the interradial areas of the di.sk

are much smaller than elsewhere, and which on the rays are

arranged in longitudinal rows, those of the central row being

of predominant size. The papulas surround the paxillee.

The marginal ])lates are short and broad. The supero-

marginals, about 42 in number, occupy on each side more
than one third of the abactinal surface of the ray, and

are uniformly covered with large granules without other

armature. The infero-marginals correspond in number, size,

and disposition with the supero-marginals, plate to plate, and

are uniformly covered with spine-like granules, of which two

or three in a longitudinal row near the suture with the supero-

marginal plate are enlarged.

Ambulacral plates with a furrow-comb of five long radiating

spines, and actinally two irregular longitudinal series of small

spines, of which one in each series is much enlarged, except

in the distal half of the ray, where one in the outer series

only is enlarged ; outside these is a third irregular row of

very minute spinelets. Mouth-plates small and inconspicuous,

eacli with a furrow-series of six equal moderate-sized spine-

lets, and with numerous irregularly arranged spinelets on tlie

actinal suiface, one of these beino- much enlaru:ed.

Actinal interradial areas large, the intermediate plates

extending to about the tenth infero-marginal ; they are

arranged in columns, and their surface is covered with spines,

of which one in each plate is much enlarged.

Anal aperture small, subcentral.

Madreporiform body very small, situated midway between
the margin and the centre of the disk.

Colour in the fresh state uniform pink.

iStation 115, 188 to 220 fathoms.

Family Porcellanasteridje.

PORCELLANASTEE, Wyvillc-Thomson.

8. Porcellanaster cceruleus, Wyville-Thomson.

Porcellannster canUeus, Wyville-Thomson, Voy. Cball. Atlantic, vol. i.

p. 378, figs. 07 and 98 ; Sladen, 'Challenger' Asteroidea, pp. 134-

138, pi. XX.

One specimen from Station 113, 083 fathoms.

Colours in the fresh state :—Abactinal membrane dull

blue, epiproctal tube and marginal plates light orange-pink,

tube- feet and cribriform organs bright orange.
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9. Porcellanaster, sp. prox. cceruleus, Wy.-Tlioms.

Numerous small specimens from Station 111, 1664 fathoms,

and Station 117, 1748 fathoms, may perhaps be the young of

P. caruleus. The epiproctal tube is of great length, the

abactinal membrane, which is fragile, has the spinelets con-

fined to a very narrow band in the middle of each interradial

space, and the supero-marginal plates, though strongly bossed,

are unarmed.

Styracaster, Sladen.

10. Styracaster horridus^ Sladen.

Styracaster luirridus, Sladen, 'Challenger' Asteroidea, pp. Io0-lo2,

pi. xxiii. tigs. 5-7, pi. xxvii. figs. 17-20.

8i)ecimens from Stations 117, 1748 fathoms, and 118, 1803
fathoms.

In our specimens only a few of the adambulacral plates,

near the adcentral end of the ray, have four spines in the

furrow-series, the majority have three, and tlie most distal

only two. Specimens with the stomach distended show no
epiproctal elevation ; but those with the stomach empty have
a distinct elevated cone, in one case bilobed.

Colour in the fresh state pale yellowish pink.

11. Styracaster clavipes, sp. n.

Agrees with S. armatvs very closely, but differs in tlie

following particulars :—There are five cribriform organs in

each interbrachial arc ; the infero-marginal plates are not

much longer than broad ; the terminal plate of tlie ray is

markedly inflated
; the median spines of the coalescent

sujjero-marginal rays are comparatively short and blunt.

In general " habit " it is well distinct from S. armatus,

Sladen, of which species there are in the ' Investigator ' col-

lection two fine specimens dredged in 1888, in 1840 to 1924
fathoms, in the Bay of Bengal.

Colour in the fresh state pale yellowish ]iink.

One specimen from Station 117, 1748 fathoms.

Ihl'llALASTEK, Sladen.

12. Hyphalaster tara, sp. n.

Bays 5. B = 2r.

Ea}s short, squat, slightly inflated terminally. Disk large,

strongly inflated, with a .-hort, tapering, epiproctal tube.
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Iiitcrbracliial arcs extremely wide, eacli with three large

))a]Mllar cribriform organs.

Abactiiial area covered with a toughish membrane, beset

with numerous paxilhT. of two kinds. Those in the middle of

the radial areas of the disk are large and are surmounted by
ten to fifteen or more granular spinelets ; they extend in a

ta|)cring band from near the base of the epiproctal tube to

near the base of the ray, and the five tapering bands show as

a conspicuous rosette on the disk. The paxilUe elsewhere

are small and are surmounted by but three or four spinelets.

There are apparently no papulaj.

]\Iarginal plates highly granular, unarmed, forming a per-

pendicular wall. Supero-marginals 6, excluding the ter-

minal ; they hardly meet in the middle line along the ray

;

the last ])late, like the last infero-marginal, is a very small

inconspicuous triangular scale, wedged in almost beneath the

large upturned terminal plate ; this last forms a tumid boss

armed with four large acute spines. The infero-marginals

correspond in immber and arrangement with the supero-

marginals, but are rather smaller.

Fi- 11.

Hyphalaster tara, natural size.

Adambulacral plates large, each with a furrow-series of five

or six compressed lanceolate spinelets arranged in a fan-like

comb. Mouth-plates large, tumid aetinally, the suture widely

open ; the margin of each bears seven compressed lanceolate

spinelets, of which the adoral one is much enlarged,

Aetinal interradial areas extensive, with broad scale-like

imbricating plates arranged in about nine columns pai'allel to

the radial axis ;
some of the plates have small deciduous

spikelets.

Ambulacra! furrows broad,

Madreporiform body marginal.

Colour in the fresh state white, tube-feet pink.

Station 110, 1997 fathoms ; Station 117, 1748 fatlioms.
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Family Pentagonasteridse.

Paragonaster, Sladen.

13. Paragonaster^ sp. prox. ctenipes^ Sladen.

Young- and rather mutilated examples from Station 117,

1748 fathoms.

Colour in the fresh state pale yellowish pink.

14. Paragonaster^ sp.

A remarkahle species in a mutilated condition was talson at

Station 117, 1748 fathoms.

It is characterized by having the papulte aggregated into

distinctly circumscribed inflated papularia, one at tiie base of

each ray. The paxillaj over the papularia are singularly

large and prominent.

Order C R Y P T Z N I A.

Family Zoroasteridae.

Zoroaster, Wyville-Thomson.

15. Zoroaster
J
sp.

A single specimen, not identifiable with any described

species, was taken at Station 108, in 1043 fathoms. It has

suffered so much abrasion that we are unwilling now to

describe it. It is characterized by the relative smallness of

the disk and great length of the rays, and by its very nume-
rous })ediccllaria^, which are of two kinds, the smaller ones

occurring in clusters and bunches.

In the fresh state it was coloured orange-pink, and was
covered with a thick coat of mucus.

Family Asteriadas.

ASTERIAS, Linn.

16. Asterias viazophorusy sp. n.

Disk small, circular, marked off from tlic rays by a deep

transverse groove. Pays long, semicylindrieal, much con-

stricted latcially at the base ;
their abaetinal surface with

small plates in longitudinal and transverse rows, the spaces

between the plates being iillod with papuUe in oval plots of
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five to nine. The ])latcs arc covered witli membrane, widely

])laccd on wliich are beautiful forceps-like pcdicellariic. Near

the middle of eaeli plate is a long, stout, acute, movable spine,

the base of which is buried in a large, fleshy, papillose

eminence.

Marginal plates distinct, clothed and armed like the abac-

tinals, and separated by similar groups of papulaj.

Actinal asj)ect of the rays almost completely occupied by

the ambulacral groove, a single series of very narrow distant

])latcs intervening between the adambulacrals and the infero-

marginals. The intervals between these intermediate plates

are filled each with a large papula, round which is a ring of

forceps-like pedicellaria3.

Adambulacral plates very small, each armed with two

sjjines which form a double ])alisade along the margin of the

wide ambulacral groove. Inside this, /. e. within the ambu-
lacral groove, is a more or less regular row of forceps-like

pedicellarias.

The mouth-plates are recognizable by their longer furrow-

spines. In the angle of each extremely narrow interbrachial

arc, behind the mouth-plate, is a crowd of pedicellarite.

J\Iadreporiform body rather large, radially striated.

Anal aperture indistinct.

Tube-feet quadriserial, ending in a sucker.

Colour in the fresh state deep orange-yellow, with large

chestnut-brown blotches.

One specimen from Station 115, 188 to 220 fathoms.

Family Pterasteridae.

Maesipaster, Sladen.

17. Marsipaster hirsutus, Sladen.

Marsipaster hiisufus, Sladen, ' Challenger ' Asteroidea, p. 487, pi, Ixxviii.

iigs. 3 and 4, pi. ixxix. figs. 4-6.

One small specimen with ova in the nidamental cavity.

Colour in the fresh state transparent hyaline grey.

Station 110, 1997 fathoms.

Hymenastek, Wyville-Thomson.

18. Hymenaster nobilis, Wyville-Thomson.

Jfyvienaster nohilis, "Wyy.-Thoms. Joiu'n. Linn. Soc, Zool. vol. xiii.

p. 73, fig. 11 ; Sladen, 'Challenger' Asteroidea, p. 41*5, pi. Ixxxtu.
tios. 1-3.
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A magnificent specimen, with a major diameter of nearly

8 inclies, from Station 117, 1748 fathoms.

Colour in the fresh state plum-purple.

Family Echinasteridge.

DiCTYASTER, gen, nov.

Disk large, and flat like the short rays.

Abactinal surface covered with tough membrane, beneath
which are narrow plates bearing stout spinelets, and forming

a wide-meshed irregular network, the meshes of whicli are

occupied by large groups of pajjuhe.

Marginal plates, especially the supero-marginals, small and
inconspicuous, the infero-marginals each with a short comb of

stout spines ; the intervals between the plates with groups of

papula3.

Actinal interradial areas large, covered with a smooth thick

membrane, beneath which is a reticulum of irregular plates.

Adambulacral armature forming a double palisade along

the furrow. Tube-feet in a double row, their tips ending in

a sucker.

Madreporiform body small. Anal aperture subccntral.

!No pediccUarite.

19. Dicttjaster xenup/n/us, sp. n.

Plectastei; sp., Wood-Mason aud Alcock, Ann. & Ma^^f. Nat. Hist.

Jan. 1891, p. 14.

Kays 5. K= 2'5 r.

The whole animal invested in a thick coriaceous mem-
brane.

Disk and rays flat and broad ; interbrachial arcs wide.

Abactinal surface with narrow plates, bearing large coarse

spines solitary or in rows of two or throe, and forming a wide-
meshed reticulum, the meshes of which are occu[)ied by
pa])uln3 in large crowded groups.

Infero-marginal plates alone at all distinct, not in contact

one with another ; each bears a hinged comb of from three to

five large coarse spines along its actinal margin.

Adambulacral plates covered by the general thick coria-

ceous investment
;
the narrow ambulacral groove is boumled

on each side by a double series of stout palisade-like spines,

those in the outer series being about half as numerous but

about twice as big as those in the inner series. 31outh-plates

hardly differentiated.
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Actiiial interradial areas large, witli an irregular network

of unequal ])latc3 beneath the smooth coriaceous membrane.

A symbiotic Ch{cto])0(l is often found on the interradial areas

on which also it often lays its eggs.

Madreporiform body small, somewhat sunken, situated

almost in the centre of an intcrbrachial arc-

Anal aperture small, subcentral.

Tube-feet in a double row, their tips ending in a sucker.

Colour in the fresh state chestnut-brown.

From Station 115, 188 to 220 fathoms.

This remarkable species has been frequently found by us in

the Andaman Sea at about 250 fathoms.

Family Brisingidse.

Brisinga, Asbjornsen.

20. Brisinga insularum, sp. n.

Allied to B. coronata, Sars.

Kays 13, long, stout, with ovarian regions much inflated,

and the transverse calcareous ridges well developed. Disk

comparatively large.

Ambulacral tube-feet separated by a pair of horizontal

spines.

Colour in the fresh state bright cinnabar-red.

Station 108, 1043 fathoms.

21. Brisinga bengalensis, sp. n.

Rays 14, long, slender, with hardly conspicuous ovarian

inflations, and little developed transverse calcareous ridges.

Disk small, margin strongly bevelled, depressed abactinally.

Ambulacral tube-feet separated by a pair of horizontal

spines. Mouth-spines very long and broad, dagger-shaped,

closely felted with pedicellarite.

Colour in the fresh state bright cinnabar-red.

Station 112, 561 fathoms.

22. Brisinga andamanica, sp. n.

Rays 15, long, slender, with hardly conspicuous ovarian

inflations, and transverse calcareous ridges little developed.

Disk of moderate size.

Ambulacral tube-feet separated by a pair of horizontal
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spines. Mouth-spines of moderate length, narrow, closely

felted with pedicellaria3.

Colour in the fresh state bright cinnabar- red.

Station 116, 405 fathoms.

Freyella, Perrier.

23. Freyella hentliojiliila, Sladen.

Freyella henthophila, Sladen, 'Challenger' xVsteroidea, p. G41, pi. cxi.

figs. 5-8.

Specimens from Stations 110, 1997 fathoms, and 118,

1803 fathoms.

Colour in the fresh state bright cinnabar-red.

This species was taken in 1888 in the Bay of Bengal, in

1520 and 1590 fathoms.

Class ECHINOIDEA.

Order C I D A R I D A.

Family Cidaridae.

1. POROCIDARIS, Desor.

A small specimen with a test of 8 millini, diameter from

Station 116, 405 fathoms.

Colour : madder, with wliitc points.

Order DI A D E M AT I D A.

Family Ecliinothuridae.

2. Phormosoma, Wyville-Thomson.

Scores of line specimens of a large species were taken in

the Andaman Sea at Stations 115 and 116, in 188 to 405
fathoms.

Family Arbaciidae.

PODOCIDARIS, A. Agassiz.

3. Podocidaris ?prionig€ra, A. Agassiz.

Porocidaris pn'<»ii(/rra, A. Agassiz, 'Challenger' Echiuoiden, p. oO,
pi. xxxiv. tigs. 14 and 15.

Specimens from Station 112, 561 tathoms.
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The same species was (IreJi^cd in the Bay of Bengal at

ir/JO fathoms in the year 1888.

Family Temnopleuridae (?).

Pkionechinus, a. Agassiz.

4. Prionechinus Agassizii^ sp. ii.

This species differs from Prionecliinus sagiltijer ix\ the
following particulars :—The test is thick ; there are five com-
plete pairs of buccal tentacles ; and the ambulacral plates

have three pairs of pores and one primary tubercle to each
plate. The pairs of ])ores are in one simple vertical series in

triplets concentric with their tubercle, so as to be slightly wavy,
especially below the ambitus, where in the region of the acti-

nostome they are very distinctly zigzag.

Both ambulacra and interambulacra are made up of two
rows of simple plates, those of the ambulacra being of the

same height, but only between one half and one third the
breadth of those of the interambulacra.

The median interambulacral grooves and the slightly

depressed poriferous zones divide the test into segments like

those of a peeled orange.

Diameter of test 13'8 millira., of actinostome 6'5 millim., of
periproct 3 millim.

From Station 111, 1644 fathoms.

Two fine specimens were dredged in the Bay of Bengal, at

1840 fathoms, in the year 1888.

Order SPATANGOIDA.
Family Spatangidse.

HOMOLAMPAS, A. Agassiz.

5. Homolampas glauca^ sp. n. (PI. XVII.)

Differs from Homolampas fulva, A. Agassiz, (1) in being
more depressed, (2) in having the posterior end of the test

truncate and unnotched, and (3) in the narrower ventral
plastron.

Colour in the fresh state brownish green.

Four specimens from Station 111, 1644 fathoms, the
largest measuring 93 millim. in length.
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Class HOLOTHUROIDEA.
Of Holotliurians veiy mimcrous specimens of twelve species

and nine genera were obtained, and they have in large part

been identified by Surgeon 1. H. Tall Walsh, I. M.S., who
has given a list of most of the * Investigator' deep-sea Holo-

thuroidea in the Journ. As. Soc. Bcng. vol. Ix. pt, ii., 1891,

pp. 197-204, to which we refer for names of species and

notices of two new genera.

In the Andaman Sea Benthorlytea a])])ears to live in large

colonies at moderate depths ; and besides Jienthodytes, Pan-
o^ychia^ Eupyrgus^ and a new type of Deimatidge, according to

Mr. Walsh, were found.

On the Glohigerina-oozQ of the greater depths of the Bay
of Bengal Holotliurians, especially of the bathybial order

Elasipoda, seem to find an optimum, and specimens of the

following were trawled :

—

Peniiv/one (1803 fathoms;, Dei'nia,

two species (1644 to 1803 fathoms), Orphnurgus (561

fathoms), Eupltronides (1803 fathoms), Benthodytes, two
species (1748 to 1803 fathoms), and Apodogaster (561 fathoms),

the last being a new genus of the Psychropotidaj established

by Mr. Walsh.
In the Laccadive Sea numerous Holothurians were taken

between 738 and 1091 fathoms

—

Deima, Benthodytes, and
Eupyrgus.

Class OPHIUROIDEA.
Of this class numerous specimens, of thirteen species and

seven genera, were collected.

In the Andaman infra- littoral down to 400 fathoms, just as

in the Andaman littoral zone, brittle-stars have been found to

be in this, as in previous seasons, very numerous, especially

where the bottom contains many Cilohigerina-i\\G\\^ and much
coral-detritus. A beautitul pink (>j)/uothrix is very common
here, the swabs often coming up completely encrusted with it.

In the opener paits of the Bay of Bengal, where, along

with increasing depth and distance from land, the bottom
comes to be made up largely of the shells of Foraminifcra, a

good many Ophiuroids were taken, up to the greatest dej)th

in which the trawl was worked.

In the Andanum Sea, besides the multitude of Ophiot/iru'y

were found Ojdiioglypha (405 fathoms) and a beautiful species

of Ophiernus with disk of deep purple and rays of bright

scarlet [iS'^'d fathoms).
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In the Bay of BLMifi;al four species of Ophioghfpha were

taken in 5(U to 1803 fathoms, two species of Opliiomusinm

in 1748 to 1997 fatlionis, a sj)ecies of Ophiomastus in 1997
fathoms, and two species of Ophiacantha in 1G44 to 1803
fatlioms.

In the Laccadive Sea brittle-stars were seldom seen ; two
good specimens of the same beautiful purple and scarlet

Ophiernus as that recorded from the Andaman Sea were
taken in 1043 fathoms, and a single small s[)ecimen of a

species oi Amphiara in 1091 fathoms.

Class CRINOIDEA.
On muddy bottoms in the Andaman Sea some small and

rather damaged specimens of two species of Comatalte were
trawled. These were EudiocrinuSj from 922 fathoms, and
Antedon—u ten-armed species—from 188 to 220 fathoms.

Pliylum MOLLUSCA.

Branch A. Glossophora.

Class GASTROPODA.

Family Naticidae.

1. Sigaretus, sp.

Numerous specimens were found at Station 119, in 95
fathoms, and a few at Station 120, in 240 fathoms. This
species is characteristic of the infra-littoral of the Bay of

Bengal at and near the 100-fathom line from the Mahd,nadi
to the Kistna. The operculum is without a basal prolon-

gation.

2. Natica {Naticina), sp.

Specimens were met with in the Andaman Sea at 405
fathoms, in the Bay of Bengal in 240 to 276 fathoms, and in

the Laccadive Sea at 738 fathoms. This species has twice

been found in the stomach of a starfish.

3. Natica, sp.

Three dead shells from the Andaman Sea, 683 fathoms.
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Family Trochidae.

4. Solariella metallica, sp. n.

A brilliantly nacreous species, ornamented with two spiral

rows of conical tubercles and four sraootli carinai on the base,

exclusive of a faintly granulated one which bounds the um-
bilicus. From 73y fathoms in the Gulf of Manaar (Station

109). The glistening metallic lustre of the whole exterior is

largely though not entirely due to the erosion of the delicate

external layer of the shell.

Fvr. 12.

Solariella metallica.—a, from the front ; b, from the base. Natiu-al size.

Family StrombidaB.

5. RostelJaria delicatula^ Nevill.

Rostellaria delicatula, Nevill, Jovu'n. As. Soc. Beng. vol. 1. (18S1) pt. 2,

p. 262 ; Wood-Mason and Alcock, Anu. & Mag. Nat. Hist. (6) vii.

p. 16.

Many specimens in various stages of growth from Station

119, 95 fathoms.

This form, already noticed to be characteristic of the Bay
of Bengal infra-littoral at and near the 100-fathom contour

from Arrakan to the Godiivari, is now found oti' the Kistna

Delta, about seventy miles further south.

Family Pleurotomidae.

G. ricurotoma si/mhiotea, sp. n.

Two living specimens from the Laccadive Sea, 1043

fathoms (Station 108).

They were encrusted all over with an Epizoanthua.

The shell is remarkable for its peculiar glistening white
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outer layer, with wliicli is most bcautifullj contrasfced the
pale cinnamon interior.

FifT. 13.

a.

rieurotoma symhiotes.—a, from in front ; h, from the side. Natural size.

Dead and eroded shells of four species of Pleurotomids were
taken at the following stations:—112, 561 fathoms; 113,
G83 fathoms; 115, 188 to 220 fathoms.

Family Pterotracheidas.

7. Carinaria, sp.

At Station 118, 1803 fathoms. Probably from the surface.

Family Pieurobranchidae.

8. PleurobranchuSj sp.

At Station 116, in 405 fathoms, a species coloured darl

purple.

Family Pleurophyllidiidae.

9. Pleuroj)hj/Uidiaj sp.

At Station 120, 240 to 276 fathoms.

Ann. & Mag. N. Hist. Ser. 6. Vol. viii. 31
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Class SCAPHOPODA.
Dead shells of two species of (10) Dentah'um and of a

species of (11) Cadulus were dredged at Station 113 in the

Andaman Sea.

Class CEPHALOPODA.
Specimens of three species of Cephalopods were obtained,

nanjcly (12) Cirroteuthis, in the Gulf of Manaar, at 738
fathoms

; (13) Inioteufhis, in the Andaman Sea, at 188 to 120
fatlioms; and (14) a LoIif/o-Yike form from the same station.

The Cirroteuthis was jet-black in colour during life, and
imparted to the spirit in wliich it was preserved a ])ur)de hue,

whicli has permanently stained the paper label accompanying
the animal.

The Inioteuthis was of an iridescent purple and green

colour in life.

Branch B. L I P C E P IT A L A.

Class LAMELLIBRANCHIATA.
Family Pectinidse.

1/). Aniussium^ s,'^.

Specimens of Amnssium were obtained in the Andaman
Sea at G83 and 022 fathoms, in the Bay of Bengal at 561,

1748, and 1803 fathoms, and in the Laccadive Sea at 738
fathoms. They appear to belong to four species.

Family Arcidae.

16. Area {Barhatia) , sp. conf. pteroessn, Smith, or

ecfoharhataj Dall.

Five specimens from Station 111, 1614 fathoms.

17. Limops is, sp.

Two species were dredged, one in the Andaman Sea in ()S3

fathoms, the other in 1043 fathoms in the Laccadive Sea.

Family Ledidae.

18. Mallciia, cf. arroiiana, Smith.

From the Laccadive Sea at 1001 fathoms.

I
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Family Cuspidariidae.

19. Cuspidaria^ sp.

Four species, all from the Andaman Sea between 188 and
405 fathoms.

Family Verticordiidae.

20. Verticordia {Eaciroa) churnea^ sp. n.

Allied to Eaciroa elegantissima^ Dall.

The shell in the dry state is of a beautiful ivory-white

externally, diseoloured slightly at the ventral margin by the

epidermis ; internally it rivals Trigonia in its pearly lustre.

The external surface is traversed from beak to ventral

margin with numerous ridges which bear sharp fluted conical

spinelets. These ridges are best and most regularly deve-

loped about the middle of the shell, being few and wide

apart and ventrally incomj)lete anteriorly, while posteriorly

they are irregularly crowded together. The intervals between

Fiff. U.

Verticordia {Euciroa) ebunica.—a, from tlie left side ; h, dm-sal view of

the right valve ; c, the same of the left valve ; d, ossicle still

attached to the ligament of the right valve. All natural size.

the ridges are finely granulated. The left valve is sliglitly

smaller than the right, into which it tits ventrally, and lias

only one tooth—a posterior lateral. The right valve has a

posterior lateral tooth, which is anterior to that of the opposite

81*
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valve, and an anterior tooth in tlie form of a broad and stout-

based projecting massive hook, which is received into a notch

of tlie left valve lying beneath the umbo between the liga-

mentary fossa and the lunule. Except for a mere film joining

the valves externally in the usual position the ligament is

internal. A stout, convex, posteriorly-bifid ossicle connects

the ligaments of the valves with one another.

Most striking is the curious lunule, which suggests in-turned

ears.

A fine living specimen from Station Ho, 188 to 220
fathoms, measuring in length 37 millim., in height 33'2

millim., and in thickness 2G'8 millim.

21. Vei-ticorch'a, sp.

From the Bay of Bengal, in 1997 fathoms.

Family Tellinidae.

22. Telhna, sp.

Two species were dredged, one from the Bay of Bengal at

561 fathoms, the other from 922 fathoms in the Andaman
Sea.

Subgrade CCELENTERATA.

Piiylum NEMATOPHORA.
Class SCYPHOMEDUS-E.
Order P E R O M E D U S iE.

Family Periphyllidse.

Peeiphylla, Steenstrup.

1. Periplii/Ua, sp.

A large species, with the internal organs rather ragged,
from Station 120, 240 to 276 fathoms.

Order DISCOMEDUS^.
Family Ephyridae (CoLLAsriD^).

AtOLLA, lli\?ckel.

2. AtoUa WyviUii, Ilceckel.

Atolla JJ/yr////, ITacliol. ' Clinllenjror ' Deep-soa IMoaus;^. pp. 113-11%
pi. xxix.
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Two specimens from Station 1 10, 405 fathoms, and one
from Station 120, 240 to 27G fathoms.

CU\ss ANTHOZOA.
Subclass ALCYONIOMORPHA.

Order PENN AT ULIDA.
At Station 115, 188 to 220 fathoms, a fine specimen of a

Pennatula was obtained
j it is of a remarkable rich orange

colour, the ])ignient being insoluble in alcohol.

At the same Station was dredged a large specimen of an
Umhelhda near to U. Carpenteri^ Kolliker.

At Station 118, in 1803 fathoms, some small specimens of

an Unihellala of a bright pink colour occurred.

Subclass ACTINIOMORPHA.

Order A C T I N I A K I A.

Family Actinidae.

Eight species of bathybial Actiniaria were obtained during

the season between 240 and 1997 fathoms. Among them is

an Epizoanthus encrusting a shell of a living Pleurotomid,

from the Laccadive Sea ; and a remarkable rigid cup-shaped
form with a non-retractile peristome, from the mud of the

Bay of Bengal.

Order M A DR E P OR A RI A.

MADREPORARIA APOROSA.

Family Turltinolidse.

Flabellum, Lesson.

1. Flahellum japonicum, Moseley.

FlaheUumj(t2)onkum, Moseley, * Clialleiigei- ' Deep-sea Madreporaria,

p. 168, pi. vii. tigs. 3, 3 a, pi. xvi. fig. 12.

A series of ten specimens (five living and five dead)—the

smallest of which measures "95 by '85 of an inch, the largest

3 by 2*25 inches in the diameters of the calicular orifice—was

taken at Station 109, 738 fathoms.

In the smaller specimens the corallura is wide and shallow,

with the primary and secondary costaj well marked, the colu-

mella abundant and formed of contorted fascicles, the fifth
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cycle of septa incomplete anJ iucoiisplcuoiis, and the pedicle

very prominent.

In the larger specimens the calicle is deep and more com-
pressed, the jirimary and secondary costae are inconspicuous,

while in the other cycles in place of costte there are shallow

furrows, the columella is a small smooth dense plug in the

very bottom of the calicle, the fifth cycle of septa is complete,

and the pedicle is a small obtuse point.

The difference between the two extremes is so marked that,

but for the possession of a fixirly well-graded scries, it might

fairly have been regarded as specific. Tlie inside of the dry

corallum is, like the soft tissues of the polyp, of a dark

madder-colour.

2. Flabellam laciniatum, Philippi.

riiylhxles laciniatum, Philijipi, Neues Jalirb. fiir Miueral. kc, 1841,

pp. 663 and 664, pi. xi. b. fig. 2.

Flabellum htciniatuin, Edw. & H., Ann, Sci. Nat. (-3) ix. p. 270; Hist,

Nat. CoraU. ii. p, 92.

Flahellum liiciniatum, Seguenza, Mem. Ac. Toiin. (ii.) xxi. p. 48^5,

tav. X. fig. 7.

? Flabellimi lacinintum, Duncan, Proc. Roy. Soc. xviii. p, 293; id.

Trans. Zool, Soc. viii. p. 323, pi. xxxix. figs. 11, 14-18.

P Flabvlluni laciniatum, Lindstrijni, Svensk. Ak. Ilaudl. xiv. ii. p. 12.

A single specimen, in very fair preservation, from Station

116, 405 fathoms, wdiich -we name with some confidence from
Pliiiippi's description.

We are not able, however, to identify it with Prof. Martin

Duncan's figures, which appear to represent young and there-

fore not unequivocally determinable forms of Flabellum.

Fig, 15,

FlubclUdH hwitnatum, V\\\\., natural size.

We agree with Prof, ^loscley ('Challenger' Deep-sea
Madrcporaria, p. 170) in considering that his Flabellum ulu-
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hastnim is specifically quite distinct from Flahellam lacinialum.

Ill the latter the calicle is more wedge-shaped, not laterally

compressed in the middle, and less conspicuously pedunculate,

and its margin is much more deeply indentated between the

septa ; the columella is a mere rudiment in the bottom of the

calicle, and the lateral costaa are much more nearly horizontal

and are extremely prominent, forming with their corresponding

septa conspicuous lateral wings. The dry corallum, like the

living polyp, is of a dark madder-colour.

Our specimen measures about 2 inches in the major and
1*2 in the minor diameter of the calicular oridce.

Phylum PORIFERA.

Class SILICOSPON&I^.

In the Andaman Sea, Station 115, 188 to 220 fathoms,

proved a harvest-ticld for Sponges, as for Fishes, Crusta-

ceans, and Eehiiioderms. Here a large number of Hexacti-

nellida was obtained, including numerous huge specimens,

over two feet in length, of a SemjjereUa, a large Pheronemay

and two species of Ilyalonema.

The depths of the Bay of Bengal yielded many Hexacti-

iiellid forms, among which we recognize (1) an Asconematoid

forming a thin- walled, shallow, broad-lipped cup, composed

of a felt of long spicules, from 1997 fathoms, (2) a fine speci-

men of an Aulochone from 1803 fathoms, (3) a small Iljalo-

nema from 1997 fathoms, and (4) several species of

Euplectellids.

Grade A. P L astidozoa.

Class RETICULARIA.
In such examination as has been made of the ocean-deposit

brought up by the sounding-tube and trawl during the season

the only notable Forarainifer discovered is a large species of

IIor7nosina, which combines some of the characters of Horino-

sina ovicula, H. B. Brady, with some of those of Honnosiaa

monile^ H. B. Brady. The test, which is long, slender, and

tapering, is composed of numerous subpyriform segments

arranged in a straight line in a very close-set diminishing

series ; the walls are smooth, thick, and strong, with a com-

pact finely arenaceous texture ; colour red-brown.

The larirest fracrmeut measures 8*5 millim. in length.
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The cavities of the chambers have the form of a short, tiat-

topped pear.

Several specimens from the Bay of Bengal at 561 fathoms

(Station 112).

For this species we propose tlie name Ilormosina Brachji^

after our late friend Dr. H. B. Brady, F.Ii.S.

Fk-. 16.

Ilormosina Bradyi.— a, latciiil view ; />, oral view; o, two
consecutive chambers in lonsjitiidiual section, x

.

EXPLANATION OF PLATE XVI I.

yiij. 1. Huvwiunipas (jlauai. from the abaetiiial f-iilo. Nat. size.

Fi(j. 2. Ditto, iVoui the actiiial side. Nat. size.

[To bp continued.]
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[Plates XIV. & XV.]

Family Psalidopodidae, fam. nov.

Olfactory flagellum of antennules simple. Mandible deeply-

divided into molar and incisive processes and furnished with

a 2-jointed palp. The exopodite of the first maxillipede is a

broad and abruptly incurved falciform plate which does not

terminate in a flagellum, and is not expanded at the outer

margin into a process. The exopodites of the second and
third maxillipedes are undivided, porrect, and membranous
Hagella. The thoracic appendages from the second to the

eighth inclusively have the third (ischiopodite) and fourth

(meropodite) joints fused, and are hence all 6-jointed with

Ann. & Mag. N. Hist. Scr. 6. Vol. ix. 20
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the exception of the third pair, in which the sixth and seventh

joints are in addition fused, and there are hence only five

distinct joints ; those of the fourth pair are formed as in the

Crangonidae, but, instead of terminating in a subchela, end in

two equal and movable blades forming a scissors-like organ
;

those of the fifth pair, which are the shortest and weakest of

the limbs, bear a probably expansile pencil of setaa at the

distal end of the propodite, which is the functional last joint

of the limb, the dactylopodite being reduced to a minute

rudiment ; the sixth, seventh, and eighth pairs form a back-

wardly increasing series of walking legs ; the five last pairs

are devoid of all traces of epipodites and exopodites.

The thorax is firmly articulated to the abdomen by a strong

hinge.

]n addition to the functional gills, which are five pleuro-

branchias attached to the posterior thoracic somites from tlie

tenlh to the fourteenth inclusively, there is present, on the

arthrodial membranes of the thoracic appendages from the

ninth to the thirteenth inclusively, a series of five small

conical papillae, which correspond both in number and in

position to the arthrobranchise of the Glyphocrangonidas, and
are, there is little doubt, to be interpreted as vestiges of gills

of the same category.

The body is exceedingly spiny and terminates in front in

a powerful recurved rostrum, which is toothed on all its four

margins.

Psalidopus, gen. nov.

Body moderately compressed, in shape somewhat like

Palcernon. Integument firmly chitinized though thin, covered

throughout dorsally, from the apex of the rostrum to the end
of the sixth abdominal somite, with long symmetrically
arranged needle-shaped spines, and between the spines with
microscopically small setae, which are evenly and regularly

distributed, and give to the surface a minutely granulated
appearance up to the base of the caudal swimmeret, upon
which they become developed into a furry pubescence.

The carapace is produced in front into a long ascendant
curved rostrum fully twice its own length measured from the

frontal to the posterior margin in a straight line ; its anterior

margin is armed on both sides with four spines, which may
be termed the antennulary, antennal, branchiostegal, and sub-
branchiostegal spines respectively, and with a stout blunt

subtriangular deflexed process, against the inner margin of

which the rudimentary eye-peduncles are firmly retracted
;
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a distinct marginal raised rim extends from the subbranchio-

stegal spines backwards on each side, increasing towards the

posterior margin, being especially well-marked posterolate-

ral ly, where it rises into a strong and bold ridge, forming at

each end of the carapace the posterior boundary of a deep
groove ; the ridge with the groove concentric therewith con-

stituting the thoracic element of a strong thoracico- abdominal
hinge.

The branchiostegites are abruptly inflected, and their free

margins, which are closely applied to the bases of the legs,

are widely but obtusely angulated inwards opposite to the

interval between the first and second pairs of legs anteriorly,

while posteriorly they give off a triangular process which
abuts against the posterolateral face of the eighth thoracic

sternum, and thus serves not only to keep the two elements

of the thoracico-abdominal hinge in constant relation of appo-

sition with one another, but also to divide that which answers

to the afferent branchial cleft in Astacus into two parts, an
,

inferior and a superior: in the former of these the free margin
of the carapace is in such close contact with the leg-bases as

to leave no passage for water to enter ; the latter, on the

contrary, is a wide and rigidly-patent oval aperture placing

the branchial chamber of its own side in direct communication
with the subabdominal cavity, and forms the exclusive inlet

for the water required for respiration : whence it follows that

all the water which enters the branchial chambers must do so

by way of the subabdominal cavity, and that during life a

constant circulation must be maintained in this cavity ; in

the female, in which the special afferent branchial apertures

are larger than in the male and the subabdominal cavity

forms a spacious brood-pouch, the constant circulation of

water in the latter must secure a more perfect aeration of the

eggs than would otherwise occur; there is no doubt, in fact,

that we have here to do with a mechanism for securing the

due aeration of the eggs similar to that which exists in

Encephahides Armstrongi and other deep-water Brachyura

(Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. (6), vii. pp. 259, 266, et 267),

wherein the branchial cavities communicate with the brood-

cavity by means of canals in the hinder angles of the cephalo-

thorax and, the ordinary direct channels being closed, water

for respiration is derived from the brood-cavity.

The rostrum is compressed, and presents four longitudinal

spiny ridges—one dorsal, two lateral, and one ventral ; the

spines of these are all sharp, slender, forwardly curved and

inclined, and decrease in length from the base towards the

obsoletely bifid apex of the rostrum. The dorsal ridge is

20*
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continued to the posterior margin of the carapace ; its spines

are larger, more compressed, and less inclined, though more

curved, than those of the rostrum, and subequal, with one or

two shorter and slenderer ones intercalated between them here

and there. In addition to the dorsal ridge the carapace bears

on each side four other longitudinal rows of spines : the first

of these runs quite close and subparallel to the dorsal ridge

from one end of the carapace to the other
;
the second com-

mences with the antennulary spine, curves slightly down-

wards and then slightly upwards to the cervical suture,

whence it takes a straight course to the hinder margin, running

parallel to the dorsal ridge; the third consists of the antennal

spine and of two spines on the posterior half of the cephalic

portion of the carapace ;
the fourth, of five or six spines com-

mencing with the branchiostegal spine, and runs along the

middle of the prominent efferent branchial canal, and like the

second has its spines connected by a ridge.

The surface of the part of the branchiostegite coinciding

with the subjacent branchial chamber is raised into a longi-

tudinally oval convex-topped elevation, which is fringed at

the edges with strong spines and bears an irregular row of

five or six along its middle. Between the branchial eleva-

tion and the almost horizontally inflected portion of the cara-

pace are some smaller spines roughly in the same straight

line with those on the efferent branchial canal.

The abdomen is armed along the middorsal line with a

spiniierous ridge similar to that of the cephalothorax and

extending almost without interruption from the base to the

apex, being absent only in the basal half of the fifth tergum,

on the sides of its terga and pleura with symmetrically

arranged spines similar in form to those of the dorsal ridge,

and on the edges of each of its pleura with several ex-

ceedingly long and slender needle-like spines, besides smaller

ones ;
the number, form, arrangement, size, and direction of

these spines, which vary within small limits in all of the

above respects from specimen to specimen, will be best under-

stood by reference to the accompanying figures. The first

abdominal somite is produced in front on each side at the

junction of the tergum with the pleuron into a short, stout,

bifid, and incurved process, which forms the abdominal ele-

ment of the thoracico-abdominal hinge, and is received into

the groove in the hinder margin of the side of the carapace

already described. The pleura of the second abdominal

somite are much more expanded in the female than in the

male. The telson is elongate-triangular or obclavate in out-

line, its margin being at first rounded and then tapering in
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straight or very slightly concave lines to the triangular apex

;

its dorsal surface, which is covered with a furry coating of

minute appressed spinules, is transversely convex and tra-

versed longitudinally by a deep groove, while its ventral

surface is deeply excavated gutter-like and glabrous.

The eye-peduncles are very small and immovably re-

tracted outwards against the extraorbital angle, being anky-
losed at base to the ophthalmic sternum ; a distinct con-
striction limits off a wider and almost spherical apical or

corneal portion from a narrower basal portion ; the latter

bears on its inner and inferior side, near the base, a minute
papilla ; the corneal portion is smooth and polished, and does

not exhibit the slightest trace either of superficial faceting or

of subjacent pigmentation ; the eyes appear, in fact, to be in

exactly the same degenerate condition as those of Nephropsis
Stewarti, and it is certain can be capable at most of appre- -

dating differences in the intensity of the light.

The peduncle of the antennules is subcylindrical ; its first

joint is about equal to the two remaining joints taken-

together, crested on the infero-inteinal margin, the crest

running into an acicular spine some distance from the apex,

and produced at its outer base into an oval digitate scale-like

process ; the second and third joints subequal, the latter

armed with an acicular spine about the middle of its extero-

superior face ; flagella equal in length, the outer the thicker

(much the thicker in $), and bearing olfactory filaments to

within a short distance of its extremity.

The second joint of the antenna is armed with three spines

on the outer apex ; the scale is a narrow, firmly chitinized,

oblong plate, with an acute triangular somewhat inturned

point ; it is strengthened and stiffened not only by its greatly

thickened outer margin, which terminates some distance

from the apex of the part in a prominent spine, but also by a

stout midrib and a slight thickening of the apical and inner

margins. The flagellum is very long.

The mandible is very distinctly divided into molar and
incisive processes by a deep and almost rectangular notch, in

which the palp is lodged. The incisive process is a thin,

excessively sharp, and slightly recurved knife-like plate.

The stout molar process may_be described either as an irre-

gular four-sided prism with one angle broadly rounded off or

as an irregular three-sided prism with one side convex; its

trapezoidal or subtriangular masticatory surface is concave

with sharp edges. The palp is robust, two-jointed ; the

apex, with the greater part of the inwardly directed outer

edge of its oval terminal joint, is beset with stiff seta3.
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The eoxopodite of the first maxillae is much shorter and
wider than the basipodite ; the endopodite is a short, simple,

and undivided finger-shaped joint with a few seta? on its

outer apex, and the exopodite appears to be represented by a

firmly chitinized round conchoidal plate, the convex face of

which is turned downwards and backwards.

The eoxopodite of the second maxilla? is but little shorter

but much narrower than the basipodite, not extending- nearly

so far towards the middle line; the basipodite is subdivided
;

the endopodite differs from that of the first maxilla? only in

being somewhat larger ; the anterior lobe of the scapho-

gnathite is much broader than the posterior lobe, in which the

apical fringe is developed into excessively long and fine seta?.

In the first maxillipedes the coxopoditic plate is rudi-

mentary and furnished with limp hairs, the functional jaw
being entirely formed by the basipodite ; the endopodite is a

narrow slightly curved and knife-like pointed plate, the exo-

podite is a broad and abruptly incurved falciform plate, and
the epipodite is two-leaved.

The second maxillipedes have only five distinct joints, the

third and fourth joints of the typical malacostracous limb being

indistinguishably fused together ; the first joint bears a tri-

angular epipodite, the second a long, tapering, undivided and
membranous exopodite, the third is about as long as the

second, but only about half its thickness, the fourth is short,

about half as long as the third, the fifth is broadly subtri-

angular and does not enter into the formation of the functional

jaw, which is wholly formed by the very short and broad

wedge-shaped sixth joint.

The external maxillipedes present only five distinct joints,

the sixth and seventh, as well as the third and fourth, joints

being indistinguishably fused together. The first and second,

which are ankylosed together, are short, stout, and subequal :

the first bears a small oval and subpedunculated hard process,

probably representing an epipodite ; the second, a flagellar

exopodite, similar to that of the second maxillipedes ; the

third joint, forming the functional jaw, is an obclavate com-
pressed sclerite, and is strongly curved to the configuration of

the underlying appendages ; its inner margin bears no fringe

of seta? ; the fourth and filth joints are slender, cylindrical,

and fringed with narrow, transverse, scale-like rows of setae

on the inner edge ; the fourth is a little shorter than the third

and exactly half of the fifth, which latter is almost straight,

and tapers beyond the middle of its length very slightly and

gradually to a bluntish point bearing a few stiff seta?.

The legs of the first pair are built upon the same plan as
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those of the Crangonidse, which they closely resemble, and
from which they chiefly differ in their scissors-like extremity.

They present but six distinct true joints, one of the blades of

the terminal scissors having to be interpreted as a movably
articulated prolongation of the propodite, and the third and

fourth joints being all but indistinguishably fused together.

The first two joints are short. The third joint, which is

strongly curved like the corresponding joint of the external

maxiflipede, increases slightly in- thickness from the base to

the apex, where its upper margin is prolonged into a sharp

needle-like spine preceded by a few spinules. The fourth

joint, short and obconic, also bears a similar spine in corre-

sponding position. The fifth joint, or propodite, is oblong

and somewhat compressed, it bears at the distal end two

equal and movably articulated toothed knife-like blades—
one answering to the fixed prolongation of the propodite, the

other to the dactylopodite of the typical crustacean chela,

—

which are evidently capable of playing upon one another like

the blades of a pair of scissors or shears.

The legs of the second pair are also only six jointed, the

third and fourth joints being all but indistinguishably fused

together. They differ remarkably in form from the preceding.

The first two joints are as in the legs of the first pair. The
third joint is a cylindrical rod armed with a few minute

spinules on the upper margin, which terminates in a sharp

spine. The fourth joint is also cylindrical, but shorter and

much thinner than the preceding, and unarmed. The fifth

joint, likewise cylindrical, is about half as long as the pre-

ceding and tapers slightly to its apex, where it bears a com-
pactly coned pencil of possibly expansile seta?. The sixth

joint is a minute, transversely elongated, nodular rudiment,

lodged in a notch of the upper and outer margin of the distal

end of the propodite.

The three remaining pairs of legs are quite different from

their predecessors, and are substantially alike, differing from

one another only in length and in the degree to which the

fusion of their third and fourth joints has been carried. They
are typical ambulatory limbs. The second only slightly

exceeds the first, while the last, owing mainly to the great

elongation of its propodite, greatly exceeds the second in

length. They are roughly cylindrical and are armed below

and on the contiguous parts of their sides throughout with

sharp spinules, which in the fourth joint or meropodite assume
an arrangement in two rows on the ventral edges of the

joint, while the apices of the meropodite and of the obconic

carpopodite each bear one median dorsal and at least one
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lateral outstanding- spine larger than the rest. In the last

of these legs the third joint is fixedly united to the fourth,

the division between the two perfectly retaining its primitive

distinctness ; in the second the union is more perfect, but the

division may be readily made out on the inner side ;
while in

the first the union is more perfect still, and the primitive

distinctness of the parts is scarcely traceable ; so that the

fusion of the two joints in question becomes more and more

perfect as we pass from behind forwards until at last it is no

longer possible to distinguish them. The compound joint is

curved, like its predecessors in the series, to fit the convex

ventral surface of the thorax. Their terminal joint forms a

stoutish curved and acuminately-pointed claw. There is no

trace either of epipodites or of exopodites on any of the legs.

The protopodites of the abdominal appendages are long,

being more than half the length of the rami in the first pair,

and less than half their length in the succeeding pairs. The
apical half more or less of their carinated outer margin is

armed with small spines, which increase in length towards

the apex, near to which there is usually a single spine that is

much larger than the rest. Near their base on the posterior

face a transverse suture divides them into a long distal and a

.short and incomplete proximal joint. Their rami are all

long-lanceolate and undivided membranous plates, with the

exception of the inner ramus of the first pair; this is in both

sexes only about one third the length of the outer and is

pyriform or obclavate in outline; flat and flexible and fringed

with setae on both edges in the female, it appeal's convex and
stiff and glabrous and somewhat subulate or acuminate in the

male, owing to the apical half more or less of its edges being

iolded up into a sort of tube, and owing to the fringe of its

outer margin being reduced to short and simple setas ; the outer

ramus of the first pair is in both sexes narrower than either

of the rami of the succeeding pairs. In the appendages of the

second to the filth, pairs inclusively the inner ramus is shorter

and narrower than the outer, and is furnished near its base on
the inner side with a short cylindrical appendix interna, pro-

vided at its apex with minute hooks for attachment to its

fellow of the opposite side. In the second pair in the male
there arises from the inner ramus, in front of and slightly

internal to the appendix interna, a tapering finger-shaped

appendix maseulitia, and the second joint of the protopodite

is subdivided by a false joint into two approximately equal

parts.

The rami of the sixth pair of abdominal appendages are

firmly ehitinized, rigid, oval plates, the outer almost twice the
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width of tlie inner; the former is strengthened by a stout

midrib and by a thickening- of the outer margin, which ter-

minates a good way from the apex in a prominent spine of

the same size and character as that of the antennal scale
; an

inflexible diaeresis extends inwards from the base of this spine

up to the midrib. The inner ramus is strengthened by a

similar midrib, from near the base of which a ridge extends
obliquely inwards and backwards to the inner margin.

The legs of the first to the third pairs of opposite sides

touch one another in the middle line, and their sterna are

hence invisible without dissection ; those of the last two
pairs, on the contrary, are wider apart and their sterna are

plainly visible and have the form of an inverted T, the cross

stroke of which is, in the hinder and larger of the two, pro-

duced forwards, between the bases of the legs of the last pair

and over its own down-stroke, as an acute angular
( $ ) or

semicircular
( ? )

plate, beneath the sides of which the genital

apertures can in the male be concealed.

The branchial formula is as follows :

—

Somites and
their Podo- Arthro- Pleuro-

appendages. branchiae, branchiae. branchiae.

VII 0(ep.) =0+ep.
VIII 0(ep.) =0+ep.
IX 0{ej?.r.) r. =0+r.+e/?.r.
X r. 1 =l+r.
XI r. 1 =l+r.
XII r. 1 =l+r.
XIII r. 1 =l+r.
XIV 1 =1

2ep.-\-ep.r. -\-5r. +5 =5-\-5r.-\-2ep.+ep.r.

35. [Psalidopus Iluxleyi^ sp. n. (PI. XIV. tigs. 1, 2, 7.)

? . Stouter. Thoracic and abdominal sterna unarmed.
No tubercle between the last spine of the dorsal ridge and
the posterior margin of the carapace.

Colour in life brilliant old-ivory white or straw-colour.

millim.

Total length from apex of rostrum to tip of telson in

a straight line 141
Length of rostrum from supra-orbital margin in a

straight line 5P5
Length of carapace from supra-orbital to posterior

margin , 28 -5
Length of abdomen from middle of anterior margin

of first tergum to tip of telson G3
Length of telson 19*5

Length of antennal scale 21

Width of „ ,, 6
Length of antenuularv flajrella o7
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A single ovigerous female was taken on April 12, 1888,

7t? miles east of N. Cinque Island, Andaman Sea, in 490
fathoms.

Jt carried twelve very large eggs, which in spirit measure
no less than 3'8 x 2'7 milliin.]

36. Psalidopus sptniventris, sp. n.

(PI. XIV. figs. 3-6 a, 8; PI. XV. figs. 1-10.)

cj $ . Slenderer. Two posterior thoracic and all the

abdominal sterna with an erect spine in the middle line. A
conical tubercle between the last spine of the dorsal ridge

and the posterior margin of the carapace.

Colour in life deep-sea pink with white points.

Male. Female,
niillim. millim.

Total length from apex of rostrum to tip

of telson in a straight line 100 128"5

Length of rostrum from supra-orbital

margin in a straight line (tip gone in

male) 40 51-5

Length of carapace from supra-orbital to

posterior margin 20 25
Length of abdomen from middle of an-

terior margin of first tergum to tip of

telson 47 o9
Length of telson 15 18

Length of antennal scale 10 19
Width of „ ,

3-3 5
Length of antennulary flagella 37 35

An adult male and female, with one young specimen, were
obtained at Station 116, 405 fathoms.

A small pair, in which the rostrum is much larger in the

female than in the male, have come to light in the sorting of

past seasons' collections. They were taken 8 miles S.E. of

Cinque Island, Andaman Sea, in 500 fathoms.

Colour in life " more of a boiled lobster tint " [i. e. than

other Crustaceans obtained at the same time and described in

the same notes as pink and blood-red], "deepest on the

spines" (G. M. Giles).

EXPLANATION OF THE PLATES.

Plate XIV.

Fig. 1. Psalidopus Huxleyi, § , from the left side. Nat. size.

Fig. 2. The caudal swimmeret of the same, from above. Nat. size.

Fig. 3. Psalidopus spiniventris, 2 • Peduncle of the left antennule, from
above. X 4.

Fig. 4. Left antennal scale of the same, from above. Nat. size.
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Fig. 5. Left leg of the first pair of the same, from the outside. X 4.

Fig. 6. Left leg of the second pair of the same, from the outside. X 4.

Fig. 6 a. Apex of propodite of same, to show the rudimentary nodular

daetylopodite.

Fig. 7. Psalidojnis Hu.rleyi, last thoracic sternum with bases of legs of

last pair of female. Nat. size.

Fig. 8. Psalidopus spiniventris, last thoracic sternum with leg bases of

male. Nat. size.

Plate XV.

Figs. 1, 1 a. Psalidojnis spiniventris, mandible. X5.
Fig. 2. First maxilla. x-5.

Fig. 3. Second maxilla. x5.
Fig. 1. First maxillipede. x5.
Fig. 5. Second maxillipede. X5.
Fig. 6. Third maxillipede. X 2.

• Fig. 7. Left abdominal appendage of the first pair in female. x2.
Fig. 8. Left abdominal appendage of the second pair in female. X 2.

Fig. 9. Left abdominal appendage of first pair in male. x2.
Fig. 10. Left abdominal appendage of second pair in male. X 2.

XLII.

—

Description of a new Genus and some new Species of
Heterocera from Central America. By Herbert Druce,
F.L.S.

Fain. iEgeriidse.

iEGERiA, Fabr.

JEgeria armasata
}
sp. n.

Primaries and secondaries hyaline, with a slightly yellowish

tinge, the costal, outer, and inner margins of the primaries

edged with yellowish brown, the veins of both wings yellowish

brown, those of the secondaries being the darkest ; the fringe

of the secondaries dark brown. The underside of both wings

light yellow. The palpi and front of the head yellow ; the

antennas dark brown, yellowish at the base ; the thorax and

abdomen blackish brown, with a yellow line at the base of the

abdomen ; the anal tuft yellowish brown ; the legs orange,

banded with black.

Expanse 1£ inch.

Ilab. Mexico, near Durango city {Becker).

A fine species, very distinct from all others known to me.

JEgeria mardia, sp. n.

This species is allied to ^Egeria tryphoniformis, Walker,
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LI I.

—

Natural History Notes from H.M. Indian Marine
Surrey Steamer lInvestigatorf Commander Ii. F. Iloskyn,

E.N., commanding

.

— Series II., No. 1. On the Results of
Deep-sea Dredging during the Season 1890-91. By J.

Wood-Mafon, Superintendent of the Indian Museum, and
Professor of Comparative Anatomy in the Medical College

of Bengal, and A. Alcock, M.B., Surgeon I.M.S., Sur-

geon-Naturalist to the Survey.

[Continued from p. 275.]

Family Acanthephyridae.

ACANTHEPHYRA, A Milne-Edwards.

o7. Acanthephyra sanguinea, sp. n.

$ . Closely allied to A. Agassizii, S. I. Smith, $ (A.

purpurea, A. M.-Edw., ?), from which it differs in the

minute size of the spines of the anterior margin of the cara-

pace, which are so small as to be scarcely discernible by the

unaided eye
; (?) in the armature of the telson, which bears

only five pairs of dorsal spinules besides three longer and
subequal terminal ones; in its longer and slenderer rostrum,

which is fully twice the length of the antennal scale; and in

its less elongated abdomen.
Colour in life deep crimson.

Fte. 1.

Acanthephyra sanguinea, <?, nat. size.
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Length, from tip of rostrum to tip of telson, 92 millim.
;

of carapace, from supraorbital to posterior margin, 18 millim.

;

of rostrum, from same point to tip, 26"5 millim. ; of antennal

scale 13 millim. ; of abdomen 50 millim.
; of telson 145

millim.

One female, from Station 10G, 1091 fathom?, one immature
in fragments from Station 107, 738 fathoms, and a third

from Station 117, 1748 fathoms.

J. A male of about the same size as that of A. Agassizii

figured by Prof. S. I. Smith was obtained in a previous

season 7| miles east of North Cinque Island, in the Anda-
man Sea, in 490 fathoms. It has a decidedly less elongated

abdomen than A. Agassizii; its carapace has much the same
shape, but the rostrum shows no signs of becoming porrect

and reduced in length as in that species, for although it is

broken off just in front of the third tooth of the lower series,

it still extends fully to the end of the antennal scale.

Length, from supraorbital margin to tip of telson, 83
millim. ; length of carapace, from supraorbital to posterior

margin, 23'25 millim. ; of antennal scale 15'25 millim. ; of

abdomen to tip of telson 59 millim.; of telson 17"25 millim.

38. Acanthephyra armata, A. M.-Edvv.

Acanthephyru armata, A. M.-Edw. Ann. d. Sc. Nat. Zool. (0) xi. 1881,

4, p. 12, et Rec. Fig. Crust. 1883 ; Spence Bate, ' Ckalleuger ' Ma-
crura, 1888, p. 744, pi, cxxv. fig. 2, S var.

One fine male from Station 116, 405 fathoms.

Colour in life crimson.

Length, from tip of rostrum to tip of telson, 144 millim.
;

of carapace, from supraorbital to posterior margin, 35 millim.

;

of rostrum, from same point, 34 millim., from front of infe-

rior spine to tip 17 millim. ; of antennal scale 26 millim.; of

abdomen to tip of telson 75 millim. ; of telson 18 millim.

It differs from Milne-Edwards's figure in the following-

points :—The rostrum is of the same length as the carapace;

its basal spines are only four in number; the spine of its

inferior margin arises midway between its base and its apex,

and is much more nearly opposite to the middle, than to the

apex of the antennal scale. The branchiostegal spine is con-

tinued backwards along the side of the carapace as a very

strong ridge half as long as the antennal scale. The fringes

of the legs are greatly developed, reminding one of those of

the last two pairs of legs in Sergestes. The spines of the

third to the sixth abdominal terga are equal.

It differs from the specimen figured and described by
27*
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Spence Bate in the form and the armature of the rostrum, in

the smaller spinous processes of the abdominal terga, and in

the more highly developed fringes of the legs. The daetylo-

podite of the last pair of legs is incorrectly represented by
Spence Bate as equal to those of the two preceding pairs.

39. Acanthephyra microphthahna, S. I. Smith.

Acanthephyra minrophthahna, S. I. Smith, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus.
p. 502; Ann. Rep. Coram. Fish. 1886, p. 65, ^ £, pi. xiii. fig.

Acanthephyra longidens, Spence Bite, 'Challenger' Macrura,

p. 735, pi. cxxiv. fig. 4, <$

.

Two males from Station 117, 17-18 fathoms.

Colour in life deep crimson.

In one specimen the rostrum is armed with five teeth,

probably also in the other, in which it is broken off

beyond the fourth tooth.

1885,

8,tf.
L888,

and
just

40. Acanthephyra eximia, S. I. Smith.

Acanthephyra eximca, S. I. Smith, Rep. U. S. Coinm. Fish. 1884, p. 82,

1886, pi. xiv. fig. 1, S-
Acanthephyra Edwardsii, Spence Bate, 'Challenger' Macrura, L888,

p. 747, pi. cxxvi. fig. 1, $

.

? . Differs from the male in its longer and more styliform

Fiu. 3

Acanthephyra eximia, $,nat. size.

rostrum, which extends by about one third of its length

beyond the antenna! scale.

Colour in life crimson.
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Length, from tip of rostrum to tip of telson, 100 millim.

;

of carapace, from supraorbital to posterior margin, 22'5

millim. ; of rostrum, from same point to apex, 26 millim. ;
of

antennal scale 15 millim. ; of abdomen, from base to tip of

telson, 53 5 millim. ; of telson 145 millim.

One specimen from Station 116, 405 fathoms.

? juv. Differs from the above in the rostrum only extending

by a portion of its unarmed tip beyond the extremity of the

antennal scale.

Length, from tip of rostrum to tip of telson, 58 millim.
;

of carapace, from supraorbital to posterior margin, 13"75

millim.; of rostrum, from same point to apex, 11 millim.; of

antennal scale 9"75 millim. ; of abdomen, from base to apex

of telson, 35 millim. ; of telson 10 millim.

Colour in life bright red.

One specimen from Station 112, 561 fathoms.

? jun. Much smaller than the above, the rostrum slightly

ascendant, straight or only very faintly curved, short,

extending about to the end of the second third of the antennal

scale.

Length of carapace 10 millim. ; of rostrum 5*25 millim.

Rostrum ^-toothed.
4

Colour in life deep crimson.

One much younger specimen, with another of the same age
as that from Station 112, from Station 109, 738 fathoms.

The above series of specimens proves that the rostrum

increases in length from extreme youth to adolescence.

An adolescent male was taken in a previous season 8 miles

south-east of Cinque Island, in the Andaman Sea, in 500
fathoms.

Rostrum ^-toothed.
4

Colour in life deep transparent blood-red.

41. Acantlieplnjra hrachytelsonisj Spence Bate.

AcanthejiJiyra brachytelsonis, Spence Bate, ' Challenger ' Macrura, 1888,

p. 758, pi. cxxvi. tig. 7, 2 ; Wood-Mason, Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist.

(6) vii. p. 195, c?.

One adolescent male from Station 113, 683 fathoms.

Colour in life bright red.

Two adolescent males and one young female were taken in

a previous season 7| miles east of North Cinque Island, in

the Andaman Sea, in 490 fathoms.

Our series of specimens proves that the rostrum undergoes
great changes in form and in length from youth to maturity.
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In our youngest specimen it is short and porrect, scarcely

extending beyond the second third of the length of the

antennal scale, and being much shorter than the carapace.

In a somewhat older specimen it is decidedly ascendant,

though still straight, and longer—reaching to the apex of the

antennal scale—though still much shorter than the carapace.

In a still older specimen it has almost completely attained

the length and the upward curvature it has in adolescent

specimens, though it is still distinctly shorter than the cara-

pace. It is as long or longer than the carapace in all our

adolescent specimens of both sexes, except the two largest,

and in these, which are males, it is slightly shorter than the

carapace ; whence it may with some confidence be inferred

that, as in A. em'mia, A, Agassizii, S. I. Smith, and A. an-

gusta, Spence Bate, it does not surpass the antennal scale in

fully developed males. It is from -\—toothed.

In all our specimens the eye is much as in Spence Bate's

figure of A. angusta, not as in his fig. 7, pi. cxxvi., in which

the so-called ocellus is represented as round and separate

from the rest of the eye.

It appears to us probable that A. angusta is the adult male

of A. bracJiytelsonis, the difference between the two in the

number of the rostral spines being explained by the loss of

the apical spine of the lower series in the process of reduction

of the rostrum from the adolescent to the adult condition in

the former; and possible that A. brachytelsonis itself will

prove to be identical with A. extmia, since the former differs

from the latter only in having one spine less on the inferior

margin of the rostrum, and since Spence Bate includes

amongst the specimens referred by him to the former indivi-

duals with the same number of spines as in the latter.

42. Acantliephyra curlirostris, W.-M.

Acanthephyra curtirostris, Wood-Mason, Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. (6j

vii. p. 195, S

$ . Differs from the male only in its slightly more pro-

duced rostrum.

<$ $ . The rostrum is '^-toothed.

^. The telson bears 9-10 pairs of dorsal spinules and 5

somewhat longer apical ones, the median of which is appa-

rently fixed.
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6 (type)

millitn.

Length from tip of rostrum to tip of

telson 83
Length of carapace from supraorbital

to posterior margin 1'*

Length of antenna] scale 14
Length of abdomen to end of telson. . 56'5

Length of telson 18

2 (type).

millini.

c. 77

17".
13-5

Acanthephyra curtirostris, § , nat. size.

One young male from Station 108, 1043 fathoms, and an

adult male and an ovigerous female from Station 114,

922 fathoms.

Colour in life deep crimson, as in all previously obtained

specimens.

IIoplophokus, Milne-Edwards.

As in Acanthephyra the crest of the fourth abdominal

ter°um is notched near its hinder end.

43. Hoplophorus gracih'rostris, A. Milne-Edwards.

Aplophorus gracilirostris, A. M.-Edw. Ann. 8c. Nat. Zool. (6) xi.

4, p. ('), 1881, et Rec. Fig. Crust. 1883, tf-

Hoplophorus Smithii, Wood-Mason, Ann. & Mag. Nat, Hist. (6) vii.

p. Iu4, 1891, cJ juv.

One male from Station 112, 561 fathoms.

Colour in life bright red.

As compared with our previous specimens it is larger,

measuring about 62 millim. in length from the tip of the

rostrum to the tip of the telson ; the rostrum is a trifle

shorter, but bears the same number of teeth, and the antero-
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inferior angle of the first abdominal pleuron is decidedly

produced.

The right eye-peduncle has been neatly and cleanly excised

without injury to any of the surrounding parts.

Another male from Station 115, 183-220 fathoms, is larger

still, measuring about 77 millim. in length. The rostrum is

still shorter and bears only ~ teeth. The anteroinferior

angle of the first abdominal pleuron is much as in the

preceding specimen.

The left antennule has been cut clean off at the articulation

between the basal and the second joints of the peduncle.

The latter of these specimens agrees exactly with Milne-

Ed wards's figure of H. gracilirostris in Rec. Fig. Crust.,

this being so, and all our specimens belonging without doubt

to one species, II. Smiihii is no longer maintainable as a

distinct species and must be suppressed.

Our series proves that the rostrum in the male decreases in

length from adolescence to maturity, as in some Acanthe-

phyrce; but whether it is shorter than the carapace in very

early life, subsequently growing to the length it has in the

adolescent animal, there is at present no evidence to show.

An ovigerous female was taken in a former season in the

Bay of Bengal, in lal. 19° 35' N., long. 92° 24' E., in 272

fathoms. Jt measures about 59 millim. in length. The
rostrum, which is weak and somewhat deformed, and more-

over has lost its tip, is only -^'-toothed. The pleura of the

first and the second abdominal terga are soft and membra-
nous and larger than in the male, more especially the latter of

the two ; and they form the lateral walls of a capacious incu-

batory pouch for the eggs. The appendages are smaller and

are attached much further below the level of their sterna than

in the male, being carried downwards towards the edges of

the pleura by pillar-like prolongations of their bases, espe-

cially the anterior pair, which are attached quite close to the

edges of the pleura. The two anterior abdominal sterna too

appear to be more strongly arched upwards, whereby the

height and hence the capacity of the pouch is still further

increased.

The eggs are few in number, only eighteen having been

found beneath the abdomen of our specimen, and large,

measuring 2*4 and 1*6 millim. in major and minor diameters

respectively.
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Family Alpheidse.

Genus Alpheus, Fabricius.

44. Alpheus
}
sp.

A male and an ovigerous female from Station 115, 188—

220 fathoms

A larger male was taken in a previous season in the Bay
of Bengal, in lat. 20° 17' 30" N., long. 83° 5:/ E., in 193
fathoms.

Colour in life transparent blood-red.

As each of these specimens wants one of the great cliche,

we reserve the description of the species until complete speci-

mens shall be available.

Family Pandalidae.

DoRODOTES, Spence Bate.

45. Dorodotes reflexus, Spence Bate.

Dorodotes reflexus, Spence Bate, ' Challenger' Macrura, p. 678, pi. exvi.

%•. 3; Wood-Mason, Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. (6) vii. 1891, p. 195,

62-

Three females (two of them ovigerous) and three immature
specimens from Station 111, 1644 fathoms.

Colour in life bright pink; legs crimson; carapace

transparent, greasy.

Heterocarpus, A. Milne-Edwards.

4Q. Heterocarpus AlpJionsi, Spence Bate.

Heterocarpus AlpJwnsi, Spence Bate, 'Challenger' Macrura, 1888,

p. 632, pi. cxii. fig. 1 ; Wood-Mason, Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. (<i)

vii. 1891, p. 196, rf £.

Four males and four females (one ovigerous) of different

ages from Station 112, 561 fathoms.

Colour in life bright pink.

The specimens were highly luminous when brought on

board (see Introduction, vol. viii. p. 16).

This species had previously been taken in lat. 6° 32' N"., long.

79° 37' E., off Colombo, in 675 fathoms (one male) ; in lat.

6° 29' N., long. 79° 34' E., in 597 fathoms (one very large

ovigerous female) ; and twice in the Andaman Sea, in 500

fathoms (one male and two females).
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47. Heterocarpus carinatus, S. T. Smith.

Pandalus carinatus, S. I. Smith, Bull. Mas. Comp. Zool. x. 1882 83,

p. 63, pi. x. figs. 2-2f, et pi. xi. figs. 1-3, 2

.

Heterocarpus ensifer (A. M.-Edw.),= Pa>/dalus carinatus (S. I. Smith),

A. Milne-Edwards, Rec. Fig. Crust. 1883, $.

One small specimen from Station 155, 188-220 fathoms.

48. Heterocarpus? gibbosus, Spence Bate.

Heterocarpus gibbosus, Speuce Bate, ' Challenger ' Macrura, 1 888,

p. 634, pi. cxii. fig. 2, juv.

Eight males and four ovigerous females from Station 115,

188-220 fathoms.

Colour in life pink, with the legs pink and white.

One pair (the male with deformed rostrum) from Station

120, 240-276 fathoms.

This species had previously been obtained oft' Port Blair in

271 fathoms (two males), and in lat. 20° 17' 30" N., long.

88° 50' E., in 193 fathoms (one young specimen with a still

longer rostrum than in Spence Bate's figure)

.

Spence Bate described the species very imperfectly from an

immature specimen.

We give a figure of an adult female measuring 138 millim.

in length from tip of rostrum to tip of telson in a straight

line.

Pandalus, Leach.

49. Pandalus prox. quadridentatus, A. M.-Edw.

Pandalus quadridentatus, A. M.-Edw. lire. Fig. Crust. 1883.

One fine male from Station 112, 5(31 fathoms.

Colour in life bright pink,

The rostrum is armed with j-
6
teeth.

One immature specimen with imperfect rostrum from
Station 116, 405 fathoms.

Colour in life red.

It has the same number of teeth on 1 he base of the rostrum

as the male from Station 112.

50. Pandalus prox. martins, A. M.-Edw.

Pandalus martins, A. M.-Edw. Rec. Fig. Crust. 1883.

Many specimens of both sexes, immature as well as adult,

from Station 115, 188-220 fathoms.

Colour in life pink ; eggs light blue.

There are only 7-8 teeth on the base of the rostrum.
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51. Pandalus, sp.

One pair (the female ovigerous) from Station 112,

561 fathoms.

Colour in life light pink.

One ovigerous female from Station 115, 1SS-220 fathoms.

One ovigerous female from Station 116, 405 fathoms.

Colour in life pink.

A small species, allied to some European forms, of which

we have no specimens for comparison.

[To be continued.]

LIT I.

—

Remarks on Australian Slugs.

By T. D. A. Cockerell, F.Z.S., Institute of Jamaica.

As my own idea of " courteous criticism " is very different

from Mr. Hedley's, I shall not attempt to reply to the

opinions regarding my conduct expressed in this Magazine,

pp. 169-171 (Feb. 1892).

With regard to matters of fact it is not quite the same,

as, if Mr. Hedley's statements were not contradicted, they

might pass as valid among those not specially acquainted

with slug-literature. I will therefore discuss them one by
one.

(1). Limax megalodontes.—Any one may see by reference

to my paper that I expressed much doubt as to its being an
Aneitea. It seemed to me very unlikely that L.flavus could

have been in Australia at such an early date; but later,

having read some observations by Mr. Musson, I expressed

the opinion that it might be L. flavus after all (Brit. Nat.

1891, p. 120).

(2). "The conclusion has forced itself upon me," says

Mr. Hedley, that all the Australian Limaces have been intro-

duced from Europe. I have said nothing to the contrary,

except that I provisionally regard the A malia as endemic. It

may be gagatts, but writers have usually considered it distinct,

and nobody has satisfactorily proved the supposed identity.

It was Mr. Hedley himself who named an Australian species

Limax queenslandicus, and regarded it as distinct until

Dr. Simroth said it was Icevis.

(-5). I think anybody reading my paper will see that when
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Apteryx Ilaasti is " Roa-Roa " and it is not known by the

name of " Kiwi." The name " Roa-Roa," however, is

applied to several species of Apterijx^ and specially to Apterifx

maxima of Stewart Island, I would, however, again refer

Mr. Rothschild to Sir Walter Buller's second volume, p. 330,
where he will find that the native names for the South- Island

types in Christchurch, N. Z., are both " Roa " and " Roa-
Roa " as well as " Kiwi Karuai."

To the best of my knowledge Apteryx Haasti has hitherto

been found ordy in the South Island^ and in that district alone

in which Apteryx australis and A. Oiveni both occur, which
so far seemed very significant. Its occurrence in the North
Island is to me a new and most interesting fact, and, if sub-

stantiated, would certainly go far to upsetting the opinion

I at present hold that Ai^eryx Haasti is a hybrid. Is

Mr. Rothschild quite certain of the localities of his specimens
and of the accuracy and bona fides of his collector? I shall

look forward witli much interest to learn the actual localities

whence have come his specimens, also if the young specimens
of A. Haasti which Mr. Rothschild has had alive at Tring
were reared by him, or if he has had eggs from a pair of

these birds when confined by themselves. Does Apteryx
Haasti occur in the localities in which A. Bulleri [ = A. Man-
telli) is found ? Or can Mr. Rothschild himself have mistaken
large west-coast specimens of A. Oweni for A. Haasti'^

HeNEY 0. FOKBES.
1 Pliilbeacb Gardens,

Jau. 6, 1893.

XXII.

—

Natural History Notes from H.M^ Indian Marine
Survey Steamer ' Investigator,^ Commander R. F. Hoshyn^

B.N., commanding.— Series II., No. 1. On the Results of
Deep-sea Dredging during the Season 1890-91. By J.

Wood-Mason, Superintendent of the Indian Museum, and
Professor of Comparative Anatomy in the Medical College

of Bengal, and A. Alcock, M.B., Surgeon I.M.S., Sur-
geon-Naturalist to the Survey.

[Continued from vol. ix. p. 370.]

[Plates X. & XI.]

Family Pasiphaidse.

Pasiphae, Savigny.

52. Pasiphae sivado (Risso)

.

Pasiphae sivndo, Saviynyi, et brevirostris, Milne-Edwards, Hist. iiat.

des Crust, vol. ii., 1837, p. 420, et Atlas du liegue Anini. de Cuvier.
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Crust, pi. xxii. fig. 3 ; Bell, Britisli Stalk-eyed Crust. 1853, p. 312,

woodcut ; Heller, Crust. Siidl. Europ. 18f3.3, p. 243, pi. viii. figs. 4-6

;

Wood-Masou, 111. Zool. ' Investigator,' pt. i., Crust, pi. iii. fig. <o,S*-

Two males were taken on November 29tli, 1888, north of

Port Blair, Andaman Sea, in 200 fathoms.

They differ from a Mediterranean specimen of the female

Fig. 1.

I'asiphae sivado (Risso), cj'
.—Basal portion of eudopodite of second abdo-

minal limb of the right side from iu front, en, endopodite; at,

appendix interna ; am, appendix masculina ; the spines of the hinder

row are shaded to distinguish them more clearly from those of the

front row. Magnified.

* ' Illustrations of the Zoology of H.M. Indian Marine Surveying

Steamer ' Investigator,' under the command of Commander A. Carpenter^

R.N., D.S.O., and of Commander R. F. Hoskyn, R.N.'—Part I., Fishes,

Plates I.-VIL, under the direction of A. Alcock ; Crustaceans, Plates I.-

V., under the direction of J. Wood-Mason. Published under the autho-

rity of the Director of the Royal Indian Marine. Calcutta : printed and
sold by the Superintendent of Coverument Printing. 1892.
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in the collection of the Indian Museum in theiv slenderer form,

in the minuteness of the postfrontal spine, which is only about

as large as the apical half of that of the female, and in their

shorter abdominal pleura. In the female these are longer

and squarei*, and those of opposite sides are abruptly bent

inwards near the lateral margins so as to overlap one another

ventrally, completely closing the subabdominal cavity at all

events when the abdomen is partially flexed, and entirely con-

cealing from view the four intermediate pairs of appendages,

which are laid forwards upon the sternal region, thus forming,

there is little doubt, an incubatory cavity for the eggs. In

our specimens of the male, which are preserved with the

abdomen and its appendages fully extended, the pleura are

not bent inwards, being kept straight by the extended limbs,

but at each end of some of them a short longitudinal crease

is distinctly to be made out, indicating that the male, in

common with the female, possesses the power of closing the

subabdominal cavity.

The appendix masculina is armed at the extremity with

two curvilinear rows of slender and moderately curved spine-

like setfe, one row slightly in front of the other ; the front

row, consisting of six spines, commences about the middle of

the inner margin and extends to the inner apex of the part

;

the hinder row, consisting of four, commences opposite to the

interval between the third and fourth spines of the front row,

extending to the same level.

Total length, from anterior end of carapace to tip of telson,

48 millim. ; of carapace, from middle of anterior to middle of

posterior margin, 15 millim. ; of antennal scale 6'25 millim.
;

of abdomen, from base to tip of telson, 32 millim. ; of its

sixth tergum 7*75 millim. ; of telson 5 millim. ; breadth of

thorax across branchial regions 3*5 millim. ; of abdomen
across hump 3 millim.

53. Pasiphae unispinosa., sp. n.

Pnsiphae unispinosa, W.-M., 111. Zool. ' Investigator,' pt. i., 1892, Crust,

pl.iii. fig. 7, $.

Differs from P. sivado in the following points :—The body
is not quite so strongly compressed. The carapace is longi-

tudinally convex in the mid-dorsal line and is furnished on

each side with a blunt lateral carina, which commences just

behind the eye and extends downwards and backwards to the

hepatic region, whence, after giving off a branch obliquely

downwards and backwards towards the inferior margin, it is
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continued in a nearly straiglit line along the branchial region

almost to the posterior margin ; its sides bulge so as to throw

the narrow dorsal region into relief as a blunt carina, and its

postfrontal spine is rather larger. Tiie abdominal hump
appears to be more strongly developed ; the sixth abdominal

tergum is deeper, more strongly arched both above and below,

and is not produced to a spine in the middle of its posterior

margin, which, when viewed from above, appears quite

straight. In the first pair of legs the basipodite is furnished

r.t the apex with one spine, but the meropodite is unarmed
;

in the second pair there is also a spine at the apex of the

basipodite, but only one on the lower margin of tlie meropo-

dite. Both eye-peduncles and cornege are more elongated.

Length, from anterior end of carapace to tip of telson, 57
millim. ; of carapace, from middle of anterior to middle of

posterior margin, 16'5 millim. ; of antennal scale 7*0 raillira.

;

of abdomen, from base to tip of telson, 40'0 millim. ; of its

sixth tergum 9'2 millim. ; of telson 7"0 millim. ; breadth of

thorax across branchial regions 6 millim. ; of abdomen across

hump 4 millim.

'J\vo females were taken on April 11th, 1888, 7 miles S.E.
by S. of Ross Island, Andaman Sea, in 265 fathoms.

Phye *, gen. nov.

Differs from Pasiphae in the carapace and abdomen being

more or less extensively and distinctly carinated dorsally, in

tiie former being armed in front with a pair of branchiostegal

spines, and in the telson being forked at the extremity.

Includes P. princeps^ S. I. Smith (' Albatross ' Crust. 1884,

p. 37, pi. V. fig. 2, ? ,et 1886, p. 78, c5^ ? , Western Atlantic,

444-1 o42 fathoms) ; P. acutifrons, Sp. Bate ('Challenger'
Macrura, 1888, p. 871, pi. cxli. fig. 3, South of Japan, 775
fathoms, and Coast of Patagonia, 245 fathoms) ; P. forceps^

A. M.-Edw. (Miss. Sc. du Cap Horn, Crust., 1891, p. 51,
pi. vi. fig. 2, Straits of Magellan, 326 metres) ; and the

following :

—

54. Ph}/eAlcocki\W.-U.

rurapasiijha'e Alcocki, W.-M., Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. (6) vii., 1891,

p. 196, S ; et 111. Zool. ' Investigator,' pt. i., 1892, Crust, pi. iii. fig. 5.

From P. princeps and P. acutifrons it differs in the form of

the postfrontal spine (which is thin and foliaceous, terminates

abruptly in front in a strongly sinuous and almost vertical

edge, and extends nearly to the posterior slope of tlie carapace

* QfjTjTTav f] wofia i'lir).—Arist., Ath. Pol. 14.
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as a backwardly diminislung carina, which is sharp and
foliaceous in its anterior half and blunt in its posterior half)

;

in the pigment of the eyes being brown instead of black ; in

the sixth abdominal tergum alone being distinctly carinated
;

and probably in the relative proportions of its different parts.

From P. ftrince.'ps it differs in the telson being shorter than

the sixth abdominal somite and in the meropodites of the first

pair of legs being armed with three spines upon their lower

margin.

J'rom P. acutifrons it differs very markedly in the form of

the postfrontal spine, and, according to Spence Bate's figure,

in tlie strongly arched outer margin of the antennal scale.

From P. forceps it differs no less markedly than from

P. acutifrons in the form of the postfrontal spine, and, besides,

in its more unequal and absolutely much longer antennulary

flagella ; in the notch at the extremity of the telson being

acutangular and fringed to the bottom on each side with

minute spinules ; in the point of the fixed arm of the claws of

the first pair of legs being simple ; and probably in other

details.

Of the three, P. princeps is the one to which it is most
nearly related.

Length, from middle of frontal margin to tip of telson,

59 millim.; of carapace, from middle of frontal to middle of

posterior margin, 18 millim. ; of abdomen, from base to tip

of telson, 41 millim. ; of telson 8 millim. ; of sixth abdominal

somite 9'75 millim.; of antennal scale 8 millim.

Parapasiphae, S. I. Smith.

a. Antennal and brancliiostegal spines absent Sect. Parapasiphae.

The following species come into this section :

—

1. Parapasiphae sulcatifronSy S.I. Smith, 'Albatross' Crust.,

1884, p. 40, pi. V. fig. 4, pi. vi. figs. 1-7, ^ ? . Western
Atlantic, 515 to 2949 fathoms.

2. Parapasiphae cristata, id. ibid. p. 44, pi. v. fig. 3, ? .

Western Atlantic, 1628 fathoms.

b. Antennal and brancbiostegal spines present Sect. Eupasipha'e.

To this section belong the following :

—

55. Parapasiphae [Eupasipha'e) latirostris^ W.-M.

Parapasiphae latirostris, Wood-Mason, Ann. & Maj^'. Nat. Hist. (6) vii.

18'Jl, p. 19G, $ .

We give a figure of this fine species the size of nature

(fig. 2, p. 16G).
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bQ>. Para^yosi'phae {Eapasipha'd) Gf'lesn, sp. n.

Parapnsiphae Giksii, Wood-Mason, 111. Zool. * Investigator,' Crust.

pl.iii.fig.8, $,x2.

Eostrum slender, acute, awl-shaped, slightly compressed,

slightly curved, ascendant, extending by rather more than

one third of its length beyond the extremities of the eye-

peduncles. Postfrontal ridge cristiform, armed throughout

from the base of the rostrum to the posterior slope of the

carapace with minute forwardly-inclined denticles,' the first of

which is placed well on the base of the rostrum and is more
than double the size of an}' of the rest, which are subequal

;
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it is divided by a distinct cervical groove into two lobes, the

anterior of which is somewhat the higher and longitudinally

somewhat the more convex of the two.

The anterior margin of the carapace bears on each side two
spines—the one smaller, situated just behind the edge of the

orbital sinus, and answering in all probability to the antennal

spine of the Penasidea ; the other larger, which arises from
the margin itself, opposite to the insertion of the antenna, and
is, there is little doubt, a true branchiostegal spine. About
midway between the branchiostegal spine and the obtuse

extra-orbital angle on each side the anterior margin projects

a process of about the same size and shape as the latter, and
hence presents an angularly sinuous or zigzag outline between
tlie two spines. The branchiostegal spine is continued back-

wards along the side of the carapace as a well-defined slightly

upwardly concave ridge ; this is subacute nearly as far as the

hepatic region, and thence blunt to its abruptly upcurved
extremity near the hinder end of the carapace ; it curves

upwards for a short distance from its origin, then descends

almost imperceptibly to about the middle of its length, whence
it rises by a no less gentle ascent to its upturned extremity

;

it emits three branches—one, faint, from the hepatic region,

upwards and forwards towards a point in the anterior margin
which is just internal to the antennal spine ; a second, as well-

defined as itself, from the point at wliich it is intersected by
the cervical groove, straiglit downwards and backwards
towards the inferior margin ; and a third, equally well-defined,

from a point a little to the rear of that from which the second

is given off, upwards, inwards, and backwards, so as to mark
out the upper boundary of the subjacent branchial chamber.
The terga of the abdominal somites are increasingly carinate

from the second to the fourth ; the carina of the fourth is

faintly notched, as in Acanthephyra^ and terminates poste-

riorly in a strong spine. Those of the remaining somites are

transversely rounded.

The telson, which wants its extreme tip, agrees, as far as it

is preserved, with the description of that of Parapasiphae
sulcatifrons, S. 1. Smith.

The eye-peduncles ai'e compressed from above downwards
and bear on the inner and upper margin, at a short distance

from the edge of the cornea, a small conical tubercle, which is

directed inwards and slightly forwards ; the compressed
hemispherical and distinctly faceted cornea occupies the whole
width of their apex, upon which it is somewhat obliquely set

;

and their pigment is bright brown in spirit.

The peduncle of the antennules agrees with Prof. S. I.
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Smith's description of that of P. suhatifrons ; but the inner

fiagellum of these organs is only about one half the lengtli

of the carajiace measured from the apex of the rostrum to the

middle of the hinder margin in a straight line, and less than

one third the length of the outer flagellum ; this is much
stouter than the inner and expanded at the base in the usual

manner.
The thoracic limbs differ in the relative proportions of their

parts and in armature from those of P. suhatifrons to an

extent and in a manner which will be best appreciated by
comparison of the figures of the two species.

Length, from apex of rostrum to end of caudal appendages,

49 millin). ; of carapace, from apex of rostrum to middle of

hinder margin, 19*5 millim.; of outer flagellum of antennules

34 "5 millim., of inner 9*5 millim.; of antennal scale 7*25

millim. ; length of abdomen from base to end of telson 27*5

millim., of its sixth somite bb millim., of telson (tip wanting)

Q)b millim,

A single female was taken on Jan. 15th, 1888, off Cinque
Island, Andaman Sea, in 650 fathoms.

PSATHYROCARIS, gen. nov.

rsathyrocaris, Wood-Mason, Admin, Rep. Marine Survey of India,

1890-91, p. 19,

Integument thin and delicate; all appendages and processes

of extraordinary fragility.

Body moderately com])ressed.

Carapace shortly rostrate, longitudinally carinate for a

longer or shorter distance in backward continuation of the
• • •

1

dorsal crest of the rostrum ; its anterior margin unarmed—

•

antennal and branchiostegal spines being absent,—at first

broadly arched, then narrowly emarginate between the blunt

triangular extraorbital angle and the antero-lateral angle on

each side
; its sides distinctly ridged, the ridging varying with

the species
;
the efferent portion of the branchial chamber

relatively spacious.

Antennules and antenna? broken off in all the specimens

near the base.

Eye-peduncles and corneaj depressed, the latter hemi-

spherical, occupying the whole width of the extremities of the

former, on which they are set quite square. The usual papilla

is present close to the edge of the corner on each side.

Mandibles (PI. XI, tig, 1) of typical Pasiphaidean form,

with a very large two-jointed palp.

First maxillaj (PI. XI, tig. 2) with the inn'r lacinia [ex)
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pointed and recurved towards the outer (^/>), and with a small

triangular process on the inner margin of the endopodite

{en) as in Parapasijjhae.

Second maxillas (PI. XI. fig. 3) with well-developed inner

{ex) and middle {bp) laciniffi, the latter of which is bilobed,

thus differing from those of all * previously described genera,

in which both lacinise are reduced to a quite rudimentary-

condition
; and with a relatively very large and powerful

scaphognathite, in correlation to the spacious efferent branchial

channel.

First maxillipedes (Pl.XI. fig. 4) with well-developed endo-

podite {en) and middle {bp) and inner {ex) lacinia3, the latter of

the two last of which, though decidedly weaker, is nevertheless

produced inwards to the same level as the former, and is fairly

well fringed, thus also differing from all previously described

genera, in which indeed little besides the exopodite of these

jaws remains, the laciniai being both reduced to a more or

less scanty fringe of weak setse and the endopodite to a

minute projection of the inner margin of the exopodite, whilst

the epipodite when present is smaller {Parapasiphae) or alto-

gether wanting {PasipJiae). The exopodite gives off from its

inner margin just below the true apex a pedunculated oval

plate, which serves as the occlusor apparatus of the efferent

branchial aperture and, in correlation with the large size of

that aperture, is much larger than in any other genus.

Second maxillipedes (PI. XI. fig. 5) almost exactly as in the

Pena3idea, seven-jointed, the division between the second and
third joints being still quite distinct at the edges ; furnished

with a short tapering exarticulateexopodite (e^), which scarcely

exceeds the third joint in length ; and with a complete podo-

branchia {ep + br) , thus contrasting strongly with those of previ-

ously described genera, in which the corresponding appendages
are weaker and but six-jointed, the second + third being indistin-

guishably fused into one, there is never any trace of an exo-

podite, and the podobranchia is represented at most by a small

epipodite and may be entirely wanting.

Third maxillipedes (PI. XL fig. 6) four-jomtedf, as inPanrphae,

Ph^e, and Parapasiphae, furnished at the base with a rudimen-

tary epipodite, and, quite close to the base of the second joint

(2 + 3 + 4), with a minute tapering exarticulate exopodite,

similar to, but much smaller than, that of the second maxilli-

pedes, and lodged in a groove in the side of the joint.

* Except Leptochela, which would appear to have fully developed

second maxilliB.

t Leptochela has five, aud is so far less modilied than any other genus.

Ann. (& Mag. N. Hist. Ser. 6. Vol. xi. 12
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The first and second pairs of legs are dissimilar both in

form and structure.

The first pair is the shorter, and their claws are shaped

much as in Pastphae. The inner edge of the dactylopodite

is unarmed, but is raised into a sharp lamellar cutting-edge

;

that of the prolonged part of the propodite, on the other hand,

is armed throughout witli minute acicular spines of tolerably

uniform size and all slanting towards the apex of the joint.

The second pair is much the longer, and their claws differ

in form in the different species and would appear to be

unequal on the two sides. The inner edge of both dactylo-

poditic and propoditic elements of these claws is armed with

minute spines similar to those of the first pair, and, in addi-

tion, at intervals with much longer ones (three or four ti nes

as long) of the same form.

The third and fourth pairs of legs are alike. They are

greatly reduced in thickness, but little if anything in length,

forming long setaceous filaments of excessive tenuity and

fragility.

The fifth pair of legs is the shortest of all and is much
stouter than the third and fourth and much slenderer than the

first and second ; it is, in fact, in point of thickness about

interinediate between the two sets of legs. They are set on

and directed in the manner which seems characteristic of the

family. Their propodite bears at the distal end of the lower

surface a conspicuous whisp of longish setse, which is directed

towards the apex of the joint, while the dactylopodite is

covered below with a dense brush of short spiny sette, and is

evidently intended to fold back against the propoditic whisp,

so as to form therewith a sort of prehensile subchela.

All the legs possess the full number of joints and all are

furnished with exopodites. The exopodites of the first pair

of legs are small and inconspicuous, but those of the second

to the fifth pairs are long and excessively fine articulated

setaceous filaments, which form a gradually increasing series

to the fourth, the fifth being suddenly much longer and fully

equalling in length the third or fourth pairs of legs. They
are all very sparsely clothed with long, lax, obsoletely plu-

mose setas, and are all produced at the base into a little

tongue-shaped spur.

The first to fifth pairs of abdominal appendages are remark-

able for the enormous inequality of their two branches, as

well as for the excessive tenuity of the outer branch, which,

in the case of the second pair, is in one species no less than

twenty-four times the length of the inner, which is quite

minute ; the exopodites of the abdominal appendages, in fact,
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closely resemble those of the legs, differing therefrom only in

being somewhat stouter, more distinctly articulated, and more
richly provided with more strongly plumose seta3.

Abdomen transversely rounded, not carinate, dorsally.

Telson quadrangular, tapering gradually from base to apex,
terminating in a minute fixed median spine and two unequal
pairs of articulated lateral spines ; its dorsal spines obso-
lescent.

There are twelve functional branchiee and two epipodites

on each side distributed as follows in Psathyrocaris fragilis:—

Somites and
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EXPLANATION OF THE PLATES.

Plate X.

Fig. 1. Psathyrocaris fragilis, 5, from the leftside. Nat. size. Both
the legs of the second pair are figured, to show their inequality.

Fig. 2. Rostrum of the same. Enlarged.

Fig. 3. The caudal swimmeret of another specimen, from above. X 3.

Fig, 4. A leg of the fourth pair of another specimen. X 4.

Fig. 5. An abdominal appendage of the second pair of another specimen.

X5.

Plate XI.

Fig. 1. Psathyrocaris fi-agilis. Mandible. X 9.

Fig. 2. First maxilla. X 9.

Fig. 3. Second maxilla. X 9.

Fig. 4. First maxUlipede. X 9.

Fig. 5. Second maxillipede. X 9.

Fig. 6. Third maxillipede. X 4-5.

[To be continued.]

XXIII.—Aglia tau, a connecting-link between the Cerato-

campidge and Raturniidaj, and the Type of a new Subfamily^
Agliin^e. By Alpheus S. Packaed.

In this European Bombycine moth we have a most interesting

form surviving side by side with Saturnia, which seems to

be the most generalized form of its family. Aglia appears

to be a Ceratocampid in its earlier larval stages, the cater-

pillar in its final stage, however, and the moth being closely

related to the Saturnians. It seems quite reasonable to

suppose that the Saturnians have directly descended from a

form like Aglia, and we could scarcely expect a clearer

demonstration of the origin of one family from another by
direct genetic descent.

The transformations of this form, originally figured in

Luponchel and Guen^e's ' Iconographie ' * (torn, ii.), have
been more fully elaborated by ]\lr. Poulton •\.

Having received, through the kindness of Dr. Heylaerts, a

young larva of Aglia tau in its third stage, I have been able

* Guen^e states that, after attaining its full size, " eUe se retire a la

surface de la terre, entre des mousses et des d(?bris de T^g(5taux qu'elle

attache avec de la soie, et elle s'y change en uue chrysalide grosse, courte,

d'un brun fence saupoudre de grisatre, et dont I'anus est termine par un
faisceau de pointes recourb^es."

t Trans. Eut. Soc. Loudon, 1888, pp. 555-668, pl. xvii. figs. 1-7.
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